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ABSTRACT
This research investigates customer loyalty and relationship marketing theories into two
different commercial sectors in the UK, namely grocery retailing and telecommunication. The
study is divided into two major parts. The first part

examines consumer perceptions of

customer loyalty schemes and explores the nature and extent of relationship development
in the UK retail

grocery

sector. Aspects of the Interaction

Approach,

historically

developed and confined to organisational contexts, were used as a conceptual framework
for assessing the level of these relationships.

The research methodology consisted of both qualitative and quantitative techniques.
Focus group discussionsprecededa questionnairesurvey administeredto a quota sampleof
500 Tesco shoppers.The results suggestedthat customer loyalty schemesdid not generate
emotional commitment towards the retailer, and that they were not consideredimportant in
store choice. Consumersregardedproduct and service quality and customer service facilities
as the most significant factors. Relationships were identified by the development of four
It was found that
constructs, i. e., trust, commitment, concern and involvement.
satisfaction with the retailer, trust, concern, consistency and reliability were key
criteria when identifying relationship potential in the grocery sector. The majority of
consumers were found not to consider themselves as being in a relationship with their
retailer, yet they still displayed fairly high relationship levels (as measured by the key
criteria - trust, concern etc.) . It was concluded that consumer perceptions of what
constitutes a relationship differ significantly from retailers' perceptions
The objective of the second part of the research was to develop and to test a partial model of
customer loyalty.

This model can help to explain the process that a customer follows to

pledge loyalty, sometimes even subconsciously, to a product or service provider. A complete
model would be composed of two sides : the company and the consumer side. The current
research, however, focus on the process that occurs on the consumer side. It is specifically
proposed that after a first

satisfying experience, a customer requires some kind of

reinforcement to become loyal.
Previous research suggests that consumer trust and commitment have a key mediating role in
the process of building

loyalty.

Consumer trust and commitment

have been regarded
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previously as important conditions necessaryto increase cooperation and loyalty patterns
(Morgan and Hunt 1994,Moorman, Deshpande,and Zaltman 1993).
Guided by a modelled set of relationships, some hypotheseswere tested using survey data
relating to International Phone calls. Following statistical data analysis (Factor analysis,
Correlation analysis, Regression analysis and Structural Equation Modelling). It was
concludedthat the existenceof trust and commitment as mediating variables were important
in helping to explain customer loyalty becausenot all the initially suggestedvariables were
found significant, However, a post-hoc model was developed using only the significant
variables. This tested model explains about 40% of the variance of the dependentvariable
customerloyalty and has goodnessof fit indexesthat are adequate.
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Overall Thesis Introduction

1.1

The Research Context

Traditional

marketing practices have focused on attracting new customers rather than

retaining existing ones, as practitioners aimed at selling rather than cultivating relationships.
More recently, however, a growing number of companies are emphasizing retention of current
customers for the following reasons. Firstly, the cost of attracting new customers can be six
times the cost of keeping current customers satisfied (Bender 1976). Secondly, companies can
improve profits more than 25% by reducing customer defection by 5% (Reichheld and Sasser
1990). Finally, loyal customers outspend others by ratios that can go from 5: 1 in the hotel and
industry
in
(Bagozzi
16:
1
to
retailing
motel
et al. 1998).

To date, the treatment of customer retention in the marketing literature has been fragmented.
Marketing textbooks often link retention to a general concept of "customer satisfaction",
arguing that a satisfied customer is likely to repeat-purchase, whereas an unsatisfied customer
will tend to defect (Kotler 1997, Kurtz and Clow 1998, Rust, Zahorik, and Keiningham 1996,
Zeithaml and Bitner 1996). Many researchers, however, have found such statements overly
simplistic. First, it has been pointed out (Liu 1998, Schulz 1998) that customer satisfaction is
a necessary, but not a sufficient, condition for customer retention. Second, there is evidence
(Thomas 1998) that, despite favourable customer satisfaction ratings, companies can and do
still lose important buyers of their goods and services. Finally, attempts to use "satisfaction",
an attitude, in order to predict customer loyalty, a behaviour, have not worked well in the past
(Neal 1999).

Given these caveats and reservations, many researchers underscored the need for a better
understanding of the important but more complex relationship between customer satisfaction
and customer loyalty (Hallowel

1996, Heskett et al. 1994, Heskett, Sasser and Schlesinger

1997). And the adoption by some of a wider concept of customer loyalty-decided by factors
both intrinsic and extrinsic to a company's product offerings and associated service standardshas led others to argue that loyalty develops as a result of establishing long-term, mutually
beneficial relationships between customers and suppliers: and that these relationships are
fostered through explicit customer loyalty schemes embedded in a wider programme of
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relationship marketing. (Berry 1983, Berry and Parasuraman 1991, Grant and Schlesinger

1995,Jonesand Sasser1995,Reichheld 1996,Webster 1992).
Customer loyalty schemes are today increasingly recognised as a mechanism for generating
higher level of customer retention, and considered to be particularly effective in building
loyalty among the mass-market customer base characteristic of retailing. Loyalty schemes are
key
element in the development of relationship marketing programmes. At the same
now a
time, the effectiveness of such schemes is under-researched - in particular, more data is
first
how
The
themselves
part of the present
on
customers
perceive such schemes.
needed
research, therefore, explores consumer perceptions of loyalty schemes in one particular massmarket service sector of the economy, in order to determine whether such schemes are
creating genuine sustainable loyalty (i. e. emotional commitment) or whether they are seen
more cynically by customers only as a shorter-term sales promotion strategy.

As a consequenceof the increasedinterest in customerretention/loyalty and customerloyalty
schemes,greater opportunities exist for the design, development and testing of models of
customer loyalty. To date, however, few attempts to build and to evaluate such models are
reported in the literature. Of those that have been developed,most are limited in their scope
and effectiveness(Pritchard, Havitz and Howard 1999, Gabriano and Johnson, 1999). The
secondpart of the present researchprogramme attemptsto build and test a customer loyalty
model derived from a detailed sectoralstudy of customertrust, commitment and loyalty.
It was initially

intended to develop and test a customer loyalty model based on the data

by
loyalty
between
the
the
schemes and
generated
exploration of
customer
relationship
relationship marketing activities in the first part of the study. However, analysis of results
showed that there was no clear "loyalty effect" resulting from the implementation of customer
loyalty schemes in the sector under study. This outcome was significant and informative in its
own right (see chapter 11) but was an unforeseen development which compromised initial
plans to develop a model of customer loyalty in the same sector. Consequently, a second
mass-market services sector, where both the literature and general observation confirmed that
customer retention and loyalty was recognised as a key issue, was identified and researched in
order to provide the data for the second part of the study. A model was subsequently tested
and its value assessedas a means of explaining the process that enables a company to achieve
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and sustaina high level of customerloyalty over the medium and longer term. The model was
also evaluatedagainsttwo other modelspreviously reportedin the literature.
1.2 The Research Process

The present research comprises two principal parts. The first part, which was
completed as an
M. Phil thesis between September 2000 and February 2002, seeks to measure the impact
of
customer loyalty schemes and relationship marketing on customer loyalty within one sector of
the UK services economy-namely the retail grocery sector.

The effectiveness of customer loyalty schemes and other loyalty-based initiatives is assessed
from a purely consumer perspective. To this end, focus groups were
used to design and test
the questionnaire used in the study and to enrich and inform the data obtained. The population
from which the main study sample was drawn consisted of Tesco
shoppers in the Greater
Manchester area. However, as a sampling frame of Tesco shoppers was
not available,
probability-sampling methods were not feasible. Quota sampling was, instead, the method of
non-probability sampling which was selected and perceived to be the most appropriate for this
study. The researcher used his own discretion in the choice of respondents, making selection
error of respondents a major limitation

(Churchill

1990). Furthermore, the respondents

interviewed reflected the characteristics of those people who were shopping
at the specific
times selected, hence some respondent selection error resulted.

The outcomesof the first part of the researchshowed that no clear "loyalty effect" resulted
from customerloyalty schemesand other initiatives undertakenby the supplier (in this
case,
Tesco). This was the principal reason why it was not considered possible to research
and
develop an effective model of customerloyalty basedon the retail grocery sector,
and why it
was deemed necessary to focus further research on another service-based sector of the
economy. In order to move beyond grocery sector restrictions and to explore the wider effects
of customer loyalty schemes and relationship marketing, it was necessary to identify another
services sector which appeared to offer greater opportunities to develop and to test a model of
customer loyalty. At the same time the methodological deficiencies identified with the Tescobased research (see above) could be minimised.
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The sector chosenfor further researchinto customer loyalty and relationship marketing was
the telecommunicationssector-andmore specifically the international phone calls sector. It
is
inter
it
is
fast
in
UK,
because
the
and
now strongly
was chosen,
alia,
a
growing market
focusedon customerretention, given the past high levels of customer turnover and customer
"switching" between suppliers. Furthermore, level of competition between competing
companies is intense, making customer loyalty

a key issue. In choosing this

telecommunicationssub-sector,it was also possible to work with a much greater samplesize
and with available data covering a nationwide spread of consumers,in contrast to the far
narrower researchcarried out in the retail grocery sectorwhich was conductedin one location
only and with only one specific group of (Tesco)consumers.
The secondpart of the research,therefore, develops and tests a model of customer loyalty
based on data collected from the international phone calls service sector. The model is
intended to help explain the process that enables a company to achieve superior
marketing performancebasedon the developmentof customerloyalty. The model comprises
two sides-the company and the consumerside- and is basedon three key componentparts of
overall customersatisfaction identified in the literature. First, consumption-basedsatisfaction,
deriving
determinedby product or service experience;second,transaction-based-satisfaction,
from experiences with particular suppliers; competition-based satisfaction, reflecting a
consumer'spositive or negative experienceswith competing suppliers. Finally, the model is
testedagainstthe hypothesesderived from the key researchpropositions (again informed by
the literature), and its relative effectivenessmeasuredagainst two other models of customer
loyalty reportedin the literature.
1.3 Research.Aims and Objectives
The present researchfocuses on key elementsrelating to customer loyalty and relationship
marketing. The aims and objectives of the two parts of the study are detailed below.

1.3.1 In Part One of the thesis, customer loyalty and loyalty schemes are analysed and
evaluatedin the context of UK grocery retailing. This researchhas five specific objectives as
follows:
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1.3.1.1 To review the literature
marketing, with particular

covering concepts of customer loyalty and relationship
reference to the UK grocery sector

Literature on both these academic areas is fairly new, when considered in the contexts of
in
literature
Relevant
telecommunication.
grocery retailing and
was collated order to provide
an overall theoretical appreciationof current academicthought on both topics.
1.3.1.2 To identify consumer perceptions of customer loyalty schemes.

Loyalty schemes, as with any other marketing initiative, are only successful if they manage to
meet consumer needs and expectations. This objective identifies how important consumers
feel loyalty schemes are to satisfying their needs in relation to the overall retail offering. An
identification of what factors they place as most important, specifically their attitudes towards
loyalty schemes, are also researched.

1.3.1.3 To segment consumers into loyalty types.

Data generated from the research, it was envisaged, could be used to segment consumers into
loyalty types using the Diamond of Loyalty (Denison and Knox 1995). The application of this
theoretical framework to a grocery retail context may provide significant implications for
marketers and practitioners who attempt to segment their customer base. Identification of
promiscuous shoppers can help save company resources, both time and money. Hence
segmentation is a useful tool for enabling retailers to identify the customers on whom they
should be focusing.

1.3.1.4. To identify

the extent to which consumers have developed relationships

with

grocery retailers, from the consumer perspective.

Relationship marketing is a fairly new concept in the mass marketing arena of grocery
retailing. Many critics have argued that it is almost impossible to develop relationships with
individual consumers in this sector. Retailers, however, realised that in the competitive
environment of the late 1990's, this was possibly the way forward. The introduction of
customerloyalty schemeshas been seenby many as a significant step forward for retailers
18

is
identify
'get
A
to
to
this
to
the
whether
wanting
closer
research
consumer'. primary aim of
have
develop
they
to
their
customerswant
prime supermarketand whether
relationships with
developed such relationships. In order to test the extent to which relationships are being
developed,a theoretical framework is devised. This is used to identify the nature of such
relationships.
1.3.1.5 To adapt the Interaction

Approach (The IMP Group) of buyer behaviour to UK

grocery retailing.

The Interaction Approach is developed within the industrial marketing literature to provide a
theoretical framework of relationship marketing. The market context it is initially developed
for is highly micro, that is, there is a small customer base. However, the UK grocery retail
industry is the total opposite, epitomising a completely mass-market environment. The aim is
hence to adapt the Interaction Approach (see chapter 3) to a different context and commercial
sector for which it is originally developed.

1.3.2 Informed both by the literature review of customer loyalty and by the analysis and
findings resulting from the primary,

sectoral research carried out in Part One of the

study, Part Two of the thesis is concerned with the further identification
which can play a key part in the development and reinforcement

of those factors

of customer loyalty.

These findings are then used to develop and test a model of customer loyalty in the
services

economy,

telecommunications

based

on

a

detailed

analysis

of

data

relating

to

the

sector.

The principal objectives of Part Two of the study are as follows:
1.3.2.1 To examine the extent to which
precursor

a relationship

commitment

is a necessary

of customer loyalty in business-to customer exchanges.

1.3.2.2. To determine whether increased levels of trust lead to greater relationship
commitments

in business to customer exchanges.
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1.3.2.3
formation

To identify

those cognitive

and performance

of commitment

customer loyalty in business-to-customer

1.3.2.4

and effective

processes which

and trust

and which

precede the
strengthens

exchanges.

To develop and test a model of customer loyalty in the telecommunications

sector of the UK services economy.
1.4. Overall

Thesis

Summary

The current thesis is structuredin three major parts, details of which are describedbelow.
Part One of the thesis (Chapters 2-6) examines customer loyalty and relationship
in
identifies
UK
introduction,
Chapter
Two
As
the
retail grocery sector.
marketing
an
the most important literature in relation to customer loyalty schemes within the UK
grocery retailing sector. The chapter explains what customer loyalty implies, outlines
the concept of loyalty cards, provides a profile of the major UK grocery retailers and
their loyalty schemes, and identifies the benefits that retailers may be seeking in
implementing a loyalty programme.
Relationship marketing is emerging in the retailing context, primarily through customer
loyalty schemes.Chapter Three therefore provides a systematic review of the concept of
relationship marketing. It starts with an overview of the way in which marketing has
developed over the last few decades. The emergence of relationship marketing and
an analysis of the components of successful relationship marketing are then discussed.
Relationship marketing in the retailing context is highlighted, with some doubts
expressed as to whether customers actually want to develop relationships with
supermarkets. Finally, a brief review is given of a number of buyer behaviour models.
From these, the Interaction Approach is highlighted as potentially the most suitable
conceptual framework for this study.
Chapter Four specifies each of the objectives formulated for research into customer
loyalty and relationship marketing in the retail grocery sector, as well as giving the
rationale behind them. The most appropriate research methods chosen to achieve these
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objectives are then discussed and justified. A description is also given of how each
method was applied in this particular study. A brief review of the statistical techniques
used in the data analysis is also given.
Chapter Five reports, analysesand interprets information resulting from primary research.
The chapter reports on both qualitative (focus groups) and qualitative (questionnaire)
results. Both sections are presented with the relevant research questions, the rationale
behind each question, the subsequentfindings, and an interpretation of results.
Chapter Six addressesthe issue of the true worth of customer loyalty schemes, from a
consumer perspective. To extent to which relationship marketing is being incorporated
into a grocery retail setting is discussed. In this final chapter, each research objective is
discussed together with the conclusions reached. Finally, contributions this research can
make to marketing theory, as well as implications for retail marketers and management,
are identified.
Having completed the study of customer loyalty schemes in UK grocery retailing, Part
Two of the thesis (Chapters 7-10) develops and tests a model of customer loyalty in the
services sector. However, research conducted into the retail grocery sector in Part One
of the study showed that a clear effect of customer loyalty was not found. These results
do not oppose parts of the literature, which suggests that emotional loyalty is not
universally being developed by customer loyalty schemes (Reynolds, 1995),
Consequently, although it would have been preferable to test a loyalty model in the
grocery sector, it was considered necessary to base the customer loyalty model
developed in part two of the study on another services sector. Subsequently, the
telecommunications sector was chosen as an appropriate sector for data collection and
model-building.
As an introduction to the study, Chapter Seven describes the research problem. It
proposes a model of customer loyalty, and identifies two alternative models (already
described and reported in the literature) against which the model is to be tested.
Chapter Eight examines the literature relating to customer loyalty in general and to
definitions of "loyalty" in particular. It identifies elements of commitment and trust
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necessary to the development of customer loyalty in business-to-consumer exchanges.
Informed by this literature review, the study's research prepositions, together with
related hypotheses for testing, are identified and explained.
Chapter Nine describes the research methodology designed to test the stated hypotheses.
This section includes discussion of research design, instruments of measurement and
sampling methodology (size, population and response rates). It also describes the
methods of data analysis as an introduction of the following chapter.
Results and findings relating to part two of the thesis are reported in Chapter Ten. Factor

analysis, correlation analysis, regression analysis and structural equation modelling are
is
to
test
the
the
the
validity
of
all used
proposed model, and
model's effectiveness
measuredagainst the two other models used as benchmarks to the study.
Finally Part Three of the thesis (Chapter Eleven) summarises the overall results of the
research relating to Part One and Part Two of the study, drawing both parts of the study
together. It identifies the contributions to knowledge, recognises the limitations of the
study and identifies possible directions for future research.
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PART I:
Relationship
Marketing and
Customer Loyalty
in the UK Grocery
Retailing Sector.

Chapter Two
CUSTOMER LOYALTY
LITERATURE REVIEW

.

Customer
2.1.

loyalty

-A

Literature

review

Introduction

In an increasingly competitive environment, retailers are seeking that all-important
`leading edge' which will differentiate the service they provide from that of their
competitors.

The introduction

loyalty
a
of
of
range

schemes designed to tie

the consumer to the products or services on offer, are seen by many marketers
and practitioners

as a way retailers can achieve differentiation.

This chapter explains what customer loyalty implies, outlines the concept of loyalty cards,
provides a profile of the major UK grocery retailers and their loyalty schemes, and
identifies the benefits that retailers may be seeking in implementing a loyalty programme.
Particular emphasisis placed on the leading grocery retailer, Tesco, whose customersformed
a significant part of the sample.

2.2.

Loyalty cards schemes - background

Customer loyalty schemes have been operating for many decades, one of the earliest
is
in
`divi'.
Co-op
This
the
to
examples
current schemes, that there was a
was very similar
membership and a member's personal identification number.

Members gave their

membershipnumber as they shopped,and the value of their purchaseswas used to calculate
their personal share of the year-end dividend; there was a list of members with their
individual account numbers and the value of their purchasesover the period. Gradually this
by
was replaced ordinary trading stamps(Mandeville 1994).
2.2.1.

Trading

stamps

`Ordinary trading stamps' refers primarily to Green Shield stamps, which were initially
confined in the UK to independentfood retailers. Participating retailers consideredthat this
innovation helped them retain their share of trade, but as a straight discount on sales, the
stampsthreatenedthe profit margins of every single retailer in the business.
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Hence, for a long time, members of the National Association of Multiple Grocers stood
together in refusing to accept this innovation.

Green Shield stamps were a pre-payment scheme,i. e., the company sold the stampsto the
for
Shoppers
income
years
to
were
pay out on redeemed stamps.
retailers, and used this
Shield
Green
lying
have
the
they
and
to
around,
might
redeem any old stamps
entitled
f$5mi11ion
1994).
(Mandeville
fund
at
stood
redemption
From the retailer's point of view, trading stamps not only cut profit margins, but also
focussed shoppers' attention firmly
special discounts.

on tangible rewards:

cut prices, double stamps,

The abandonment of stamps in the late 1970s was part of an attempt,

by retailers not to compete on price but rather on `value'-a frequently confused concept,
Shield
decor.
Green
like
includes
things
store
and
product quality, product range
which
stamps also suffered from `overkill';

as more and more retailers offered stamps, their

impact as an incentive declined (e. g. Reed 1996, Mandeville
.
and Tzokas 2003).

2.3.

The new route customer

loyalty

1994, Smith,

Sparks, Hart

schemes

The heightened interest in loyalty marketing is a result of the growing recognition that
is
business
from
cheaper than trying to create new
existing customers
generating more
customers or to win customers from the competition (Section 3.5).

A growing body of

(Reicheld
frequently
loyal
that
more.
and
spend
research shows
customers purchase more
1993). Loyal customers have also become more valued with the recognition that special offers
by
be
`cherry
to
too
promiscuous customers
entice
made
new customers can
picked'
easily
who do not make the additional purchases which justify the loss-leaders (Reynolds 1995,
Sopanen 1996, Chiara Mauri 2003).

These factors have led to an appreciation of the

importance of valuing, holding and giving incentives to existing customers (Reichheld 1993,
Morgan 1996). Retailers can also increase their power over suppliers and minimise the costs
of discounts and incentives (Mandeville 1994).
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Marketing initiatives aimed at increasingthe lifetime value of existing customersare defined
as customer loyalty programmes (Rayner 1996). The growth of these schemeshas been
acceleratedby technological developments over the past decade. Retailers now have an
increasedability to collect more specific information on their customers,which can include
namesand addresses,and some other demographicand purchasing information, which may
later be usedfor analysis (Section 2.4).
Reynolds (1996) argues that the success of these schemes depends upon whether such
schemes bring genuine, long-term benefits to retailers and their customers. However, the
potential benefits that can be gained from a loyalty scheme will depend upon the ability of
retailers

to increase their

retention

of loyal

customers, in addition

to building

a

comprehensive database.

2.3.1.

What is a loyalty

scheme?

A loyalty schemeis a mechanism for identifying and rewarding loyal customers. They can
include a set of marketing initiatives intendedto increasethe number of loyal customersthat a
supplier has and/ or to increasethe strengthof loyalty that those customersexhibit. They can
be seen as a formal way of recognising and rewarding loyal customers, whilst at the same
time providing the retailer with the ability to measureloyalty levels and returns (Rayner 1996,
Chiara Mauri 2003).
In addition,

anything

which

differentiates

a store from

its competitors

by offering

customers long-term added value supports the aim of customer loyalty schemes. It is
important for retailers to see loyalty schemes as only part of their overall retail strategy.
Elements such as customer service are essential and just as significant to generate loyalty
amongst consumers.

Reynolds

(1995) argues that loyalty

schemes can provide

an

incentive for consumers to become loyal to a particular retailer. He
also believes the way
in which the rewards are earned can have a considerable
effect on `loyal' behaviour, such
as the frequency of visit and spend per visit. For this precise reason, it is essential that
any loyalty programme is carefully thought through and structured.
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2.3.2.

How

they

work

Loyalty cards look like credit cards and record the amount customers spend when they
shop. Once the accumulated total passesa specific figure, e.g. £250, they are entitled to a
discount on goods and services. Most loyalty schemesin the UK grocery sector work on
the principle that customers get roughly one penny for every pound they spend.
However, customers must spend a minimum amount each time they shop to earn points
(Seymour 1996), although in most UK supermarketsthis is just £1.
To join a scheme, the customer needs to complete an application from. This is the retailer's
mechanism to capture certain demographic information.

A membership card (usually a

is
issued
to the customer with his/her unique number.
card)
magnetic strip

The card is

based
is
to
to
to
the
the
the
on
staff
on
each
visit
given
customer
store and a reward
presented
some criteria. In the grocery sector, this is usually the amount spent but more recently it has
also incorporated the type of product bought (i. e., where `bonus' points are awarded). Details
later
logged
for
transmission to the marketing
the
transaction
the
customer
of
number are
and
database, while summary data are either written to the customer's card or stored locally.
They may contain details of the accumulated points and purchase details.

The loyalty

terminal communicates with the marketing system (either daily, weekly or monthly) to
exchange information.

Transaction logs are sent to the central system for analysis, and new

promotion details, reward structures etc. are transmitted to the in-store system.

Consumers,

at some later point, receive vouchers enabling them to redeem their accumulated points
(Rayner 1996, Chiara Mauri 2003).

2.4.

Customer

loyalty

schemes

Objectives
-

The aims of loyalty schemes will be dependent upon the growth strategy of the retailer
and the prevailing markets situation. Companies that wish to grow have a number of
options available to them. Ansoff (1968) constructed a matrix (figure 2.1), which can be
a useful tool in identifying

the different

options that companies can take in different

situations.
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Figure 2.1: Alternative

for development

directions

Product
New

Existing

Existing

Product Development

Consolidation
Market penetration

MARKET
New

Market Development

Diversification

(Source: Ansoff, H. I. 1968)

In the context of loyalty schemes,supermarketretailers are most likely to be in an "existing"
market selling an existing product. In such a situation, Ansoff statesthat they are aiming to
either consolidatetheir position or achievemarket penetration.
According to Johnson and Scholes (1993),
the company operates, although
unchanged. "

"Consolidation

the range of products

implies changes in the ways
and markets

may remain

In such a situation retailers may not be able to rely solely on the strength of

their product to persuade customers to purchase it.

In an established market many

is
important
it
identical
hence
that once relationships
may
sell
retailers
almost
products,
with

customers have been created that they are continued.

In such a situation

organisations may seek to defend their position by placing an increased emphasis on
quality (of product and/or service) or by increasing marketing activity.

Market penetration
productivity,

is linked

4strongly to consolidation,

or increasing marketing activity,

in that improving

quality

or

can each be a means of achieving both.

The ease by which market penetration can be achieved depends greatly on the structure
of the market concerned.

In the UK, the grocery sector is quickly reaching saturation

point with there being less room for growth.
popular

way

of

achieving

consolidation

Under these conditions, one increasingly
and market

penetration

is

through

the

mechanism of loyalty schemes(Reynolds 1995).
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Although loyalty

loyal
based
that
the
the
and
only
most
assumption
on
schemes are

profitable customers are concentrated on, it has been recognised that not all customers
are equal. Hence, it would be much more profitable to recognise the best customers and
concentrate on them rather than trying

to satisfy all

customers, which

will

mean

excluding `promiscuous' customers. The benefits of knowing more about each individual
customer can result in more precise target marketing, which will be more effective and
less costly than mass marketing (Sopanen 1996).

Retailers, wishing to differentiate themselves from competition, may find loyalty schemes
as a method of achieving this (Reynolds 1995). However, these schemes need to fit into
a retailer's overall service differentiation

strategy.

Edward Bonner, finance and systems

director of Savacentre, speaking to European Retail IT Decisions, indicates Sainsbury's
attitude to customers;

"The ability to understand better the purchasing patterns of each customer and to find new
and better ways of delivering appropriate value to that individual customer.will be one of the
hallmarks of successfulretailing in the late 1990's...From a customer'sperspective in-store
systemsshould supplyflawless servicesand should be invisible to them. It is the added value
that should be visible. To some extent we are adding back service elements that existed
before the self-serviceexplosion of the 1950's and the 1960's
(Mintel 1996b).

It is the information

generated from a loyalty scheme which enables retailers to better

understand the purchasing patterns of customers.
generate short term benefits.

However, loyalty

schemes can also

The UK's other two top food retailers, Tesco and Safeway,

claim that loyalty cards have brought them real commercial benefits, primarily an increase in
sales and market share.

Tesco has more than 9.5 million

Clubcard holders, receiving

discounts of about 1%. Tesco's 1.6% increase in market share in 1995-1996 is attributed
largely to the card.

Safeway reckons that much of its 7% profits rise and 5% sales

increase in 1995-1996 were due to its. ABC loyalty card. Given these concrete figures, the
effects of loyalty schemes can be seen. However, as Edward Bonner identifies, loyalty
schemes must not work in isolation but as an integral part of the overall retail offering.
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Although all loyalty schemes have similar objectives to some extent, different retailers
will have different priorities

whether to concentrate on increasing retention, increasing the

spend per visit, increasing the frequency of visits or persuading customers to trade-up to
higher margin purchases. These objectives will also depend on a retailer's position in the
decide
how
factors
These
the rewards
that
marketplace and environmental
will
are prevalent.
of the scheme are structured. Rayner (1996) believes that the right loyalty scheme will be
one where the perceived value to profitable customers is greater than the actual cost of
providing it. For example, Tesco's administration costs for the first year have been estimated
as L64million, yet they believe the benefits far outweigh these costs.

Nevertheless,a set of potential objectives can be identified for grocery retailers wishing
to launch a customerloyalty scheme. These include a) developing customer relationships,b)
creatingcustomerdatabases,c) providing a promotional incentive, and d) increasingcustomer
expenditure. Each of theseis describedin turn below.
2.4.1.

Developing

customer

relationships

The main benefit of building relationships with customers is sustained repeat buying and
the retention of existing customers, although the retailer might also hope to gain from
higher

purchase frequencies,

services

(Uncles 1994).

up-grading

and cross-selling

of

related products

and

The premise is that loyal and heavy or frequent buyers are

rewarded. Retailers are increasingly seeing their customers as their most valuable asset,
requirements or preferences.

Barnes (1994) asks whether the concept of a `relationship' developing between customer
and supplier really has any substance, or "whether it is, as the cynics suggest, merely a
word

glorifying

the long-established

habit

of

marketing

of

convincing

buzz-

consumers

to part with as much of their disposable income as possible". Jacobs (1996) argues that
customer relationships are built by understanding the needs of individual

shoppers and

personalising communications.

4
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Petrison and Wang (1993) suggest that the creation of a relationship

depends on the

ability of the retailer to know the customer. This ability grows with the use of customer
databases, allowing
individual's
initially

the

supplier

to

recognise different

groups

and even specific

needs and desires, where no information is available on the customer they

remain anonymous and are treated as such.

creates individual

Relationship marketing therefore

marketing relationships with consumers to give an identity to both

in
first
data
is
it
is
individual
Although
the
step
collected about
only
parties.
customers,
building and maintaining a successful relationship with profitable customers.

2.4.2.

Creating

customer

databases

EPOS, EFTPoS, management information systems, bar coding, customer tracking

systems

and customer self-scanning are just some of the developments which have transformed
retailing in the last decade (Rayner 1996). For large retailers, these

technological

developments have made relationship development plausible. Information gathered on each
customer can be used as a basis for developing individually tailored

loyalty mechanisms and

value added products. Consumers get the benefit of a store card, which they use to acquire
`points'. By being closer to customers, retailers are better able to develop and implement
relationship marketing programmes (Copulsky and Wolf 1990).

Many retailers aim to build an extensive database based on customer details and their
purchasing patterns which facilitates more personal and direct contact with the customer
(Uncles 1994). Boedeker (1996) believes that retailers can use databases to `direct highly
customised marketing to selected existing customers, i. e., deliver differentiated messages
based on the customer's characteristics

and preferences.

Hence, more efficient ways

become available for organisations to segment and target customers (Petrison and Wang
1983, Morgan 1996), where precise targeting results in greater success. In the long run, the
companies that are constantly aiming to fulfil the needs of their customers, by knowing their
real needs, will eventually be able to secure the loyalty of their customers.

The most accurate information about customers comes directly from them, and some
schemesask a large number of questions about the household and its spending patterns.
In a typical loyalty scheme,data can be derived from three principal sources:
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f

Registrationdetails - includes basic information such as name and address.

f

Profiles - lifestyle data that can be overlaid on the initial registration data to provide help
in identifying general preferences by geographic area (e.g., age, sex and household
composition).

f

Activity data - these are the ongoing, constantly updated data, which are provided by the
customer using the loyalty system, i. e. transaction information (such as total budget and
the share spent with retailer in comparison to competitors).

(Mandeville 1994,Rayner 1996,Uncles 1994, Boedeker 1996)

It is only the last category of data which must be collected using a loyalty database
scheme of the type described. Activity

data provide information

on frequency of visits,

spending patterns, where the money is spent, what is bought, how much is redeemed and
how individual

named shoppers respond to campaigns. The technology

needed to

process loyalty cards also enables retailers to identify what is being sold in a store and to
which customers. Through this increasingly sophisticated technology, retailers can access
the following information, which can be invaluable in identifying consumer behaviour.

f

Frequency - How often does this person visit the store? On what days of the week?
Hours of the day? Is the frequency increasing or decreasing? When did the
customerlast visit?

f
f
f
f

Spend- Is this increasingas required?Do particular types of promotion affect it?
Storesvisited - Is the customerloyal to a particular store?
Productspurchased- What specialoffers are taken-up?
Product lines - What is the typical shoppingbasketof this individual?
(Jacobs 1996)

Activity

data thus provide the raw information

responses to promotions,

to profile

needed to measure performance and

shopping habits, to forecast the results of future

campaigns and to identify niches for new products and services. Jacobs (1996) feels that
these data must be captured to build

profiles

individual
of

customer's

purchasing

patterns, "so that large retailers can be in a position to emulate the corner shop approach
to profitable

retailing".

He concludes that the "key to building

such a relationship,

regardless of the customer base, is data". The points, promotions and other incentives
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are there only to attract the customer to join and continue to use the scheme. However,
the limitation associated with collecting information from registration forms is that it
doesnot remain current.
Companies can also use databases to track retention rates and conduct root-cause
investigations of defections (Reichheld 1993). In addition, detailed customer databases
have the ability to merge transaction data with demographic, lifestyle and attitudinal
information (Reynolds 1995,Jacobs 1996).

Relational database technology has, hence, given retailers the ability to gather and analyse
large amounts of customer information. It allows retailers (and other organisations ) to
build a far more individualised marketing relationship with consumers (Copulsky and
Wolf

1990). British

airways (BA)

is an example of an organisation using database

marketing techniques to focus on retaining targeted customers and increase their share of
business (Prokesch 1995).

2.4.3.

Providing

promotional

incentives

Some retailers may only be using loyalty schemes as promotional

incentives, whereby

customers are rewarded with points for being loyal to the organisation (Boedeker 1996).
These points can be converted into money vouchers. Some special product
purchases could
reward the customer with extra points or some specific purchasing period could give, for
example, double points (Sopanen 1996). It is these points which entice the customer into the
store. The more frequently the customer shops there, and the more she or he spends, the better
the reward. Reynolds (1995) argues that these types of schemes are no more than a short term
tactical marketing tool, where loyalty is often created to the incentive

(i. e., points) rather

than to the retailer, a view also affirmed by Barnes (1994). Therefore, although they may
increase sales and profits in the short term, it is suggested that they
are unlikely to create
loyalty in the long term.
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2.4.4.

Increasing

customer

expenditure

By giving bonuses related to the amount of money people spend at their store, retailers
hope to increase the amount of money which is spent on each visit. Customers are persuaded
to buy more goods in order to achieve higher bonuses. An example of this effect can be seen
data
Tesco
AGB
the
showed that out of a shopper's weekly grocery spend of
with
store card.
E100, the proportion they spend at Tesco's has increased. It is believed that this figure
;
increased from X43 to X45 over 1995 (Benady, 1995).

2.5.

Customer

loyalty

"Customer loyalty and the retention of businessare ways to safeguard long term business
survival"
(Donovan and Sauler 1994).
The above quote summarises the importance to any organisation
loyalty

of developing the

of their customers. This view has seen greater acceptance throughout many

it
is
first
has
However,
to
to
the
and
essential
organisations
now spread
retailing sector.
define what customer loyalty

actually signifies. Jones and Sasser (1995) see customer

loyalty as "a feeling of attachment to or affection for a company's people, products or
services ". This is adapted from the Oxford English dictionary's

definition

loyalty.
of

They see the term `loyalty'

has having two dimensions. On one side there are emotional

ideas such as faithfulness

and allegiance, but on the other there are more practical

behavioural ideas such as being constant (unmoved, unremitting,

frequently occurring).

To inspire all these characteristics in customers is obviously beneficial but it is important
to remember that both
different

emotional

and behavioural

terms mean different

people. For example, some customers may shop frequently

with

things to
a retailer

because they want to or some because they have no car and the retailer is within walking
distance (Loyalty
create profitability,

1997b).

Since it is customer behaviour not customer emotions that

it is arguable to what extent the emotional aspects of loyalty are

relevant to a customer loyalty strategy (Reynolds 1995, Zeithaml 2000).
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In addition, the type of market involved will have a great influence on how loyalty can be
defined, as will proximity

and accessibility. Enis and Paul (1970) believe that it would be

unwise to class loyalty

in the groceries market as "the unswerving allegiance to one

grocery store, since this would

probably be over optimistic".

They point out that

customers are unlikely to purchase food at only one store every week. Even if a customer
uses a particular store predominantly, they are likely to visit an alternative store at some other
time due to situational changes. In such a market, retailers would aim to persuade people to
make one chain their preference for the majority of the person's weekly grocery budget. In
effect, the objective for retailers would initially be to ensure that customers are `more loyal' to
their stores than to their competitors' (Rayner 1996). In such a situation, the proximity and
accessibility of outlets to the customer has an influence on how devoted a customer is
prepared to be.

Customerloyalty then, can be defined as;
"The commitmentthat a customerhas to a particular supplier. This may be describedin
terms of the customer's behaviour, or in terms of relationship and feeling about the
supplier"

(Rayner, 1996)

Customer loyalty in a business context is about attracting new customers into the store,
in addition to enriching the experience of existing customers above and beyond the basic
image and reputation of the organisation. Berling (1993) believes that "loyalty only
happenswhen a customerfeels the companyis working in his/her best interests".
Berry (1993,2002) believes that "customer loyalty emphasisesthe interactive nature of
relationship marketing, and can be seen as an acknowledgementof the personal nature of
the commitment of customers to the firm". Brand loyalty, in contrast, suggeststhat the
commitment is to the product (Buttle 1996,2003).Morgan (1996) identifies the key indicators
of loyalty as what customers do, what they say they will do in the future and what they
say to other people. The issues include recency and frequency of purchase, amount
spentand length of retention of account.
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Retailers have traditionally

industrial
loyalty
less
importance
than
on
customer
placed

organisations (Dunn and Wrigley
retailers has intensified

1984). However, increased competition amongst major

and although store location remains the keystone to gaining

customers, there is a growing belief in the value of keeping them loyal (Denison and
Knox 1993).

Barnes (1994) emphasises the need to recognise that repeat business alone does not
constitute customer loyalty. It is arguable whether loyalty schemes provide a retailer with
a sustainable advantage, since most major supermarket chains now have some form of
loyalty scheme in operation. Christy et al. (1996) believe that loyalty schemes in operation
at the moment need to distinguish themselves, i. e. "show evidence that the supplier is
actively seeking to learn more about customers in the scheme, in order to serve their
needs more comprehensively". Vavra (1995), an American practitioner; highlights that even
though these schemes are attempting to develop relationships they are in fact only based on
price. Kau and Ehrenberg (1984) believe that "most shoppers are notoriously `promiscuous',
switching from store to store at will".

Reichheld (1995) argues that managing for loyalty (customers and employees) is the only
way to achieve sustainable superior profits, a view also endorsed by Beatty et al. (1996).
It is earned by consistently delivering superior value; once customer loyalty is won,
market share and revenues go up and the costs of acquiring and serving customers fall
(Reichheld 1995).

Christopher, Payne and Ballantyne (1991) develop the idea that there is a relationship
ladder of customer loyalty (Figure 2.2). A company's relationship initially starts with a
prospect, from which it progresses up several `rungs', customer, client, supporter,
advocate and, at the top, partner. The task of relationship marketing is to develop
relationships to partner status. Partners are not only very loyal long-term purchasers,but
also influence others through positive word-of mouth. Hence, the benefits of loyal
customerscan be identified.
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Figure 2.2: The relationship

loyalty
ladder
customer
of
marketing

PARTNER

ADVOCATE

SUPPORTER

CLIENT

CUSTOMER

PROSPECT

(Source:Christopher,Payneand Ballantyne 1991)
2.5.1.

Measurements

of customer

loyalty

It is essential to understand what loyalty implies, so that one can devise effective ways to
both
behavioural
We
the
that
the
and
comprises
concept.
concept
can see
measure
behavioural
but
in
loyalty
is
through
only
usually measured
commitment elements,
reality
in
loyalty
(1984)
Cunningham
(1961)
Wrigley
terms of
Dunn
measure
and
and
measures.
the proportion of total expenditure made in the consumer's favourite

store. Robinson

(1995) states that the main advantage of this method is that the relative importance of
purchases at different

loyalty,
(1961)
is
Tate
two
measures of
uses
stores
considered.

taking into account the number of stores visited and the proportion

of the grocery

budget spent at the favourite store. Enis and Paul (1970) incorporate all these methods
to devise an index, the Enis-Paul Index, which uses three behavioural components to
construct a measure of loyalty. They define customer loyalty as "Consumer inclination to
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patronise a given store during a specified time period". To measureloyalty, their calculation
(geometricmean) is basedon:

"

Budget ratio, i. e., proportion of budget spentat main store.

"

Patronageratio, i. e., number of storesused.

"

Switching ratio, i. e., number of switches away from main store.

The index gives equal weighting to all three ratios and is calculated as a percentage figure.
This % ranges from 100% (indicating some purchasing at one store) to approaching zero

(indicating complete promiscuity). They found that consumers vary considerably in their
storeloyalty levels but that the majority hover aroundthe mean.
The Enis-Paul Index has been utilised by a number of other academics, such as Denison
and Knox (1993), who attempt to segment consumers on the basis of store loyalty in
their "Diamond of loyalty" matrix. (Figure2.3). They classify shoppers into four broad
categories,treating loyalty as having both a behavioural and an affective (or commitment)
component. The concept of commitment has been defined as `an emotional or
psychological attachment to a brand' (or store, or service)(Beatty et al, 1988). The model
can be used as a theoretical framework to classify shoppers into broad categories of
loyalty propensity.

Figure 2.3.: The Diamond of loyalty as a tool for segmentation

Few
Stores Shopped at
Many

Low
Commitment to store

High
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2.5.2.

"

Types

of loyalty

Reynolds (1995) attempts to categoriseloyalty in terms of the shoppersmotives for

loyalty. Theseinclude;
"

monopoly loyalty - where there is no choice available.

"

Inertial loyalty - where consumersdo not actively seekout an alternative.

Price loyalty - where consumers evaluate alternatives on the basis of price
alone through a discount scheme.
"

Incentivised loyalty - i. e., "points meanprizes".
Emotional loyalty - the most difficult, intractable and intangible of the types of
"
loyalty.
The majority of the loyalty schemesoperating in grocery retailing can be categorisedas
incentivised
hence
loyalty.
hard
by,
Emotional
loyalty
is
to
or
price
come
and
very
retailersmay find it difficult to achieve(Reynolds 1995).
2.6.

The retail

grocery

market

This section describesthe competitive environement,market sharesand the use of customer
loyalty schemesover the period 1995-2000. It also identifies changesin market conditions
which have occured since the researchwas undertakenin 2001.
2.6.1 Grocery Retailing in the UK, 1995-2000
In 2000, food retailing constituted the largest sector of the UK retail trade. Retail food
sales were estimated at £100.5 billion and accounted for nearly half (48.5%) of total retail
trade. At the same time, grocery retailers were faced with increasing competition, greater
consumer choice, impending saturation and falling food prices. These environmental changes
meant that, since 1995, retailers had to search for new ways in which to remain competitive
and increase profitability

(Key Note 2000).

Of the top grocery retailers, Tesco led the sector in 2000 with 24.7% market share(seefigure
2.5). They were followed by Sainsbury's with 19.8% and by Asda with some 15.9% of the
,
market.
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Figure 2.4: Shares of leading Grocers and Supermarket chains (% by value, May 2000)

% market share by

Trading area (000

Turnover

sq.ft)

VAT (£m)

turnover

659

16,827

16,958

24.7

Sainsbury (total)

432

12,544

13,267

19.8

JS supermarkets

418

11,140

12,365

-

Savacentre

14

1,404

902

Argyll Group (total)

489

10,162

7,659

10.7

Safeway

375

6,860

5,930

-

Presto

114

3302

1729

Asda

289

9,500

8,178

15.9

Kwik Save

720

3,365

1,784

3.4

Somerfield/Gateway

1,308

11,100

5,466

4.6

Somerfield

958

7,859

3,830

Gateway

350

3,240

1636

Food Giant

96

1,986

1,424

1.1

Wm.Morrison

105

3,740

2,970

5.6

Iceland

760

3,636

1,918

3.7

134

2,280

1,895

1.5

165

4,832

3,378

6

5,157

79,972

64,897

100

Grocery Chain

Store No. 's

excl.

Tesco

Waitrose
Others
Total

Source: Mintel

www. mintel. co.uk

Over the period 1995-2000, Tesco, Sainsbury, Asda, and other major grocery retailers had
focused on customer service as a key competitive tool for differentiation. All the leading
bag
had
introduced
in-store
(e.
g.
packers, carryout service, selfsupermarkets
new
service
scanning mechanisms) in addition to creating a better shopping environment (Key Note

1999). Retailers' own-labels grew in importance and facilitated an increase in customer
loyalty, in addition to enhancingthe store image. Own-labels were now focusing on premium
productswith an emphasison better quality and value for money. Non-food retailing was also
seen as a way of increasing sales and store traffic, with many retailers offering additional
productssuch as books, records,clothes,videos, gifts and stationery (Key Note 1999).
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2.6.2. Customer Loyalty Schemes1995-2000:
The introduction of customer loyalty schemescould also be viewed from the competitive
by
the
them
They
with
as
providing
retailers
were apparently seen
advantagestandpoint.
2000a).
(Mintel
highly
in
market
saturated
competitive and
a
competitive edge needed
However, considering that most of the major grocery retailers now offered a loyalty scheme
differentiating
it
these
one retailer
schemeswere
of some sort, was questionable whether
from another.
Over the period 1995-2000, several loyalty schemes were introduced by grocery
below
described
Some
:
the
most significant schemesare
of
retailers,with mixed success.
2.6.2.1 Tesco `Clubcard'

Tesco has for many years been one of the top grocery retailers in the UK, having quality
for
Yet,
high
many years,
standardof customer service.
stores,a wide product range and a
the store could not establishitself as market leader over prime rivals, Sainsbury's and ASDA.
In an effort to combat the impending threat of saturation in the superstore sector, Tesco
Express
Street
like
High
formats
Metro
petrol
stores
and
experimented with new store
forecourt conveniencestores.(Key Note 1999).
It also set about implementing a different approach to the way it saw and treated its
loyalty
Its
card (Clubcard) was only part of a package of measuresaimed at
customers.
building customer relationships through differentiated customer service. In-store
initiatives provided services that customersparticularly wanted, and Tesco built high profile
in
front'
(opening
`One
the
them,
extra checkouts when queues
around
such
as
campaigns
increaseto over two customers)and `CustomerAssistants' (about helping customerspack and
issues,
initiatives
bags
Both
to
to
their
and
customer
grievance
responded major
cars).
carry
made sure that customerswere aware of these services, and both have apparently had some
influence on Tesco becoming the largest UK food retailer with 24% market share and 659
outlets by May 2000. Since the Clubcard was introduced nationally in February 1995, after a
year long trial in 14 stores,it had grown to reachover 9.5 million members(Loyalty 1997c).
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The basics of the schemewere that a customerpicked up a magnetic stripe card, which was
basic
form
The
and
address
name,
collected
then read at the point of sale.
registration
demographicdetails, which were used at the end of each quarter to send the customer cash
In
to
the
addition, each customer
collected.
of
points
number
vouchers earned according
the
of
a
copy
and
vouchers
money-off
promotional
received a number of personalised
The
vouchers.
money-off
clubcard magazine, which also contained non-personalised
in
be
conjunction with the clubcard.
used
voucherscould only
The rewardsto Tesco's Clubcard holders were basedon a flat percentagerate redemption,the
follows:
structureof which was as

-

One point was earnedfor every £1 spent.

-

250 points correspondedto £2.50 in Clubcard vouchers, and £1.50 was obtainablefor

-

every 100 points earnedthereafter.
Clubcard voucherscould be used for shoppingor for Tesco's petrol.

-

Points were carried over to the next quarter.

Points were awarded as follows:

£100

Poundsspentper week

£20

£30

£40

£50

Points earnedper Quarter

250

375

500

625

1250

Redemptionearnedper quarter

£2.50

£3.75

£5.00

£6.25

£12.50

Tesco was committed to maintaining 600 core product lines, including petrol (out of
18,000 in a typical superstore) at low prices, with extra Clubcard points only on a few
bonus
Sainsbury's
Extra
Reward
there
were
points
strategy where
product compared with

on 200 products(Loyalty 1997a).
Tesco had two extra cards in addition to the original Clubcard. The Student Clubcard
allowed studentsto get vouchers for discounts after spending £150 (instead of £250). The
Clubcard Plus also acted as an instant accesssavings account which paid a competitive rate
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of interest (currently 5.12 %) and could be used to pay for purchasesat Tesco, or to get cash
back.

Researchcarried out by Loyalty (1997a), found that the average reward earned in a threemonth period by a Tesco's shopper using a Tesco Clubcard increased from £4.90 at the
end of May 1995to £6.01 at the end of August 1996.
Grant Harrison, Clubcard co-ordinator, explained the thinking behind the format to the
scheme; "From our point of view Clubcard is an extensionto customerservice and service is
about the relationship with the customer: Clubcard gives us a chance to improve it. Direct
mailing offers are very personal and give the customer the chance to think about them before
coming shopping. If the rewards were purely electronic the customer would never have to tell
you who they are, there would be no form of communication"

(Rayner 1996). He clearly

highlighted one of the main purposes being the development of some form of direct dialogue
with Tesco and their customers.

The aspectsof Clubcard that differentiated it from older establishedschemeswere the way
in which the quarterly mailings were used to target promotional money-off coupons and
the segmented Clubcard magazines. The basic segmentation of the customer base was
in
the different magazines. There were six life-stage segments served by five
reflected
versions of the magazine: aged over 60; aged 40-60 without families; families; aged 20-40
without families; and students.
The customer segmentation was based on the information

collected

from

a simple

registration form. The information collected only asked how many members of the family
fell into each age range. Thus targeting of the magazine was not precise and there
was no
way of knowing when a customer moved between segments. Each magazine contained
some articles specific to the segment and some which spanned all the versions. Others could
be adapted slightly, such as different illustrations, small differences in
content and even

the paraphrasingof sentencesfor different age groups (Rayner 1996).
Tesco saw magazines as a good way to offer and introduce different services to
individual customers. They provided a way of communicating with customers,
reiterating
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benefits and reinforcing impressions of what was good about that particular retailer,
product or service.
2.6.2.2 Sainsbury's

Reward

card

John James and Mary Ann Sainsbury, selling butter, milk and eggs established Sainsbury's in
London in 1869. Today it is one of the world's

leading grocery retailers. It has 365

supermarkets and 13 hypermarkets throughout the UK (Keynote 1996). In autumn 1995,
Sainsbury's lost its dominant position to Tesco, which was largely attributed to Tesco's
innovative marketing ideas and the launch of their Clubcard.

Upon the launch of Tesco's Clubcard, David Sainsburynotoriously said:
"We estimate that an electronic Green Shield stamp - type promotion would cost at

least CIOmjust to administer. That's wasted money, which brings no benefits at all to
customers. Wehave no plans to go down that route. Wewill continue to focus our efforts on
delivering goodfood for less".
(Source: Benady 1996)

Soon after the launch of Tesco's Clubcard, Sainsbury's realised it had to get onto the
loyalty bandwagon. This loyalty scheme also used a magnetic strip card following

in the

footsteps of Tesco and Safeway. The card was called the Sainsbury's `Reward' card and
launched
was
on June 17`h, 1997. Again, the scheme worked

on the basis of that

percentage rate redemption in the following way:

-

One point was received for every £1 spent.

-

Once 250 points have been collected then a £2.50 Sainsbury's Reward could be
redeemed.

-

The Reward voucher could be collected as soon as 250 points had been collected or
savedfor someother occasion.

Sainsbury's, collaborating with other retailers, offered the widest range of outlets where
rewards can be redeemed. These included all Sainsbury's stores, coffee shops, restaurants
and petrol stations,Savacentre,Homebaseand Texas. Other offers had also been set up, such
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for
be
for
Miles,
Air
redeemed
which could subsequently
as exchanging reward vouchers
40
Air
Sainsbury's
Reward
leisure
£2.50
travel
voucher
earned
offers
where
a
and
various
Miles. Alternatively, a £2.50 Reward voucher could be used to save C5 on any food bill

at

Beefeater, TGI Friday's or Brewers Fayre. Free minutes of BT calls could also be
obtained, plus the option to donate the reward vouchers to the NSPCC, in which case
Sainsbury'swould match the value of any donation.
Sainsbury's had offered double Reward points on various products under its extra Reward
had
200
Analysis
that
the
card
covered
about
suggested
products.
points promotion, which
been successful in that there were approximately six million customers in 1997 who regularly
used the scheme (Sainsbury's 1997).

2.6.2.3. Somerfield

Premier

points

Somerfield built up the `Gateway' chain during the 1980's by a series of acquisitions, each
of which doubled the size of the organisation.Rayner (1996) believed the result was to make
it of the largest supermarketchains in the country "with a variety of cultures, locations and
systems".
Somerfield anticipated that loyalty would become an important feature of competition in
the UK, and had looked at practices in the US when rumours reached it that a major
competitor would launch a loyalty card. They subsequently launched their Premier Points
card in collaboration with the UK's leading high street catalogue chain, Argos. Premier points
were collected using collecting cards supplied by Argos. Each card could contain up to 2,500
points, which represented £5 . Cards were redeemed at Argos stores where they were
accepted as if they were cash. A card did not have to be full to be redeemed, and a customer
could use any number of full or partly completed cards as full or part payment for any item in
the Argos catalogue.
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Somerfieldawardedpoints at the following rates:
-I

for
£10
for
transactions
under
spent
every£1
point

-5

for
for
£10
£1
transactions
and over.
of
spent
every
points

In addition someproducts offered bonus points awardedon top of the standardpoints.

2.6.2.4. Safeway

ABC Card

The third major player in the grocery market was the Argyll group, which operateda total
Added
Bonus
Safeway
Note
2000).
(Key
the
489
Safeway
Presto
operated
and
stores
of
Card (ABC), which was first piloted in only 26 stores, followed by a national launch in
the spring of 1996. By 2000, they were approximately 5 million ABC cardholders (Argyll

Group 2000).

According to Safeway `The ABC card differs from competitors' in that not only do
customers earn points with every

1 spent, but they can also either redeem these points

immediately for cash discounts or use them to buy from a range of products and services
in any Safeway store". They saw the card as a more sophisticated approach than just
couponsback for money spent.
The introduction of the scheme cost 0.1% of sales in initial start-up costs and an extra
0.3% of sales in points given to cardholders. It was estimated however that the increase
in sales, which could be directly attributed to the scheme, paid for the cost of these
points. The scheme was primarily concerned with collecting customer data and it was this
that was of interest to Safeway. Their aim was to "analyse purchasing patterns to market
appropriate

products,

services

and

offers

to

individual

customers

or

groups

of

customer". The purpose of the scheme was apparently to offer choice to the customer,
believed
the
that the card would enable them to communicate with customers
group
and
individually (Argyll Group 1999).

Safeway's ABC scheme card was based on flat percentagerate redemptions, the structure
and operationof which was as follows:
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-

Points were earnedfor every Cl spent.

-

Once 100 points have been eared they could be redeemedagainst further shopping
bills, Safewayservicessuch as dry cleaning, car washing facilities, or family offers in
entertainment,travel, home-waresor healthcare.

In an effort to differentiate the chain, reduce checkout "hassle" and maximise operating
its
installed
in
Safeway
Handiscan
60
of
stores. This was a self-scanning system
efficiency,

that recordedpurchasesand calculatedthe total amount spentby the customers.Safeway also
launched an in-store television trial, which it hoped ultimately would enable it to transmit
personalised messages to cardholders as they did their shopping. The retailer also distributed

a quarterly cataloguethat was sent out to cardholderswith hundredsof special offers in it.

2.6.3 Grocery retailing in the UK after 2000: An update

The present research into customer loyalty and loyalty schemes in the UK retail
grocery market was carried out in 2001, and it is necessaryto acknowledge that the market
changedsignificantly over the period 2001-2004 with respect to both market sharesand to
new type of loyalty schemeswhich were introducedby the major suppliers.
Figure2.5: Market shares in the grocery retailing 2001-2004
Aldi

Asda: -

Iceland

Morrison

M&S

Sainsbury

Somerfield

Tesco

2001

1.30%

14.70%

2.80%

4.30%

3.10%

17.80%

3.70%

25.30%

UK market
£104 billion.

2002

1.70%

16.10%

2.60%

5.70%

3.50%

16.20%

2.40%

27.00%

£107 billion.

2003

1.80%

17%

2.30%

6.00%

3.50%

15.80%

5.70%

26.50%

£111 billion.

2004

1.90%

16.80%

2.50%

13.60%

3.50%

15.50%

5.50%

28.30%

f 115 billion

source: kvuaraian, www. guaraian. co. uk)

Looking at the top grocery retails (Figure 2.4) by 2004 (figure 2.5), Tesco had
increased its market share significantly

to 28.3%, while Asda (16.8%) had overtaken

Sainsbury (15.5%), By 2004, also, Morrison (after a takeover of Safeway shares) held some
13.6% of the grocery market.
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In addition to changes in the market sharesof leading suppliers, new types of customers
loyalty schemeshave been introduced since 2001. Some of the more important innovations
and improvements over the period are:

Nectar
Card
(Sainsbury's)
Sainsbury's loyalty programme Nectar is run in coalition with 15 other partners including
Debenhams, Magnet, BP, Barclaycard and Vodafone. Customer gets two Nectar points for
items
in
baby
£1
Sainsbury's
tobacco,
such
as
spent
on
goods
excluding
milk and
each
stamps. Shoppers are sent a "points update mailing" four times a year.

Every time a shopperbuilds up 500 points they can take £2.50 off the checkout bill (equal to
1% discount) or exchangethe points for rewards including restaurantmeals, holidays, flights
and tickets for the cinema, theme parks and other activities.
The customer can also earn one Nectar point for every £2 spent wherever you use a
Sainsbury'sBank credit card, which charges5.9% on balancetransfers and 0% on purchases
for the first 12 months, then 15.9%APR
Generally the rewards are better value than taking the cash discount. For example 500 points
gives you a £2.50 discount on your shopping,but for the samenumber of points you can get
one video or DVD rental from Blockbuster worth £3.75.However even the rewards
programmeis less generousthan Tesco's.
A standard return to Paris on Eurostar, for example, costs 12,000 Nectar points, which
requires a total shopping spendof £6,000. The sametrip costs £25 in Tesco vouchers,which
require a shopping spend of £2,500.
Clubcard
Tesco
Tesco's Clubcard, originally introduced in 1995, has since been improved and updated the
club card now, gives shoppers one point for every £1 spent on most Tesco goods in-store and
online, on petrol at a Tesco forecourt, on financial products sold by Tesco Personal Finance
and on mobile and home phone calls via Tesco Telecoms. Points can also be collected at 10
Clubcard partners including MFI, Avis, Powergen and Beefeater.

Oncethe tally reaches150 points or more, the points are converted into Clubcard vouchersat
a rate of lp to one point - spending£250 in Tesco will give you a £2.50 Clubcard voucher.
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Valid for two years, these are sent out every quarter. Like Sainsbury's Nectar card, the
effective discount is 1% off shoppingbills.
Clubcard voucherscan be swappedfor AirMiles or Clubcard Deals including days out, video
hire, restaurantmeals, holidays and flights. These deals are priced at four times the in-store
for
Cosmopolitan
A
to
the
magazine,
year's subscription
redemption value of
vouchers.
example,normally costing £34.20, costs£8.55 in Clubcard vouchers.
A £2.50 voucher can be swapped for a £10 token to spend at participating companies.
Shoppers can earn extra points (1 point per £2 spent) wherever they use a Tesco Personal
Finance Credit Card.
This gives Clubcard an edge on rival Sainsbury's Nectar, though Clubcard's range of deals is
not as extensive as Nectar's and in many cases are more probelmatic to arrange.

Saver
Somerfield
Card
Unlike its rivals, the Somerfield loyalty schemedoesn'taward points for purchases.Instead,it
in-store
discounted-priced
buy
half-price
promotions
such
goods
and
offers
as
or
one, get one
free offers exclusively to Savercardholders.
Special saver coupons for use on the next shopping trip are also sometimes issued to
bill
The
taken
the
savings
are
automatically
off
when you take your shoppingto
cardholders.
the till and presentthe card.

Overall, the grocery retailing market and its use of customer loyalty schemes, has changed
significantly over the past five years, and it is recognised that any research carried out in
customer loyalty and customer loyalty schemes in 2001 has, to some extent, been overtaken
by events. However, the value of the research
in
identifying
key
terms
the
of
-both
components of customer loyalty and relative effectiveness of the loyalty schemes of the
period- is still significant and is a contribution to the better understanding of customer loyalty
and its determinants in one key retailing sector.
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2.7. Customer

Consumers differ

perceptions
in their

of loyalty

schemes

perceptions of loyalty

mechanisms. A

proportion

of the

population can be incentivised to alter their behaviour, but they see these incentives as a
from of discount and do not believe that the scheme alters their relationship with the
supplier (Reynolds 1995).

Others, however, apparently react warmly

to personalised

marketing and loyalty incentives without making careful calculation of the true benefits they
are receiving. In addition, a proportion of shoppers take a cynical view of loyalty schemes.
They may carry multiple cards, accepting the rewards that their normal behaviour generates
but resisting incentives to alter their behaviour.

In addition, a proportion of shoppers are

interested only in low prices (Uncles 1994). Hence, customer loyalty schemes do not have
equal effects across the whole shopping population. Price, service, locality, staff, assortment
and technology are some of the other key levers which generate customer loyalty (see section
2.5).

The benefit of a loyalty scheme, for loyal and heavy or frequent customer, is to have the
sense of belonging reinforced: to feel that retailer is prepared to listen, is willing
innovate

on behalf

of

customer, and is caring,

concerned and considerate.

alternative view is that customers are not overtly interested in building
providing their product needs are met.

to
An

relationships,

From a customer's perspective, many loyalty

schemes offer me-too benefits which may be nice to have (most people like to `get
something for nothing'),

but these are no guarantee of continued loyalty and are often

marginal to the brand-choice decision. The emphasis of loyalty schemes, therefore, is to
identify

the loyal customers and retain them, and not to be troubled too much by

promiscuous shoppers (Uncles 1994,Andrew Smith, Leigh Sparks,Susan Hart and Nikolaos
Tzokas. 2003).

2.8. Summary

There have been widely varying opinions as to the likely future of customer loyalty schemes.
Retailers most committed to them seethe potential to use customer loyalty schemesand the
information they. provide to drive genuinely customer
businesses.
Given
the
-orientated
necessarytechnology developments,this could lead to a total re-definition of the retail
process. Systems more powerful than those currently available would communicate
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individual with millions of customers, capturing and directly satisfying individual
requirements. At the other end of the scale, those people who are most sceptical about
customer loyalty schemeshave for many years predicted a backlash against them (Rayner
1996). The greatest risk here is seen to be an emotional reaction against the failure of
automatedprocessesto support the personal relationships that some schemes appearto be
G.,2003).
offering(DeWulf, F.and Odekerken-Schroeder,
Retailers may be beginning to appreciate the real benefit of loyalty

schemes as their

ability to develop a direct dialogue with customers. Customer relationship marketing is a
necessity, as consumers are becoming more and more demanding

in terms of the

products that are on offer as well as quality and service. However, Pearson (1994) asserted
that loyalty is about the future, which is dependent upon the actions taken by the retailer

and

its competitors, and upon the trends in customer beliefs and behaviour.

Reynolds (1995) felt that few retailers were investing in customer loyalty in a strategic
way. Retailers have to decide whether they are using loyalty schemes simply as price
incentives for particular kinds of customers or are using them to offer exclusivity and a
real difference to the most loyal groups of their customers. Nevertheless, for retailers,
loyalty
customer
schemesprovide a powerful tool for getting to the right customer, at the
right time, with the right offer.

The aim of customer loyalty schemesis to change customer behaviour to ensure that the
most profitable

customers concentrate their purchasing with

the retailer running the

scheme. Database technology is essential in helping retailers to find and retain these
most profitable of customers, especially when the customer base is very large (Sopanen
1996).

McGoldrick and Andre (1997) proposed a number of points to be considered by retail
managers;

0

Loyalty should be a long-term strategicgoal, not a seriesof short-term tactical schemes.
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0

The best loyalty schemeis to offer more value, as defined by your target customers, than
your competitors.

9

Do not start what you cannot afford to finish; withdrawal of a scheme can be
damagingto the very customersyou are attemptingto target.

In conclusion, loyalty

schemes are an attempt to secure a greater proportion of each

customer's total spending, but which may lose their effectiveness once they are universal. As

alternative, retailers could make greater use of EPOS sales data for marketing, without
incurring the costs of a loyalty scheme.Mintel (1996a) argued that loyalty schemesresult
in loyalty to collecting points rather than to retailers. They questioned whether loyal
customers need rewarding. Their point is that "if the tenets of sound retailing - price,
place, promotion

and product are enhanced with

good service, customers will

come

back".

While some schemeshave been carefully thought out, others have been hastily brought in
(McGoldrick and Andre 1997). Some proved too expensive to sustain at the level
initiated; others created more loyalty to the loyalty scheme than to the stores using them
(Brann 1995). No one can tell how schemeswill emerge from their current transitionary
phase, although multi-retailer loyalty, geographic loyalty and relationship schemesare all
obvious developments.
This chapter has highlighted the key issues in the area of loyalty marketing, particularly in the
initiatives
describe
is
to
The
`Relationship
term
grocery retail context.
often used
marketing'
aimed at building an ongoing relationship between customers and suppliers. The subsequent
key
in
literature
the
to
the
elements
relation
chapter will provide a review of
academic

organisations, in particular retailers, need to develop relationships with their customers.
Consequently, literature
formulation

from

both

chapters contributed

to

the

identification

and

of the specific objectives of this study.
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Chapter three
Relationship Marketing
Literature Review
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RELATIONSHIP

MARKETING

3.1 Introduction

Many companies are drawing away from the transactional view of marketing, which they
believe to be relatively costly and ineffective compared to relationship marketing.
Relationship marketing is a term, which has grown rapidly in recognition. Companiesare
increasingly finding ways of building close, long-term relationships with external customers.
These companies have realised that winning new customers costs significantly more than
future
defect
they
take
them
their
that
all
with
when customers
retaining existing ones and
business. Thus the reasonfor practising relationship marketing is the economicsof customer
in
Not
that not all contribute equally to a
though,
all
customers
are
worth
retaining
retention.
company'sperformance(Buttle 1996,2003).
Relationship marketing is slowly emerging in the retailing context, primarily through
in
loyalty
discussed
Chapter
Two.
The purpose of this
customer
schemes, which were
being
developed
is
to
the
to
are
within the retail
research
explore
extent which relationships
grocery sector.
This chapteraims to provide a systematicreview of the concept of relationship marketing. It
last
few
has
developed
in
the
the
over
starts with an overview of
way
which marketing
decades. The emergenceof relationship marketing and an analysis of the componentsof
successfulrelationship marketing are then discussed. Further on, relationship marketing in
the retailing context is discussed,with somedoubt expressedas to whether customerswant to
develop relationships with supermarkets. Finally, a brief review is given of a number of
buyer behaviour models, from which the Interaction Approach is highlighted as the most
suitableconceptualframework for this study.
3.2. The history of marketing
Marketing as a concept has developed over the years as a sequence of stages: barter era production era - sales era - marketing era. The origins of marketing can be traced to peoples'

earliest use of the exchangeprocess - the barter era. Here, people traded one resource for
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the production era, which came about at a time when much of the western world experienced
industrialisation. The general goal was to increase production to keep up with demand levels,
where not much consideration was given to consumer needs. The next stage took place when
keep
that
they
to
their
could
up with
capabilities
so
companies were able
expand
production
firms
developed
limited,
demand.
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and
as
new products,
was again
consumer
they still did not have to pay much consideration to consumer needs or demands. Advertising
desire
during
the
to
their
this
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was
make
consumers
period,
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and selling emerged
attributes of the products being manufactured.

This was known as the sales era. The

marketing era began to dominate when supply began to exceed demand. There was hence a
departments
being
have
Marketing
to
created and
were
a
market-orientated
approach.
need
began to contribute to corporate decision-making.

Consumer analysis was conducted to

determine how to best meet consumer demands with an attempt to satisfy the end user (Evans
and Berman 1992,Kotler2002).

The marketing era is still existent today. However since its beginning, over 40 years ago,
there have been many changesin emphasis,which have captured the attention of researchers
These shifts include Sales -Industrial - Services (Total Quality
It is this emphasis on
Management) -Customer Service -Relationship Marketing.
and practitioners alike.

has
which
created one of the most recent auras of excitement within the
relationships
marketing industry (Evans and Laskin 1994). It has generateda new wave of thought as to
what marketing is and which way it is going at the millennium.
3.3. The emergence of relationship

marketing

Theodore Levitt (1983) once said that the purpose of marketing was to create and keep
customers.

Marketers have historically

focused on the former, i. e. creating or "getting"

customers, giving less consideration to retaining them as well (Buttle 1996,2003). This
emphasis has now been reversed, resulting in what has been termed "Relationship Marketing"
(Christopher et al. 1991).

The shifts in emphasisfrom a transactionfocus to a relationship focus are summarisedin
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Figure 3.1.

(old perspective)

(new perspective)

Transaction-focus

Relationship focus

-Focus on customerretention

-Focuson single sale
features
Orientation
on
product
-

Orientation
benefits
on
product
Long-term
scale
-

Short-term
scale
Little
emphasison customerservice
Little
customercommitment
Moderate
customer contact
for
Quality
a
concern
production
-

(e.g. ConsumerPackagedGoods)

High
customer service emphasis
High
customer commitment
High
customer contact
-

Quality
for
a
concern
all
-

(e.g. Services)

(Source:Christopher,Payneand Ballantyne 1991)

This relationship marketing approachfocuseson customer retention, where there is a higher
emphasison customer service, customer contact, quality and higher customer commitment
(Christopheret al. 1991).
The concept of relationship marketing emergedwithin the fields of services marketing (eg,
Berry 1983,2002, Gronroos 1989,1990a, 1990b, 1991, Gummesson 1987,1990) and
industrial marketing (e.g., Jackson 1985a, Hakansson 1982). Although still in its infancy,
relationshipmarketing has widely beencited as the future of marketing.
The conceptions of relationship marketing have moved beyond the earlier initial ideas of
attempts to attract, maintain and enhance customer relationships (Berry 1983,2002). Today,
some believe that relationship marketing describes a network of relationships, which include
those between a firm and its buyers, suppliers, employees and customers (e. g. Morgan and
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Hunt 1994). Although others (e.g. Buttle 1996,2003)do still emphasisethat the dominant
focusis on external customerrelationships.
There are different ideas as to what relationship marketing should really mean, to both
marketers and consumers.

Christopher et al. (1991) see it as creating a close alignment

between marketing, customer service and quality, all of which need to be bought together and
integrated with the objective of strengthening customer relationships. Boedeker (1996) sees it
as focusing on developing a continuous relationship between buyers and sellers (i. e. not just
in
but
keeping
the marketplace, so that the
also
customers)
and
other
parties
getting,
for
be
both
involved
The
to
rewarding
parties
are met.
relationship also needs
objectives of
both parties (Rapp and Collins

1990).

Relationship marketing focuses attention more

specifically on the value of buyer-seller relationships over time (Palmer 1996).

Such

relationships are usually long-term, although this may not always be the case (Christopher et
al. 1991, Copulsky and Wolf 1990, Gronroos 1994, Gummesson 1987,1990).

Christopheret al. (1991) claim that relationship basedmarketing and the resulting long-term
retention of customersleads to significantly improved financial and market performance,a
view supportedby others (e.g. Reichheld 1996). Relationship marketing representsa new
in
for
to
opportunity
organisations gain a competitive edge the turbulent businessenvironment
of the 1990s. In this situation, high quality products and service alone are often inadequate
for companiesto gain a competitive advantage(Palmer 1996).
Some marketing authors are hailing relationship marketing as a paradigm shift (e.g. Gronroos
1991,1994,

Kotler

1996,2003, Sheth and Parvatiyar 1995).

Gronroos (1994) suggests

relationship marketing is moving away from "the restricted focus on the management of the
marketing mix to one that emphasises the development and management of relationships with
identified customers".

The new focus is not on immediate transactions but is based upon

building, supporting and extending customer relationships (Mattyssens and Van den Bulke
1994). Relationship marketing differs from transactional marketing in that the focus is on
interactive marketing, with the 4Ps in a supporting role (Gummesson 1994). The 4Ps
(Product, Place, Promotion and Price) have traditionally been a universal marketing tool.

Gummesson(1994) believes that "although the 4Ps are still needed,relationships, interaction
and networks should form the core of marketing". Rather than using market shareto assess
marketing success,relational marketing measurescustomer retention and acknowledgesthe
lifetime value of customersand desirable customer segments(Payne et al. 1995). Gronroos
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(1991) similarly asserts that "If close and long-term relationships can be achieved, the
possibility is greater that this will lead to continuing exchangesrequiring lower marketing
costs per customer".

Czepiel (1990) believes that a relationship only exists when an

individual exchangeis assessednot in isolation but as a continuation of past exchangeswhich
are likely to continue into the future.

Yet, as Barnes (1994) notes, "a succession of

interactions does not necessarily lead to a relationship any more than repeat purchasing
constitutesloyalty". These assertionsprimarily reflect the identification that consumersneed
to demonstrateemotional commitment, in addition to behavioural (see section 2.5.1).

3.4. Re-defining marketing
The emergenceof relationship marketing as a marketing concepthas been recognisedby
many academicsand practitioners, which has led to a needto re-define marketing.
The charteredinstitute of Marketing (CIM), the leading UK professional institute, offers the
following definition of marketing;
"Marketing is the management process of identifying, anticipating and satisfying customer
requirements profitably"

(CIM)

This definition clearly reflects the traditional transaction orientated view of marketing, with
no recognition of the long-term value of a customer. A more "modem" definition of
marketing, which incorporates the changing nature of the marketing discipline is given by
Gronroos(1990a, 1991,1994):

"Marketing is to establish, maintain and enhancerelationships with customers, and other
partners,at a profit, so that the objectives of the parties involved are met. This is achieved
by mutual exchangeand fulfilment of promises"'
The above definition incorporates both the transactions and the relational qualities of
marketing as it is today (Buttle 1996,2003),additionally it recognisesthe interactive nature of
relationshipmarketing.
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Other authors from a variety of marketing sectors offer different perspectives to the definition.
A services marketing perspective is taken by Berry (1983,2002), where the importance of
"having" customers and not just "acquiring" them is asserted;

"Relationship marketing is attracting, maintaining, and - in multi - service
"
relationships.
organisations - enhancingcustomer
Jackson (1985b) offers an industrial marketing perspective and refers to relationship
marketing as;
"' Marketing orientated toward strong, lasting relationships with
individual accounts ".

All the above definitions refer to relationship marketing in specific marketing contexts. A
by
(1994)
is
Morgan
Hunt
broad
definition
who,
and
of relationship marketing provided
very
taking an overall perspective,refer to relationship marketing as;
" All market activities directed toward establishing,developingand maintaining successful
relational exchanges".
Having provided a discussionas to what relationship marketing is, the economicsof retaining
the existing customer base need to be understood. Customer retention is seenby many as a
key elementof the relationship marketing concept(e.g. Reichheld 1996b,Buttle 1996,2003).

3.5. The economics of customer retention
In addition to attracting new customers as a means to grow a business, many now
recognise that they can also build sales by generating more business with existing
customers and reducing defection rates. This has given rise to an understanding of the
long-term financial benefits of customer retention (Reichheld 1996b). The economics of
customer retention are widely recognised (e.g. Czepiel and Rosenberg 1984, McKenna 1991,
Buttle 1996,2003, Reichheld 1990,1993).

Barnes (1994) sees the establishment of a

relationship as a key element in the retention of existing customers.
Many authors use a variety of statistics to assert that it is more expensive to win a new
customer than it is to retain an existing one (e.g., Kotler 1996,2003, Buchanen and Gillies
1990). Christopher et al. (1991) see the relationship marketing approach as drawing attention
to this important fact, recognising that an organisation's existing customer base is its most
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important asset. The benefits associated with retaining existing customers signify the
importanceof protecting the customerbase.
Generally, the longer the association between a company and a customer, the more profitable
the relationship for the firm (Buttle 1996,2003, Reichheld 1993). This idea has led to the
growing awareness of the "lifetime value" of a customer. Long-term customers buy more at
frequent intervals, take less of a company's time, are less sensitive to price, and bring in new
customers. Best of all, they have no acquisition or start-up costs (Reichheld 1993).

A

relationship - orientated view of the customer considers the revenues and contributions earned
from a long-term relationship with a customer (Buttle 1996,2003, Barnes 1994). Reichheld
(1993) believes that most companies "do not fully understand the intimate relationships
between customer loyalty and profitability".
between customer retention and profitability,

Reichheld (1996) focuses on the relationship
finding

that companies with the highest

retention rates tended to be more profitable.

Long-term relationships lead to decreasedrelationship costs for both the customer and the
company (Gronroos 1991). Companiesneed to focus not just on improving retention rates
but also on understandingthe fundamentalcausesof customerdefections.
Reichheld (1996) supports this view and feels that it can be a lengthy process to get to the
root-cause of defections. He also asserts that companies need to first identify their customer
retention performance and then develop strategies to improve these levels. Reichheld (1993),
through his research, finds that sales and profits per account rise the longer the relationship
lasts. Research conducted by Reichheld and Sasser (1990) shows that companies could boost
profits by 100% by retaining just 5% more of their customers.

All these figures are not

conclusive, yet they can provide a general idea of the benefits derived from customer
retention.
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"As customers become more satisfied with the service they receive, the more they buy. As
purchases rise, operating costs decline, becausecompaniesclimb the experiencecurve and
becomemore efficient. Profits therefore improve."
(Reichheld and Sasser1990)
Reducing customer defection is obviously central to improving retention rates. As defection
rates fall,

the

average customer

relationship

life

span and profitability

increase

disproportionately. Reichheld and Sasser (1990) provide an example from the credit card
industry which illustrates this assertion; as a credit card company cuts its defection rate from
20% to 10%, the average life span of a customer doubles from five years to ten years. The
is
$134
double
from
from
than
the
to $300. If the defection
more
effect
profit
each customer,
rate drops another 5%, the average life span is doubled again. Profits this time rise from $300
to $525 -a 75% increase. In addition, retaining customers makes it difficult for competitors
to enter a market or increase their mutual share (Buchanan and Gillies 1995). Retailers are
acknowledging the benefits of customer retention to long term success.

They are using customer cards as a tool for acquiring and keeping customers(e.g. Boedeker
1996), with advancesin technology and specifically the generation of customer databases
clearly making it easierfor them to identify loyal customers(Sheth and Kellstardt 1993). It is
these loyal customerswho need to be targeted; organisationsshould not waste resourceson
those customerswho will never be profitable (Reichheld 1993).
Having receivedthe benefits of relationship marketing and customerretention, the next step is
to identify the individual componentsthat any successfulrelationship between a consumer
and organisation(retailer) needsto exhibit.

3.6 Requirement

for successful relationship marketing

Relationship marketing is about healthy relationships, which are said to be characterisedby
trust, commitment (Morgan and Hunt 1994), concern, service (Buttle 1996,2003),
interdependence(Crosby et al. 1990) and fulfilment of promises (Gummesson 1990). It is
these components which contribute to the effectiveness of relationship marketing and
distinguish it from other marketing.
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3.6.1. Trust

The first key component is trust, upon which many authors have focused considerable
Gupta
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1994,
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and
and
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1983, Barnes 1994, Moorman et at. 1993). Trust is seen as a fundamental relationship
building block. Most definitions of trust involve a belief that one relationship partner will act
in the best interest of the other partner (Wilson 1995).
Morgan and Hunt (1994) see trust as the confidence that one partner has in the other's
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Cottrell (1995) attempts to view trust from a consumer's perspective and sees it as desired
products, at a fair price, and an ongoing mutually beneficial relationship between the
customer and the company.

It is part of the interactive relationship between customer and

company, whereby the customer trusts the company (i. e. retailer) to meet or exceed
expectations consistently (Beatty et al. 1996), and the company trusts the customer to remain
loyal (Berling 1993). Berry (1993,2002) identifies that trust can be used as a basis for loyalty,
it
is recognised as the cornerstone of relationship
where

commitment;

without

trust,

commitment flounders (Wilson 1995, Morgan and Hunt 1994).
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3.6.2. Commitment

Commitment and trust are clearly inter-linked. According to Morgan and Hunt's (1994)
Commitment-Trust theory, commitment and trust are the key indicators of a social bond
between a customer and a supplier.

They define commitment as "an enduring desire to

its
is
desire
It
to
to
the
to
the
ensure
and
work
continue
relationship
maintain a relationship".
continuation.

Wilson

(1995) asserts that commitment

relationship to both parties.

implies

the importance of the

He sees it as a critical variable in measuring the future of a

leavers"
between
(Wilson and
discrimination
"stayers
Commitment
and
enables
relationship.
Mummalaneni 1986). It is also "central to relational exchanges between the firm and its
various partners" (Morgan and Hunt 1994).

Commitment and trust are influenced by the communication received and the perceived
benefits associatedwith relational exchanges. However, they in turn, influence a number of
outcomes such as co-operation and the propensity to leave a relationship (Christy et al.
1996,Fullerton,G.,2003).

3.6.4 Co-operation

Co-operationis an outcome of relationship commitment and trust and is a necessaryelement
both
It
the
of
parties concerned
of relationshipmarketing success. requires
active participation
to achievemutual benefits(Morgan and Hunt1994). It is defined as"working to achievemutual
goals" (Anderson and Narus 1990).
Wilson (1995) sees the interaction of co-operation and commitment as resulting in "cooperative behaviour allowing the partnership to work ensuring that both parties receive the
benefits of the relationship". Co-operationis also strengthenedif both parties concernedhave
sharedvalues, which are seenas a direct indicator of both relationship commitment and trust
(Buttle 1996,2002). Sharedvalues involve the extent to which both partners have common
beliefs on what behaviours, goals and policies are important or unimportant, appropriate or
inappropriateand right or wrong (Morgan and Hunt 1994).
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3.6.5 Concern

Buttle (1996,2002) argues that the outcome of concern, in an environment where relationship
commitment and trust exist, is the desire to provide customers with excellent service. The
high quality service provided needs to be 'reliable, empathic and responsive' and should have
the whole organisation committed to ensure that it is achieved. Excellent service can have
positive effects on profitability,
Zahorik

1993).

a view supported by others (e. g., Berry 1983,2002, Rust and

Hence, concern is an important element in developing relationships,

alongside the other pre-requisites (e.g. trust and commitment).

3.6.6.

Fulfilment

of promises

The importance of fulfilling promises is strongly advocated by Gronroos (1994). A firm
preoccupied with giving promises may attract new customers and build relationships.
However, if promises are not kept, the evolving relationship cannot be maintained and
enhanced. Fulfilling promises is an important means of achieving customer satisfaction,
retaining the customerbase,and achieving long term profitability (Gronroos 1994).
All of these factors are clearly inter-related and need to be considered in combination rather
than in isolation, if a retailer is to develop a successfulrelationship marketing programme.

3.7. Elements of a marketing

relationship

For organisations to successfully adopt a relationship marketing philosophy, they need to
fulfil

a number of essential conditions; they must have an understanding of customer

expectations, appreciate the need for internal marketing and development of a customer

database.Thesethree conditions are discussedin turn below.
3.7.1. Understanding customer expectations
Relationshiporientated organisationsneedto be concernedfor the welfare of their customers.
There needsto be a commitment to meet, or preferably exceed, customer expectationswith
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the result of producing satisfaction or preferably delight (Donovan and Samler 1994). To
satisfy or delight customers,their expectationsneed to be intimately understood. As these
expectationschange continuously (Parasuramanet. al. 1994, Evans and Laskin 1994, Buttle
1996,2002),only occasionally can expectationsbe fully determined(Buttle 1996,2002).
Organisationsneed a continuous flow of information and 'dialogue' with their customersto
define current and future expectations in order to create customer satisfaction (Buttle
1996,2002). Customers'evaluationsof a purchaseexperienceinfluence their likelihood of repurchasing,henceaffecting the long-term financial performanceof the company.
3.7.2. Internal Marketing

The secondkey criteria that organisationsmust addressin order to provide a potent basis for
developingrelationships with customers,is the need for internal marketing. Gronroos asserts
that the need for internal marketing is an important pre-requisite for successful external
marketing,a view supportedby others (Gummesson1987,Beatty et al. 1996, and Christopher
et al. 1991). In this respect, the focus is on how to "get" and "retain" customer conscious
employees.
The goal of internal marketing is to convert employees to the vision of relationship marketing,
and to motivate them to develop and implement relationship marketing strategies (Buttle
1996,2002, Gronroos 1991). The concept views employees as internal customers and jobs as
internal products (Berry 1980, Lewis 1995). Companies need to sell jobs to employees if
these staff are to sell their products or services effectively to external customers (Sasser and
Arbeit 1976). Thus satisfying the needs of internal customers enhances the company's ability
to satisfy the needs of external customers, the importance of which is discussed in section
3.8.1 (Lewis 1995).

Christopher et al. (1991) believe that there is a need for employees to feel that they have
formed a long term relationship with the organisation and have a sharedunderstandingof its
mission. Reichheld (1993) assertsthat, "the longer employees stay with the company, the
more familiar they becomewith the business,the more they learn, and the more valuable they
becometo the organisation", henceemployeeretention is a key to customerretention.
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Reichheld (1993) believes that organisations must be willing to reward employees with
additional benefits for them to commit themselvesto relationship marketing programmes.
These include both financial rewards as well as enhancedor additional company benefits.
Once committed, employees will apparently be motivated to deliver consistent, reliable,
1996).
in
loyal
(Murphy
flexible
customers
more
service - resulting
responsive and
Organisationsthat neglect the importance of internal marketing will find their employees
defecting before they are able to build lasting relationships with customers (Buttle
1996,2002).

Hence,the implementation of a relationship marketing programme will already have reached
block.
In the case of retailing organisations such as supermarkets,
a significant stumbling
impressions
build
lasting
first
the
and
can
with
customers,
are
often
point
of
contact
storestaff
for consumers.If the employee mix is not right, then it is likely that it will affect consumers'
overall inclination to remain loyal to a particular retailer.

3.7.3 Effective implementation of a customer database
The effective formation and implementation of a customer database is the final essential
element in developing effective relationships.

Copulsky and Wolf (1990) view relationship

includes
database,
"process
to
the
are
create
a
which
marketing as a
where
main activities
information
Databases
to organisations
actionable
existing and potential customers".
provide
(i. e. retailers) for use in developing and monitoring relationship marketing strategies and
tactics (Barnes 1994, Buttle 1996,2002, McKenna 1991).

It is important to remember that not all customers are appropriate targets for relationship
marketing, in that not all are worth retaining (Reichheld 1993).

Consequently, the initial

databasemust be carefully refined to enable more efficient segmentation (Copulsky and Wolf
1990). Hence the groups selected through segmentation should be the most "attractive" and
should receive superior value. For relationship marketing, segmentation variables can include
customer needs and preferences, loyalty levels and the length of the relationship.

Each one of these can be useful in highlighting the attractiveness and profitability of
eachof the customergroups (Copulsky and Wolf 1990).
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The role of databasemarketing has beendiscussedin greaterdetail in Section 2.4.2. However,
on a final note, databasetechnology should enableorganisationsto take a more proactive role,
rather than just a reactive one. Yet, as many authors note (e.g., Christopher et al. 1991,
McKenna 1991),this must occur on the customers'terms.

3.8. Key factors in enhancing relationship marketing
When companies have understood all the requirements and the individual elements of a
marketing relationship, they need to begin to identify ways in which all can be combined to
for
better
build
key
factors,
Three
to
customers
enhancing
service
and
a relationship.
offer
relationship development, have been identified in the literature, which are; a) to provide
customer satisfaction, b) to ensure high standardsof customer service, and c) to develop
segmentationtechniques. If a retailer can ensurethat all these are fulfilled, then the greater
the chanceof successfulrelationship development. Each of theseis now discussedin turn.

3.8.1. Customer satisfaction
The first key element for organisations wishing to develop successful relationship marketing
is
customer service.
strategies

Many authors recognise the need to improve customer

satisfaction in order to develop successful relationship marketing strategies (e.g. Evans and
Laskin 1994, Buttle 1996,2002, Donovan et al. 1994). Buchanan et al. (1990) believe that
"improving customer satisfaction is a key driver of business success and profitability".

They

assert that satisfied customers are more likely to re-purchase. The benefits of fully satisfied
customers are identified as customer loyalty, repeat purchases (Reichheld 1993), referrals to
others, positive word-of-mouth

and the lower costs associated with retaining existing

customers compared with attracting new ones (Evans and Laskin 1994). Many authors have
highlighted the importance of word-of-mouth

as being directly related to the level of

satisfaction (e.g. Buchanan et al. 1990, Reichheld 1993).

Customersatisfaction and consequentlyimproved levels of customer retention are ultimately
based upon serving customers better than competitors do, and being perceived by customers
as offering superior service and enhanced value (Reichheld 1993,Gomez et al., 2004).
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Reichheld(1993) believes that perceivedvalue results from comparisonsof service or product
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important determinant of long term financial performance". Schlossberg(1993) stressesthe
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deeper
delight"
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to
emotional
satisfying
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which
need produce
needs. However, it is important to note that satisfaction is only one indicator of loyalty, with
retention rates being seen as a more reliable (or concrete) measure (e.g., Reichheld
1993,Gomezet al.,2004).
Swinyard and Whitlock (1994) found that higher levels of satisfaction lead to higher
expectations.They conclude that positive dis-confirmation should create satisfaction,whereas
be
However,
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dissatisfaction.
not
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may
negative
should create
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in
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Nevertheless,
the
the
they
satisfied with
service
receive, yet may remain
the likelihood of retaining thesecustomerswill be minimal.
The greaterthe satisfaction with past experiences,the greatershould be the customer'strust in
the company(Bendapudi and Berry 1997). Evans and Laskin (1994) believe that "companies
that respond and listen to customer needshave satisfied customers,and are more likely to
developstrong relationships that lead to customerloyalty ".
3.8.2.

Customer service

Customerservice is consideredthe secondkey requirement for enhancing relationships with
customers.Christopher, Payne and Ballantyne (1991) see customer service as the core of
businessactivity and assert that it is about getting and keeping customers. It is concerned
with the building of bonds with customersand other markets or groups to ensurelong-term
relationships of mutual advantage. Customer service is seen as being a key determinant of
profitability (Buchananet al. 1990) and customer satisfaction. Other authors (e.g., Berry and
Parasuraman1991, Christopher et al. 1991), feel that at the heart of relationship marketing is
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the quality of customer service, which should not be treated as a separatediscipline, but as a
central element to the overall network. Through a relationship marketing strategy, firms are
encouragedto improve quality levels and can identify its contribution to overall success
(Evansand Laskin 1994). Quality of service and customersatisfaction allow organisationsto
create differentiation opportunities, permit premium pricing and provide a more pleasant
for
environment employeesto work in.

"From the customers perspective, the quality and value of the product are determined to
great extent by the people delivering the service" (Sir Colin Marshall cited in Prokesch 1995).
The role of employees is therefore a crucial element in delivering high customer service
levels. Customer service involves customer care, which includes service to the customer,
delivery/operations,

employee relationships

between employees and management.

with

customers, and internal

relationships

It is directly linked to customer satisfaction, and

involves anticipating and meeting needs and establishing customer relationships (Lewis
1995). Customers are increasingly aware of the alternatives on offer and also the rising
standards of service.

Thus expectations rise and consumers become more critical of the

quality of service received(Zeithaml, 2000).

Quality and customer service should be assessedfrom the perspective of the customer
(Gummeson 1987). Parasuraman et al. (1994) identify five categories of consumer
expectations for service that comprise their SERVQUAL model: reliability, tangibility,
assurance,responsivenessand empathy. It is essentialthat service strategiesincorporate all
these factors to ensure high levels of service quality. However, according to Crosby et al.
(1990), servicequality is a necessarybut not sufficient condition for relationship quality.
3.8.3. Segmentation

The third key element in enhancing any marketing relationship is segmentation. This is
essential when one considers the vast investment costs in relationship building, which include
the costs of prospecting, identifying

customers needs, modifying

offerings to meet those

needs, and monitoring performance. Given these costs, it is essential that firms make choices
regarding the customer groups they wish to target for relationship marketing. Resources spent
on customers who do not want to develop a relationship with the firm are wasted.
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Firms should therefore focus on identifying those customerswho are most likely to remain in
long-termrelationshipswith the firm (Bendapudiand Berry 1997).
Customers typically fall into two categories; the right customers or target groups whom the
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The ability to segmentthe customerbasein order to enhancerelationships with customersis a
crucial part of relationship marketing. The better the segmentation,the more tailored the offer
to the customercan be both in terms of the product offering and the service delivery (Morgan
1996). Donovan and Samler (1994) believe that customersneedto be segmentedaccordingto
their "needs and expectations". 'Ihe importance of understanding the maturity of the
be
Companies
is
to
should
segment customers effectively.
relationship
also essential
frequently
long
have
those
they
those
who
a
relationship with and
customerswho
protecting
spendthe most.
"Companiesthat have achieved extraordinary levels of loyalty discovered they must
concentrate their efforts on that subset of customers to whom they can deliver
consistentlysuperior value"
(Reichheld 1996)

3.9. Relationship Retailing
Most of the work on relationships has been in contexts other than retailing, as mentioned
earlier in Section 3.3 (i. e., services and organisational marketing).

Relationship marketing

firm,
has
the
the
to
specific
customer
with
within a retail context can refer
relationships
branches, stores or personnel (Beatty et al. 1996).
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The developmentand implementation of realtionship mareketing programmes is necessary
for retailers to attract and keep customers. Yet, as retailers exist in a competitive and
dynamic environment, they can achieve a sustainable competitive advantage through
building relationships (Christopher et al. 1991). As Bendapudi and Berry (1997,2002)
assert,the greaterthe dynamism of the environment, the greater the customers'dependence
on the partner. Thus, relationship marketing programmesin retailing may be very difficult
to producebut are also highly worthwhile.
Relationship retailing implies attracting, retaining and enhancing customer relationships
(Berry and Gresham 1986, Payne et al. 1995). A number of themes from the relationship
marketingliterature can be applied to the retailing context. Relationships are likely to persist
only when both parties obtain benefits which outweigh the costs (Jackson 1985a,1985b). For
a retailer these benefits include greater sales,more positive word-of-mouth, lower costs per
transaction,and most importantly, customer loyalty and retention. For the customer both
financial and social benefits are possible (Czepiel 1990). In a retailing context, consumersare
busier and more time impoverished than ever before (Mayer 1990). Through developing
relationshipswith retailers they are encouragedto shop in one store, enabling them to obtain
time savings and convenience. Hence, both parties can derive satisfaction from an ongoing
relationship(DeWulf, and Odekerken-Schroeder,2003).
Service and sales to existing customers are considered just as important to long-term
marketing successas the acquisition of new customers. Berry and Gresham (1986) believe
that "good service is necessaryto maintain the relationship, and good selling is necessaryto
enhanceit". Retailers also need to be reliable and responsive in the service they give to
customers,which will add to the overall quality received.

Service encounters with employees are also of paramount importance, where individualised
service makes customers feel special (Berry and Gresham 1986). Customers' perceptions of
the performance of staff tend to determine their satisfaction and the extent of their relationship
with the firm as identified in Section 3.7.2 (Beatty et al. 1996). Reichheld (1996) contends

that "customersbuild bonds of trust and expectationswith employees,not with the company,
and when thesepeople leave, the bond is often broken".
The key factor in assessing the potential for relationship retailing is the degree of personal
interaction, service and selling involved in the retailer/customer encounter (Berry and
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Gresham1986). Berry and Gresham(1986) feel that relationship retailing is only appropriate
when the consumerperiodically re-buys in the product classifications sold by the retailer or
when the consumerhas alternativesfrom which to choose.
Grocery retailers are typically dependant on a large number of customers, high sales volume
and low margins; conditions which tend to lead to greater difficulty

in adopting relationship

marketing. Buttle (1996,2003) believes that retailers do not generally make effective use of
their customer databases and subsequently know little about their customers at a personal
level.

For successful relationship marketing, retailers need to learn the sales potential of

individual customers, capturing this information so that it can be readily accessed and then
it
best
to
advantage to serve customer requirements.
using

It is also essential that a relationship retailing strategy builds "extras" into the retail offer
which enable differentiation from competitive offerings. Loyalty and patronage can be
advocated,for example, by bonusessuch as reward points. Payne et al. (1995) believe that
customersmay need an incentive to remain loyal. Retailers predominantly use monetary
basedincentives,when an attempt should be made to entice the psychological feelings of the
consumermaking them attachedor committed to the retailer (Reynolds 1995).
In conclusion,as Berry and Greshamhighlight (1986);
"Client loyalty cannot be assumed, it cannot even be earned. In relationship retailing,
performance is what counts".

3.9.1. Benefits for retailers

The increasingly competitive nature of retailing has resulted in product and service quality
alone being inadequate for an organisation to gain competitive advantage. Day and Wensley
(1983) feel that `By

developing

relationships

with

customers, retailers

add to the

differentiation of their products and give customersa reasonto remain loyal".
Enduring relationships with customers cannot be duplicated by competitors, and therefore
provide for a unique and sustained competitive advantage (Buttle 1996,2003).
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Retailers have identified the need to attract and retain customerswho spend more money in
their shops, hence the desire to develop customer loyalty (Palmer 1994). The benefits
below.
from
developing
customers
are
summarised
relationships
with
generated

Customer loyalty - Increased customer satisfaction should result in increased loyalty and
1994,
improved
(File
1995,
Storbacka
hence
al.
et
al.
et
profitability
rates,
and
retention
Christy et al. 1996,Zeithaml,V., 2000).
Lower costs - Cross-selling of multiple servicesshould result in economiesof scope,as well
as additional cost savings from retaining existing customersrather than attracting new ones
(Sheedy1997).

Competitive advantage - It is harder for competitors to entice loyal customers from the
organisation(Juttner and Hans 1994,Palmer 1996).
Greater trust by the customer - trust enhancesa buyer's commitment to the relationship
(Moorman et al. 1993,Morgan and Hunt 1994,Ruyter, Moorman and Lemmink 2001).
More referrals - Highly satisfied customerswho have developedtrust in the retailer are much
more likely to recommend the retailer to others (Reichheld 1993, Ruyter, Moorman, and
Lemmink, 2001).

Higher margins - Loyal customers are less price sensitive and are seen to spend more, which

in
results greaterand more stabilisedprofits (Moriarty, Kimball and Gay. 1983, Palmer 1996).
Collaboration - Establishing a customer databasecan facilitate further marketing initiatives,
including NPD and product launches, together with the potential to monitor customer
satisfaction more closely (e.g. Copulsky and Wolf 1990).
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3.9.2 Do customers want to enter into relationships?

The process of building and maintaining customer relationships involves both investment and
differ
in
Firms
their receptiveness to
to
that
costs.
customers
opportunity
need
understand
relationship development (Bendapudi and Berry 1997). They should therefore focus on those
customers receptive to relationship development and attempt to attract and build relationships
with this group, whilst excluding promiscuous shoppers.

The motivations of relationship seekers are not fully understood.

Research into shopping

motives (e.g. Tauber 1972, Buttle 1992,2003) finds that some shoppers seek out social contact
In
a retail context, customers generally seek quality, value and convenience in
value.
and
their transactions with

suppliers (Buttle

1996,2003).

Customers who are transaction

orientated may have greater concern with the economic outcomes of their purchase, whereas
relationship orientated individuals are perhaps more concerned with the social exchange
aspects of the transaction process (Blau 1989, Palmer 1996). Relationships are also likely to
be important to customers where purchases involve high levels of perceived risk (Berry
1983,2002, Lovelock 1983).

The Henley Centre's (1995) report, "The Loyalty Paradox", shows that "while companies
often talk about their need to manage relationships with their customers, few customers use
this language or indeed behave in this way. " Hogg et al. (1993) also support this view,
observing that the decision to initiate what is considered a customer relationship is usually
one-sided, in that the company decides unilaterally to build a relationship with its customers.
Bendapudi and Berry (1997,2002) find that customers might maintain relationships either
because of constraints (they "have" to stay in the relationship) or because of dedication (they
"want" to stay in the relationship).

A greater understanding of customer motivations is

therefore needed(Ruyter, K., Moorman, L. and Lemmink, J.,2001).
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3.10. Models of buyer behaviour
An understanding of the consumer buying process is fundamental to the development of
appropriate relationship marketing strategies (McKechnie 1992). If retailers are to be able to
anticipate likely customer reactions to their marketing strategies and influence them where
appropriate, it is crucial that they understand the needs and motivations of their customers and
(McKechnie
1992).
prospects

In the context of relationship marketing, it is consumerattitudes that are of paramount
importance. The seriesof attitude changesrequired to effect a purchaserequire different
marketing approaches(e.g., Betts 1994). Consumersare said to progressthrough a series
of attitude changes,initially acquiring knowledge of the product (cognitive component),
then developing liking (affect), taking them closer to the act of purchase. Models of this
type include AIDA (Strong 1925),predominantly usedin advertising theory, which
characterisesthe stagesof awareness,interest,desireand action; and the "Hierarchy of
Effects Model" (Lavidge and Steiner 1961).
Comprehensivemodels of buyer behaviour provide a framework for analysing all the
factors known to influence consumerbehaviour.Most depict buying behaviour broken
into a sequenceof stages(e.g. Engel, Kollat and Blackwell 1968). Here the consumer
five
through
passes
stages.
Problemrecognition is the initial point at which the consumerrecognisesthe need for a
product, where needsmay be driven by psychological, social or physical factors. The next
stageis Information Search,which is seenas a tool for risk reduction and entails both external
information searchand an internal searchof the consumer'smemory.Experienceof the retailer
is an internal source,which may encourageloyalty. When a service is high in "experience
qualities", personalsourcesor word-of mouth recommendationsbecomeparticularly credible
external sourcesof information (Zeithaml 1981).
Alternative evaluation leadsto the formation of, or changesin, beliefs, attitudes and
intentionsto purchase(Engel,Blackwell and Miniard 1986). Turnbull (1991) adds,from an
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industrial perspective,"evaluation is often madeagainstpre-determinedcriteria, often relating
to the relationship". Purchasedecisionslogically follow alternative evaluations. Post
purchasebehaviour involves the natural comparisonof the actual purchaseoutcomeswith the
results anticipated,people needto confirm that they did in fact make the right choice.
The stagesof the buying decision processare fundamentalto understandingmodels of buyer
behaviour. The purpose of modelling buyer behaviour is to clarify the relationships between
various inputs, such a previous experience and competitor activity (Turnbull

1991), and

outputs which are the purchaseor rejection of a product/servicefrom a particular source.
In selecting a model of consumerbehaviour applicable to retailing,one can first identify the
models which have been used in an industrial and consumer context.Howard and Sheth
(1969) develop a consumer brand choice behavioural model based on social,
psychological,cultural and economic variables, whereas Webster and Wind's (1972)
organisational buying model stressesthe role of the individual in an organisational buying
unit. Each individual's motivation, personality, perception, learning and experience are all
vital to the actual decision process. Such complex models have generatedcriticism from
various sources. Foxall (1980) feels that they are all founded on a rational decision sequence
which assumestoo rational a consumer and that they do not offer any empirically testable
hypothesis. A further problem with consumerchoice models is that they are often concerned
with one-off purchasesrather than recurrent ones(McKechnie 1992).
None of the earlier consumer or organisational buying behaviour models make referenceto
the personal relationship that exists between customer and supplier and neglect to account for
the interactive nature of the buying process which is a necessity in the context of relationship
development. As a result, in the early 1980's, the International Marketing and Purchasing
(IMP) Group (Hakansson 1982) developed a model of industrial marketing and purchasing
seen as an interactive process based on long term relationships (Turnbull 1991). They assert
the importance of understanding both sides of the buyer-seller interaction process.
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The Interaction Approach considers broad categories of factors that influence the character of
long-term relationships.

A series of "episodes" take place, which create the "atmosphere"

pervading the relationship.

The IMP model represented a major departure from earlier

identified
is
(McKechnie
1992).
It
that the
the
emphasis on relationships which
approaches
IMP model may provide a useful tool of analysis for the consumer buying process in the
grocery retail sector.

3.10.1. The Interaction

Approach

The Interaction Approach could be a useful tool of analysis for the consumer buying process
in the grocery retail sector which covers relationships and interactions. McKechnie (1992)
financial
it
to
this
that
with
respect
services
and
states
considers
addresses the interactive
process which takes place between the buyer and the seller in an exchange situation, and
bases this not just on a single transaction but as a series of transactions over time which
results in a relationship being formed between the two parties.

It clearly views marketing as an interactive process in a social context where relationship
building and management are vital cornerstones. In essence, it considers the role of
marketing to be the establishment,developmentand maintenanceof relationships between
buyer and seller (Hakansson 1982). The approachtakes relationships as the major unit of
analysis rather than individual transactions,and analysesthe attitudes and actions of both
partiesin the exchange.
The Interaction Approach is built on a number of fundamentalprinciples, which include;
1. Both parties involved are active participants in the market.
2.

'Ihe relationship between the buyer and the seller is frequently long-term, close and

involving a complex pattern of interaction betweenand within eachparty.
3. The links betweenbuyer and seller often becomeinstitutionalised into a set of roles that
eachparty expectsthe other to perform.
4.

Close relationships are often considered in the context of continuous purchases.
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Between the parties in a network various interactions take place, where exchangesand
adaptations to each other occur. Flows of information as well as financial and social
impact
in
forms
interaction
have
All
take
place
a
network.
exchanges,
and
all
of
an
exchanges
on the position of the parties in the network.
The Interaction Approach(in this research) is focused on the interaction process where
episodesare identified which contribute to the nature of the relationship. The Interaction
processbreaks down the formation of relationships between buyers and sellers into a set of
episodes. Each individual episode contributes to the character of the overall relationship
develops
over a period of time. Theseepisodesinclude;
which
Product
The
is
or
service
exchange
exchange
of
product
or
service
often the core of the
exchange. The exchange process will be quite different depending on whether or not the
product fulfils a buyer's need that is easy to identify and for which the characteristics of an
appropriate product are easy to specify.

Information
formality
information
The
is
important
in
the
content
and
of
exchange
shaping the relationship, in addition to affecting how the markets are developed and
structured(Hakansson1982).
Financial
is
Money
the third element, where the quality of the economic
exchange
exchangeis an indicator of the economic importanceof the relationship.
Social
has
important
This
function
in
exchange
an
reducing uncertainties
-

betweenthe two parties (Hakanssonand Ostberg 1975). Perhapsthe most important function
of social exchangeis in the long-term processby which successivesocial exchangeepisodes
gradually interlock the two parties with each other. Trust is an additional element of social
exchange,which comes about from personal experiencesand the way in which the other
episodesare dealt with.
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All of these episodesaffect the overall nature of the relationship, where the routinisation of
theseexchangeepisodesover a period of time leadsto clear expectationsin both parties of the
(Ford
1980).
their
numbers
of
opposite
roles and responsibilities

In the context of grocery retailing,
relationships

these episodes are analysed to identify

are being developed, in addition

to summarising

whether

the nature of these

decade,
developed
in
is
information,
It
the
the
past
which
exchange
radically
of
relationships.
may be shaping relationships, i. e. database technology.

3.11

Summary

The evolution of relationship marketing has come about from a recognition that the nature of
inter-relations with customersis changingwith emphasismoving from a transactionfocus to a
from
focus
(Christopher
1991)
relationship
and
mass markets to target markets
et al.
(Copulsky and Wolf 1990; Gronroos 1994).
This chapterhighlighted the concept of relationship marketing and discussedthe components
neededin any marketing relationship. These included trust, commitment, co-operation and
concern. Trust, in particular, is seen as one of the critical components in the formation of
relationships and the benefits of engaging in a relationship need to exceed costs for both
parties,be they financial or social (Beatty et al. 1996).
To be successful at relationship

marketing, companies need to develop a supportive

organisational culture, which involves top management commitment (Beatty et al. 1996,
Evans and Laskin 1994).
internally.

The relationship marketing concept also needs to be marketed

In addition, companies need to understand customer expectations, create and

maintain a detailed database, and reward employees in such a way that the objective of
relationship marketing, customer retention, is achieved (Buttle 1996,2003, Beatty et al. 1996).
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Relationship marketing in a retailing context has been focused upon identifying any key
differences from other marketing sectors. Finally, the chapter concluded by providing a brief
overview of a number of buyer behaviour models, both consumerand industrial. From this,
the Interaction Approach was identified as possibly having some particular relevanceto this
researchtopic.
This literature review provides a general framework for current marketing knowledge. From
this, a number of objectives were developed through an analysis of the areasthat had been
researchedTheseobjectives are detailed in the following chapter.

In developing the objectives, the key components of a successful relationship marketing
strategy, identified through the literature, were seen to be important pre-requisites in
identifying whether relationships exist in a grocery retail context (e.g. trust, commitment,
concern and involvement). Once the objectives had been identified, the methodology then
had to be devised. Both the objectives and the chosenmethodology are exposedin the next
chapter, along with reasonsbehind choosing the methodologies selected,and how they were
used.
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Chapter Four
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
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RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

4.1.

Introduction

In order to identify the current phaseof both academicand practitioner thought on customer
loyalty and relationship marketing, a literature searchwas conducted.This chapterbegins by
highlighting each of these objectives in turn and the rationale behind them. The most
appropriateresearchmethods for achieving these objectives are then discussedand justified.
Hence, the reasonsfor selecting the researchmethods chosen are highlighted in addition to
describinghow eachmethod is applied in this particular study. There is also a brief review of
the statistical techniquesused in the data analysis.

4.2. Research Objectives

This researchis devoted to answering the following researchquestion: To what extent, can
relationship marketing and customer loyalty be applied to the grocery retail sector in the UK?
Both of these concepts are researchedfrom the consumers'perspective rather than from the
viewpoint of supermarket retailers. More specifically, this research has five general
objectives,as detailed below.
4.2.1. To review literature

covering the concepts of customer loyalty and relationship

marketing, with particular

focus on the grocery retail sector.

Literature on both these academic areas is fairly new, when considered in the context of
grocery retailing. All the relevant literature was collated in order to provide an overall
theoreticalappreciationof current academicthought on both topics.
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4.2.2.

To identify consumer perceptions of customer loyalty schemes.

Loyalty schemes,as with any other marketing initiative, are only successfulif they manageto
meet consumer needs and expectations.This objective identifies how important consumers
feel loyalty schemesare to satisfying their needsin relation to the overall retail offering. An
identification of what factors they place as most important, specifically their attitudestowards
loyalty schemes,are also researched.
4.2.3.

To segment consumers into loyalty types.

Data generated from the research, it is envisaged, will be used to segment consumers into
loyalty types using the Diamond of Loyalty (Denison and Knox 1995). The application of
this theoretical framework to a grocery retail context may provide significant implications for
marketers and practitioners who attempt to segment their customer base. Identification of
promiscuous shoppers can help save company resources, both time and money.

Hence

segmentation is a useful tool for enabling retailers to identify the customers whom they
should be focusing on.

4.2.4. To identify the extent consumers who have developed relationships

with grocery

retailers, from the consumer perspective.

Relationship marketing is a fairly new concept in the mass marketing arena of grocery
retailing. Many critics have argued that it is almost impossible to develop relationships with
individual consumers in this sector. Retailers, however, realised in the competitive
environment of the late 1990's that this was a way forward. The introduction of customer
loyalty schemeshas been seenby many as a significant step forward for retailers wanting to
'get closer to the consumer'. A primary aim of this researchis to identify the extent to which
consumershave developed. In order to test the extent to which relationships are being
developed,a theoretical framework is devised. This is used to identify the nature of such
relationships.
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4.2.5. To adapt the Interaction
grocery retailing.

Approach (The IMP Group) of buyer behaviour to UK

The Interaction Approach is developed within the industrial marketing literature to provide a
theoretical framework of relationship marketing.

The market context for which it was

initially developed is highly micro, that is, there is a small customer base. However, the UK
grocery retail

industry

is the total

opposite, epitomising

a completely

mass-market

environment. The aim is hence to adapt the Interaction Approach (see chapter 3) to a different
context and industry from that for which it was originally developed.

These are the overall objectives for this study. The tasks therefore are to broadly assessthe
literature and the theoretical frameworks available to achieve each of these and to determine
the extent to which various loyalty and relationship marketing concepts are applicable in the
grocery retail context. The researchmethodology therefore aims to provide effective methods
with which to accomplish each of the objectives.The following sections discuss each of the
methods chosen,their suitability and weaknessesin each caseto the researchobjectives and
how they are executedto elicit the required information.

4.3. Research Design

It is essential prior to conducting researchto design an effective research strategy. This
incorporatesthe most suitable methodsof investigation for the objectives set at the beginning
of the research,determining the nature of the researchinstruments,the sampling plan, and the
types of data, (i. e. qualitative, quantitative, or both).

This stage can reduce the risks

associatedwith bad researchdesigns and can set a framework for the entire researchprocess
(Churchill 1991, Chisnall 1992,Tull and Hawkins 1992).
"if it is a good design, it will ensure that the information obtained is relevant to the research
problem and that it was collected by objective and economic procedure " (Green and Tull
1975).

In this particular study, both exploratory and descriptive research methods are used. The
objective of exploratory researchwas to gain an insight into the researchquestion and help
generatehypothesesfor the later stage of the researchprocess. This involved primarily a
literature search to identify the current frame of marketing thought on the subject under
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investigation. Focus group discussionsare also used to identify, the nature of the research
question and to generateideas for the principal researchphase. Descriptive researchis used
for the bulk of the study in the form of a questionnairesurvey. Specific information is sought,
where the attempt is to make definitive statementsabout relationships and interactions among
variables.
Research Techniques

Both primary and secondary data collection methods are employed. Secondary research
methodsare discussedbelow, followed by an in-depth discussionof the primary testsused.
4.4. Secondary data (desk research)
Tull and Hawkins (1990) define secondarydata as "data already, gathered or published for
purposesother than the problem at hand" There are numerous sources of such information,
which can come from either internal sources (e.g. sales reports, EPOS data, customer
feedbacketc.) or external sources(e.g. governmentreports, private studies, periodicals, trade
press etc.). The advantagesof using secondary research are summarised by Aaker et al.
(1995);

0

Information gathereddoes not require a significant amount of time, cost or effort from
the researcher.

0

Information may sometimesbe more reliable and accuratethan primary data collection
methods.

0

On occasions,information can only be obtained from secondary sources,for example,
when it is neither physically nor financially possible for a single company or researcher
to carry out the researchneeded.

However, with these advantages come a number of disadvantages which need to be
considered.

" Secondarydata is often collected for other purposes,henceit will rarely fit the
problem defined. Therefore, the available information may not meet the data
requirementsperfectly (Churchill 1991,Aaker et al. 1995, Tull and Hawkins 1990).
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1991,Chisnall 1992).

For this particular study, the principal sources of secondary data are published material on
included
These
loyalty
primarily
academic
marketing.
customer
programmes and relationship
journals, e.g. the Journal of Marketing Management and the Journal of Retailing.

Academic

sources were used in order to identify the current frame of academic thought for this research
topic. They were also useful in generating ideas as to how to conceptualise the subject, form
the research, formulate the hypothesis and compare results with those of other surveys.
Additional sources are gathered from commercial reports and the trade press (e.g. Marketing
Week, Loyalty, Admap and Marketing), which are used to understand the current market
for
future
the
trends
grocery retailing.
situation as well as
anticipated

4.4.1. Primary data collection
Primary researchtechniques are used when information provided from secondarysourcesis
define
(1990)
for
Tull
Hawkins
demands
the
the
primary
and
not sufficient
research.
of
researchas "data collected in order to solve a specific problem or answera specific question".
The most common method of collecting primary data, is survey research(i. e. questionnaires).
"Surveys can provide information on attitudes,beliefs, past and intended behaviour, personal
characteristicsand other descriptive items" (Tull and Hawkins 1982). Other techniquesfor
primary research include focus groups, in-depth interviews, projective techniques, direct
observation,consumerpanels etc.
For the purpose of this study, combinations of both qualitative and quantitative research
methods are used. Focus group discussionswere used for the former and a questionnaire
survey is used for the latter. Both thesemethodsare discussedin the subsequentsectionsand
their contribution to the researchstudy are highlighted.
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4.4.2. The focus group discussion (preliminary

research)

Focus group discussions were used in this study to gain an insight into consumer motives,
attitudes and opinions towards grocery retailers and in particularly
programmes.

customer loyalty

The focus group has been identified as a suitable technique to conduct

preliminary explorations into these issues (Tull and Hawkins 1990).

Focus groups are a qualitative method of research in which small samples of respondents
discuss elected topics as a group. A moderator directs the discussion, attempting to follow a
rough outline while simultaneously encouraging each person to make comments and express
their opinions freely (Churchill 1991).

The use of focus groups for the preliminary stageof this study was to;
*

Identify consumermotives, attitudes and opinions on the topic being researched(Fahad
1986).

*

To bring out ideas in a dynamic group situation which may not be elicited through other
methods.(Fahad 1986, Oppenheim 1992)

*

To attemptto understand'why' consumersbehavethe way they do (Fahad 1986).

*

To help develop and design the main researchtool, i. e. the questionnaire.

*

To ensurethat relevant consumer issues, in relation to grocery retailers and customer
loyalty programmes,are addressedin the questionnaire,which achieve the objectives of
the study.

The idea of conducting a focus group discussion is further enhancedby identification of the
advantagesassociatedwith this data collection technique. The advantagesare summarised
below;
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9 Much more control can be exercised over the context within which questionsare asked
and answersgiven (Gordon 1969).

" Synergisticbenefits can also be achievedas the combined effect of the group producesa
information
ideas
(Fahad 1986).
of
and
wide range

9A

comment by other individuals triggers a chain of responsesfrom other respondents
(Fahad 1986).

" As individuals are not required to answer specific questions,their responsesare likely to
be more spontaneousand less conventional (Fahad 1986).
However, focus groups are associatedwith a number of disadvantages,which have been
identified by Fahad(1986) as;
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Disadvantages
" There are doubts about the validity of verbal responses,particularly in relation to
behaviour.

" -The sample size is often too small or not representativeand so limits the generalisability
of the data obtained.
" Interaction between participants can bias the responses generated.

"

Self-appointed leaders in the group may influence the opinions of the rest.

Respondentsare usually selectedso that the groups are generally homogeneous,minimising
both conflicts among group members on issues not relevant to the study objectives and
differences in perceptions, experiencesand attitudes. Focus group discussionstypically last
between 1/2 and 2 hours (Tynan and Drayton 1988,Fahad 1986).
4.4.3. Implementation

Focus group discussions require a considerable amount of pre-planning to ensure that
disadvantagesare kept to a minimum (Fahad 1986). An informal agenda was devised to
assistthe moderatorin conducting the interviews (Table 4.1)
For this study, two focus group discussions were organised. Recruitment for the first group,
was through friends and family who willingly participate. For the second focus group, a local
community group agreed to participate. There were seven participants in the first group and
A
eight in the second, with each discussion lasting for approximately 80 minutes.

demographicprofile of the participants is provided in Table 5.1.
.
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Table 4.1. description of focus group participants

Focus Group One

Focus Group Two

Gender

Age

Gender

Age

Female
Female
Female
Female
Female
Female
Female

19
20
25
24
29
33
33

Female
Female
Male
Male
Female
Female
Male

28
26
34
46
23
39
29

Female

25

Table 4.1 Focus group discussion: informal agenda

Why do you do the majority of your shoppingat the store in which you spendthe most?
What are the attracting factors of this store?
Do you own a store loyalty card from any supermarket?If yes, answer the questions
below.
What initially madeyou join the scheme?
What do you think the supermarketis getting out of the scheme?
Do you receive any form of communication from the supermarket?
How, if at all, do you feel your shopping behaviour has changedsince the introduction of
the storecard?
Would you continue to shop at the store,regardlessof the scheme?
What could your supermarketdo, in relation to the loyalty scheme,to make you do more
of your shoppingthere?
Has the schemelived up to you initial expectationswhen you signed-up?
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4.4.4. Data recording and analysis

Eachdiscussionis summarizedby writing in full, providing the basesfor many of the scales
developedfor the pilot questionnaire.To facilitate analysis,commentsare ordered into subject
focus
discussions
findings
from
The
the
are presented as
group
categories.
pertinent
preliminary qualitative results in the next chapter.

4.5.

Questionnaire survey: the principal research

A questionnaireis the method of obtaining a specific information about a defined problem so
that the data analysis and interpretation, result in a better appreciation of the problem"
(Chisnall 1992), the function being measurement(Oppenheim 1992). Questionnairesare the
most frequently used means of collecting primary data, whereas other methods (e.g.
likely
data,
)
to supplement
etc.
are
more
secondary
observational and qualitative research
surveyresearchrather than take its place (Aaker et al. 1995).
There are a number of methods by which questionnairescan be administered.These include
by personalinterview, by telephone,by mail, or self-administration (Chisnall 1992).
Questionnairedesign is dependantupon the survey administration method, which is in turn
dependanton the nature of the problem being investigated, the kind of population being
sampledand the samplesize.
The main advantageof questionnaires stems from the fact that they can collect a lot of
information about a respondentat one time. However, even though a questionnairecan be a
rich sourceof information, there are many issuesto be consideredin order to ensurethat these
data are relevant, accurateand useableas well as to avoid various kinds of errors (Chisnell
1992,Tull and Hawkins 1990,Churchill 1991).
4.5.1. Questionnaire design

The questionnaire for this study was designed as a structured-undisguised questionnaire
which primarily means that each question is presented with the same wording, and in exactly

the sameorder, to all respondents(Churchill 1991). Questionnairedesign is seenby Churchill
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(1991) as an art rather than a science, where there needs to be much attention to detail.
Chisnall (1992) affirms that whichever way the questionnaireis formed, "individual questions
information
be
designed
to
to
about the
valid
and
reliable
attract respondents give
must
bias.
distortion
be
the
this
or
minimum
achieved
with
subjectof
enquiry"
should
Prior- to designing the questionnaire there were a number of issues that needed to be
data
The
influence
identified
having
the
type
upon
of
generated.
an
as
consideredwhich were
criteria perceivedto be important are outlined below;
had
be
data
All
to meet the objectives of the study.
the
to
and
relevant
generatedneeded
"
" Eachquestionneededto be specific so that it addressedone topic alone.
fatigue.
The
length
had
be
to
to
respondent
questionnaire
so
as
reduce
"
moderated,

"

The scalesutilised are a combination of various responseformats. The majority of the
questions are closed, although dichotomous and multi-chotomous questions are also
data
is
facilitate
The
to
these
and
easier
questionnaire
coding
usedextensively.
choice of
analysis. The time and costs associatedwith coding open-endedresponses(e.g. Kinnear
and Taylor 1991) are hence avoided. The disadvantagesof closed questions can, to a
large extent, be minimised through preliminary conceptualisationsand protesting.

9.

Questions requiring

limited

large
the
amount of
given
were
essential,
responses

information requestedand the limited time and attention span of the respondents. The
potential for interviewer bias is also reduced by using the structured-undisguised
questionnaireformat as this ensuredthat the questioning was similarly administeredto
all respondents (e.g. Weiers 1988).

Following these considerations, an additional number of factors needed to be carefully
thought about to reduce the likelihood of measurementerror. These had to be incorporated
into eachindividual question and can be seenbelow;
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0

Questionsshould be understoodby all respondents.

0

Simple languageshould be used.

"

Wording can bias questions,thereforethere should be no leading questions.

in
feel
Respondents
to
a particular manner.
answer
"
should not
pressurised
" Questionorder effects needto be consideredas earlier can bias later ones.
" Ambiguous questionsand words should be avoided.
" Missing responsecategoriesshould be accommodated.
" Instructionsshould be clear and adequate.
" Double-barrelledquestionsshould be avoided.
" 'Respondent fatigue needed to be considered,e.g. questionnaire length, attention spans,
boredom.
" Each question should be necessaryand relevant. (Source: Oppenheim 1992, Chisnafl
1992,Churchill 1991,Tull and Hawkins 1990)
Thesehazardswere identified prior to the questionnairedesign and every attempt was made
to overcomethem.

4.5.2. Response scale format

Likerts' "summated"'scalesare used for a major part of the research,as they are felt to be an
effective tool for measuringattitudes (Figure 4.1). Likert scalesare seento be a good research
tool, due to their reliability, and the greater information generated about the depth of
respondents'feelings. They are also easy for respondents to understand and quicker to
(Chisnell
is
1992).
five
item
For
Likert
this
complete
scale used.
research,a
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Figure 4.1: Likert Scale Response Format

Strongly Agree

Agree

Disagree

not Disagree

Neither Agree

Disagree

Strongly

In order to offer variety to the questionnaireformat and some relief from pagesof identically
structured questions and scales, an itemised rating scale is used for Q8, and a semantic
differential scale was used for Q9.

4.5.3. Pilot testing
'Questionnairesdo not emergef edged; they have to be mated or adapted,fashioned and developedto
maturity after many abortive test flights. In fact, every aspect of a survey has to be tried out
beforehandto makesure that it works as intended"
(Oppenheim1992)

The above statement highlights the importance of pre-testing a questionnaire, which may
in
result
more than one re-edition. Piloting can help not only in question-wording, but also in
the ordering of question sequences and the exclusion of questions which do not elicit the
information sought. Oppenheim (1992) asserts that it is essential to pilot "every question,
every question sequence, every inventory and every scale" in the study.

Piloting may result in questions having to be re-written several times, changes in their
composition or style of composition, and also constructing multi-choice questions from the
answersreceived from earlier open-endedquestions. Chisnall (1992) assertsthat this requires
much attention to detail to ensure that the questionnaire used in the final survey contains
questions which, are specific, clearly understandable,capable of being answered by the
particular population sampled,and free from bias.
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Churchill (1991) seesthe pilot test as fulfilling the samerole in questionnairedesign as test
in
development.
does
There are two elementsof piloting, namely the
marketing
new product
design
individual
the
of the
sequence and overall
pre-testing of
questions and checking
done
by
be
first
believes
(Churchill
1991).
Churchill
test
the
should
pilot
questionnaire
be
interview,
that
the
will
used.
of
administration
actual mode
personal
regardlessof
The questionnaire shown in Appendix 1, was subject to significant changes during the
initial
four
for
Ten
the
tests
of which
questionnaire,
process.
pilot
were
completed
piloting
were through the personalinterview method.
4.5.4. The questionnaire:

individual

question aims

A model of consumerattitudes towards supermarketsand loyalty cards are developedto guide
the questionnairedesign.It would facilitate a more effective and disciplined questionnaireas
each question had to fit into the model, i. e. have a specific purpose to be included in the
questionnaire. In addition, it would provide a systematicframework and aid analysis
The model, shown in Figure 4.2, includes the individual question numbersrepresenting
each construct ( the questionnaire can be seen in Appendix 1).
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Bargain-seeking/
Promiscuity
(Q1/4/5/17/18)

adividualdifference
Age

Sex
Income
Inc

Product/ServiceExchange
Store shoppedat (Q 1/2)
Amount spent(Q7)

% Loyalty (Q4)

Loyalty to me one chain
Store loyalty card (Q5)
Communication Q 10,11,12
No of card held (Q6)

Occupation
(Q39-42) '

Variables
Influencing
Store choice (Q8)

Levelof Overall
Of Satisfaction(Q9/15)

Interest in
Shopping (Q9/16)

Re-purchase
Intentions (Q32/36)
Behavioural
Changes(Q38/31-33)

Commitment
Trust
Involvement
Concern
(Q3/4/18/21/22/29/31/34/35)

LEVEL OF RELATIONSHIP
(DEPENDENT VARIABLE)
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A number of questions(e.g., Q4, Q10, Q14 ) were devisedin order to identify elementsof the
interaction process(the Interaction Approach). In terms of loyalty, the questionnaireaimed to
identify consumer motives for acquiring a card, and their attitudes toward loyalty cards in
(Q12-15),
Consumer
to
as this
also
measured
was
satisfaction
store
services.
other
relation
Consumer
(see
Loyalty
Chapter).
loyal
behaviour
be
key
indicator
of
seen as a
may
demographic characteristics are also identified (e.g. age, sex, social class and household
income). In terms of attitudes, the issuesresearchedincluded loyalty to retailers, consumer
in
loyalty
schemes,and changes consumer attitudes since the
perceptions of retailers and
introduction of loyalty cards. It is also the aim for questionsto identify whether consumers
both wanted to develop relationships with their supermarketsand to what extent they had
been developed.

The academicliterature review revealedthat trust, service and commitment are key factors in
budding relationshipswith customers. Satisfactionis also consideredessential
in this process,as is a thorough understandingof customerneedsand expectations. Hencethe
in
different
identify
these
to
ways. A significant
elements
questions attempted
each of
issue
loyal
literature
in
has
the
and promiscuous
on
of
amount of
concentrated
recent years
is
identify
hence
(i.
McGoldrick
1997),
to
the two groups
made
an
attempt
shoppers e.
et al.
through the questionnaire. It was essentialthat all the relevant constructs relating to loyalty
and relationship marketing were consideredin the questionnairedesign process.
4.5.5. The questionnaire survey
The survey method used for this study is personal interviewing outside supermarkets. This is
a variation of the acknowledged 'mall-intercept interview', which "involves stopping shoppers
in a shopping mall, qualifying

them if necessary, inviting them into the research firm's

interviewing facilities and conducting the interview" (Tull and Hawkins 1990).

The advantagesof this method are that the interviews are conducted in a relevant shopping
environment,hencecustomerscan instantly identify with their behaviour. Another advantage
stems from the personal interaction with the consumer. Even though it is acknowledgedthat
this might influence consumers'responsesto some degree, problems of unclear questions,
misunderstandingsand irrelevant responsescan be eliminated.
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The main survey was undertaken between 01 July and 14 July 2001. The surveys were
4.3).
in
(Figure
Greater
Manchester
Tesco
three
the
area
stores
conductedoutside

Figure 4.3: SupermarketStore Sample:Tesco's

Prestwich, Salford
Market Street,Manchestercity centre
Didsbury, South Manchester

Respondents were approached by the researcher personally and were interviewed
five
minutes.
approximately

for

Even though a 'notable' number of shoppers refused to

participate, those who did were patient enough to answer the whole questionnaire and thus the
number of invalid or incomplete questionnaires was nil.

4.5.6. Sample size
500 respondentscomprisedthe non-probability quota sample,basedon the following criteria;
it
felt
Store:
for
because
Tesco
the
the
a)
was
chosen retail store
was
research,primarily
that as the Tesco Clubcard was the first of the new style loyalty schemeson the market,
there would be more time for a relationship to have developed between the retailer and
consumers. Hence, it was perceived that the results would be more meaningful for the
purposeof this research(Objectives).

b) ' Age: An attempt was made to include similar proportions of all age groups, hence,the
quotatargetswere basedon the interviewer's visual identification.
In order to acquire the information sought it is necessarythat the population is defined
correctly, that the sample is representativeof the population, and that the respondentsare
willing to co-operateand understoodeachquestion.
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The population, for this survey, comprisedall Tesco shopperswho happenedto visit the store
during the times and days specified in section4.5.6. An effort was made to ensurethe sample
by
Tesco
adheringto the quota variables.
all
shoppers,
was representativeof

4.6. Analytical techniques
This section gives a brief overview of the techniques that are used in the analysis of the
for
for
data.
frequencies
Basic
the
most of the variables.
are
obtained
variables
eachof
survey
However bivariate and multvariate analysis methods are also used in order to identify
differences as well as relationships between variables. These methods are discussedbelow.
All of the analysesare conductedon SPSS/PC+version 10.0.

"

Correlation

The correlation between two variables measures the extent to which there is a
between
lie
between
The
the
two.
relationship
correlation coefficient can anywhere
decreases
fit
(one
indicates
+1,
variable
as another
and
negative
where
perfect
-1
-1
increases);0 indicates that no relationship exists; +1 indicates perfect positive fit (both
variables increase at the same time). Correlation analysesare used on the majority of
variablesand the results are presentedin the next chapter.
9 Cross tabulation
This fully describesthe relationship betweentwo categorical variables. Basically it is a
table containing counts of the number of casesthat fall into each of the severalcategories
when the categories are based on two or more variables considered simultaneously. A
cross tabulation can help identify how the dependentvariable varies from subgroup to
subgroup. Cross-tabulationsrequire fewer assumptionsto construct than other analyses
methods,and they serve as a basis of severalstatistical techniquessuch as chi-squareand
log-linear analysis.
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"

Chi-squared test

Calculating a chi-squared statistic for the given cross-tabtests the degree of association
betweentwo categorical variables. The first stageis to obtain an expectedcount for each
The
between
the
two
tab.
that
the
variables.
exists
association
no
cell of
cross
assuming
between
difference
is
the
then
actual and
chi-squaredvalue
computed, which measures
is
indicates
high
A
that
there
a particular
chi-squared value
expected cell counts.
individual
between
is
It
table entries
to
the
then
the
check
possible
association
variables.
to check where the association has arisen. The test is concerned with establishing
frequencies
between
discrepancies
the
the
are statistically
and
expected
observed
whether
in
be
to
they
sampling
error
or
variations
significant, and whether
may
attributed chance
the data.
One-way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA)

This is a statistical method that tests a hypothesis regarding the difference between several
means. The test's main purpose is to determine if two or more samples come from
populations with equal means. A number of ANOVA tests are used in the data analysis,
forming a substantialpart of the hypothesestesting.

Techniques to explain themes in data

On occasionswhere there are a large number of variables on each individual, there are a
in
factors
help
the
that
techniques
themes
the
that
result
or underlying
number of
unravel
measuredvariables. The input variables are the sets of variables that are subjectedto theme
findings, where the output variables are the themesgeneratedby the procedure.
Factor analysis is one of the techniquesfor data reduction. Its main purpose is to explain the
between
factor
individual
input
have
in
items
Therefore,
that
the
variation
common.
variables
analysis searchesfor factors that explain the structureof the relationships between inputs and
does not try to account for the variation that is unique to each input. Hence, setsof variables
are combined to formulate a number of factors. Factors can then be used as combined
summaryvariables in subsequentanalyses(correlation, ANOVA), maximising the amount of
information analysed whilst reducing the number of variables to be analysed (Tull and
Hawkins 1990)
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4.7. Summary

The purpose of this chapter is to mention briefly the various types of research methods
justify
for
for
to
the
the
this
selecting the
available, examine
ones used
study, and
reasons
chosen methods. The advantagesand disadvantagesassociatedwith each method are also
acknowledged,followed by an explanationof how the survey is conducted.
Secondary data is used to embrace the theoretical aspects of customer loyalty and relationship
marketing, and as a source of ideas as to how to conceptualise the subject and carry out the
is
Primary
research
used to fulfil the remaining research objectives, adopting both
research.
qualitative and quantitative methods. Focus group discussions are used at the preliminary
ideas
facilitate
design
to
the
stage
generate
and
of the quantitative technique, the
research
questionnaire.

The objective of the questionnaire is to examine both behavioural and

attitudinal issues.

A brief description of all the statistical techniquesis also given. The survey data is generated
and then analysedwith the aid of SPSS/PC+for Windows, with the results being presentedin
the next chapter.
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Chapter Five
Results and
Discussion
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
5.1. Introduction
The preceding chapter identified the researchmethodology employed in this study, which
included exploratory focus group 'interviews and a questionnaire survey that comprised the
bulk of the research. Both generatedvast amountsof data, hence the purpose of this chapter
is to display, analyseand interpret the information.
This chapter firstly

deals with the qualitative findings (focus group), followed

by the

questionnaire results (quantitative) which were analysed through the use of SPSS/PC+ for
Windows.

Both sections are presented with the relevant research questions, the rationale

behind each question, the findings and their interpretation.

5.2. Focus group discussions
Two focus group discussionswere conductedin the preliminary stageof the researchprocess.
Primarily the results were used as an aide to questionnairedesign, although consumerswho
respondedin the discussion groups raised some interesting points concerning their attitudes
towards supermarketloyalty cards. The findings of these discussion groups provided greater
insight and detail regarding the extent of consumerattitudes and perceptions.

5.2.1. Sample description of participants
The composition of the two separate focus groups can be seen below in Table 5.1. The
benefits of focus groups were discussed in section 4.4.2. For both of the groups a number of
participants had to withdraw from the group at the last minute, hence seven individuals
in
first
discussion group and eight in the second. The results from both
the
participated
groups, collated in a content analysis, are presented in the subsequent section .
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Table 5.1. description of focus group participants
Focus Group One

Focus Group Two

Gender

Age

Gender

Age

Female
Female
Female
"Female
Female
Female
Female

19
20
25
24
29
33
33

Female
Female
Male
Male
Female
Female
Male
Female

28
26
34
46
23
39
29
25

5.2.2. What attracts consumers to the supermarket in which they regularly shop?

Generally respondentsfelt that it was the bigger supermarketswhich offered the greatest
benefits. They had a wider range of products and hence special offers, e.g. "When you go to
the bigger supermarketsyou can end up saving quite a bit of money as well as getting quite a
few bargains". Although anotherparticipant said that "...thesedays all the supermarketsoffer
discountson certain products week in week out".
Most of the participants agreed that they preferred larger stores, as they were less
'claustrophobic'. Tesco, Sainsbury'sand Safeway were favoured over other grocery retailers,
as their quality was considered better than other stores, also they felt there was less 'risk'
involved. The larger storesalso meant that participants could get everything under one roof,
"which is convenientespecially when you're working all day".
Participants also noted the importance of additional facilities in enticing them to the store.
For example, one participant said "I go to Tesco's which isn't my local store, mainly because
they've got car parking which is great if you've got kids. It makes me feel safer. Also they've
got toilets and baby-changing facilities.

The aisles are really spacious and 1 don't have to

worry about my children knocking things over or grabbing everything in sight".

Another

participant noted that parking facilities made shopping 'hassle free'.
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Another participant said he liked going to the same store as he then knew where everything
was, which made shopping easier and faster. The store atmosphere was also recognised as
being important, which included cleanliness. Convenience to either work or home was also
recognised as being important.

One participant said she avoided supermarkets if she could.

She said, "Smaller local shops

know
better
food
You
better
the
shorter
queues.
also
and
are more convenient with
choice,
from
is
basis.
Prices
The
that
supermarkets
not
good.
service
on
a
personal
received
staff
may be slightly higher in smaller shops, but you are paying for the quality and the personal
because
bigger
be
if
It
these
the
shops
close
of
would
a
shame
all
smaller
service.
supermarkets. They can't offer us the same thing. " The majority did not agree that the smaller
shops offered either better prices or choice, but yet did agree that it would be a shame if they
were driven out of the market by the bigger supermarkets .

5.2.3. What made those respondents join a loyalty scheme?
The majority of participants generally felt that they initially joined the scheme due to a
feeling of 'getting something for nothing'. One participant noted that it was like an added
bonus,which just meant you might actually be getting something in return. She felt this was
a rare occurrence. Another felt it was 'an added incentive to purchase from a particular
store'. Other respondentsgenerally agreed.
In contrast,one respondentfelt that 'cards'were a waste of time and she didn't feel as if she
got anything out of it. On the whole, however, participants were not overly excited about
loyalty cards but appreciatedthat they were finally receiving something in return from the
supermarkets.
5.2.4. What respondents thought the supermarket was getting out of the scheme?

One respondentfelt that it was the information that was disclosed on the registration form
which was what supermarketsreally wanted "They can seewhat we are buying and get us to
buy additional products so that we spend even more than what we do". One participant was
concernedabout who received the information which she referred to as "a feeling of intrusion
of privacy, I feel that sometimesthey might pass on the information to others, I do not like
that".
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Another respondent saw the introduction of loyalty cards as a result of the increased
different
had
do
to
they
apart
something
meant
competition amongst supermarkets,which
from just cutting prices. One respondentsummedthe general feeling up by saying, "At the
few
both
day
the
the
a
pence off our shopping
we
get
are
gaining,
us and
supermarket
end of
identified
buying'.
He
that
information
track
they
also
are
what
we
can
on
us
and
get
and
"most people would end up going to one store all the time to do the majority of their
is
frequently,
buying
This
that
again where the
which
more
shopping".
means
people end up
supermarketsbenefit.
5.2.5. How many loyalty schemes do people participate in?

A number of respondentsdid not participate in any loyalty card scheme. Of those who did,
the majority had only one loyalty card. Most felt that it was only worth having cards for the
by
One
'regularly'.
that
they
other store
was
not
attracted
said
she
respondent
visited
stores
schemesfor stores that she did not regularly visit. The general consensuswas that cards
'tempt you to purchasemore or visit the store more frequently'.
One respondentfelt that it was worth her while if she visited a number of stores and that if
they had a loyalty card she would obtain one. In responsea participant said it was 'annoying
to have a number of cards in your purse', and that as the majority of the shopping was done in
one storeit was only worthwhile to keep one card.
5.2.6. Have there been any changes in shopping behaviour since the introduction
scheme?
A number of participants felt they did more shopping which was not intentional.

of the

One

buy
buy
her
that
to
that
the
she
not
normally
would
products
participant said
card encouraged
from the supermarket, i. e. children's clothes, CDs and medicines. It was the additional points
attained from buying these products from the supermarket, rather than other non-grocery
retailers, which was the enticement. Most participants generally agreed that they were more
likely to purchase in the supermarket of their loyalty card. One participant actually pointed
out that she now ends up going to the store in question even when she has only a few bits to
purchase.
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5.2.7. Would participants
scheme?

continue to shop at the supermarket

regardless of the loyalty

All the participants in the focus groups said they would continue to shop at their primary
home
being
"Convenience
loyalty
to
the
of
store
offered.
scheme
supermarketregardlessof a
for
day
is
important
At
the
the
than
a
penny
end
of
you
only
save
any scheme.
or work more
does
"
in
to
terms
much.
not
amount
pound
every
spent,which real
Another participant noted the importance of level of service received as being more important
than a loyalty card, and went on to say "The fact that all the supermarkets offer them (loyalty
did
hence
it
has
become
less
issue.
"
It
that
not
recognised
consumers
of an
was
cards) means
rate loyalty cards as that important in overall store choice .

5.2.8. Is there anything related to the loyalty scheme on which the supermarket
improve?

could

A number of participants commented on in-store staff, i. e. "Staff need to be nice mannered
and should smile more often, it makes the shopping trip more pleasant". Another noted that it
basis,
if
knew
"make
them
on a personal
you
shopping more enjoyable and easier
would
where there is mutual recognition".

She felt that it was nice to see the same person every

friendly
level
One
felt
that
over
a
good
of customer
although staff were not
week.
respondent
service was received The Tesco 'two per queue' policy was widely appreciated throughout the
whole group, one participant felt that it attempted to resolve 'one of the worst things about
shopping queues'.
5.2.9. Did customers ever complain to the supermarket
relating to the loyalty scheme?

about products

or services

` The majority of the group did not complain to the supermarket,primarily becausethey had
'no time to do so', or they couldn't be 'bothered with the hassle'. A few respondents did say

they would if they had time available.
One participant said she had complained a few times, and in all cases (Tesco) staff were
always "very pleasantand respondedin a positive way". In contrast, a participant who went
to complain at Kwik Save said the responseshehad received was not at all pleasant,and she
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felt 'intimidated by staff, as if 1 had done somethingwrong'. The responsedeterredher from
going to the store again

Another respondentnoted that when she complained at Tesco, the staff had made her feel
comfortable about the whole situation. She said that receiving a goodwill gift voucher and an
apology madeher'pleasantly surprised'.
5.2.10. Has the scheme lived up to initial expectations?

The majority felt the scheme had lived up to their expectations, as they had not expected
anything initially. 'It is like getting something out of nothing'. A few participants were,
however, annoyed when they had to retain their receipts in order to receive their points (if
they forgot their card). They felt it was an addedhassle,where they frequently forgot to bring
their receipts back. One respondentfelt that shopping had become far more interesting and
'less routine'.
5.2.11. Attitudes towards special offers
The majority of respondentswere fairly consciousof value for money, and warmly welcomed
any special deals offered by the supermarket. It was felt that special offers encouraged
additional spending, such as the '3 for 2' offers, which were seen to be "too good to miss".
One respondentsaid when products were on a special offer, she often purchaseda number of
quantitiesin order to fully benefit from the promotion taking place .
One respondentwas not excited about special offers, she said, "They are not an enticementas
1 would not go to a particular store just to purchasea few products. Life is far too busy to
worry about saving a few penceoff your shopping".
5.3

Questionnaire

Findings

500 personal interviews were conducted outside four Tesco stores, aiming to identify
consumers'attitudes towards customer loyalty schemes,behaviours attributable to grocery
retailersand the potential for developing relationshipswith grocery retailers.
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A description of the sample is given first, followed by an analysis of the inter-relationships
between specific variables in order to answer the research objectives.

Sample description
A non-probability

for
in
reasons
outlined
section 4.5.7. Being
quota sample was used,

reasonably observable, age and gender were used as quota variables; the sociodernographic
following
described
in
the
the
paragraphs .
of
resulting
sample
are
characteristics

Age
Figure 5.1

Pie

The majority
judgement,
groups.

chart

showing
sample

of the sample comprised

age composition
population

the 25-44 year age group.

an attempt was made to include similar

However,

group accounting

the majority

proportions

of respondents were relatively

Using

of

only subjective

of respondents

from all age

young, with the under 44 age

for 68% of the total sample (Figure 5.1). The high refusal rate proved to be

a problem among the older age groups; only 7% of the sample comprised

respondents over

65.
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Gender
The majority of respondents were female 69% (Figure 5.2). Although gender was a quota
variable, there were difficulties encountered in adhering to the quota targets. This disparity is
consistent with the greater likelihood of encountering females in supermarkets. The researcher
also recognised females were more receptive to being interviewed.
The sample may also have been influenced by the time of day during which the research was
conducted. The majority

of the research was carried out during weekdays, yet it is

acknowledged the sample composition by gender may have differed had weekend shoppers
also been interviewed.

Figure

5.2

Annual household income
Many respondents were reluctant to reveal their annual household income, whilst some others
simply did not know.

Bar chart of household

income

25%

Q 0-4,999
20%

5,000-9,999
Q 10,000-14,999

15%

Q 15,999-19,999
10%

20,000-24,999
Q 25,000-29,999

5%

30,000-39,999
0%
1

Q 40,000+

Figure 5.3

Of those who did respond (186), the majority (22.6%) earned between £15,000 to £19,999
(Figure 5.3). Those earning less than £9,999 accounted for 25% of the sample. The higher
income groups were also fairly well represented, with those earning over £40,000 accounting
for around 12% of the overall sample. In contrast, 14% of the sample earned under £5,000,
although many of these respondents were either students or pensioners
.
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Social Class
In order to identify social class, respondents were asked their occupations, where their
responses were subsequently categorised using standard occupation classifications (volume
3), provided by the government statistical service.
Again, many respondents either refused to disclose this information

or could not he

categorised, i. e. housewives. Hence, 27% of the original sample were excluded. Of the valid
responses,58% of the sample belonged to the B or Cl social class groups (Figure5.4. ).

These results may be attributed to the catchment areas of the stores chosen, as two of the
Tesco stores were situated in prosperous geo-demographic locations and hence, there was a
tendency to attract higher social class groupings.

There were also high proportions of'

from
respondents
social class E, representing 16% of the sample, largely because pensioners
and students were categorised under this category. It is also conceded that Tesco shoppers
tend to be at the higher end of the social class groupings
.
Figure 5.4

In conclusion, the typical respondent was female, between the ages of 25-44 years old, having

an annual household income of between £15,000 -£19,999, and belonging to social class ß or
Cl.
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5.4. Store Choice and attitudes towards loyalty cards
Having provided a description of the sample,consumerbehaviour and attitudes toward store
choice will now be identified. This will be followed by an identification of their attitudes and
perceptionsspecifically to loyalty cards .
Firstly, an attempt was made to identify promiscuous shoppers from loyal shoppers, which
was done by identifying the number of stores respondents visited on a regular basis (Q1, see
Appendix 1). If either one to three stores were visited, respondents were categorised as
having loyal tendencies, whereas four to six represented promiscuity.

These groupings were

selected as the research identified that respondents used up to six stores on a regular basis.
Only 16% of the sample were completely 'loyal' in that they patronised only one grocery
store.

The majority

of respondents regularly shopped in at least three stores, 11% of

respondents were identified as shopping in at least five or more stores on a regular basis,
indicating the promiscuous behaviour of grocery shoppers.

5.4.1. Segmentation of respondents
The Diamond of Loyalty (Denison and Knox, 1995) was used to segment consumers into
loyalty proneness (figure 5.5). 'Commitment to store' was identified by the level of overall
satisfaction that consumers felt with the supermarket in which they did most of their shopping
(Q15).

Satisfaction was used since it identifies consumers emotional affiliations with the

supermarket.

The total number of stores visited on a regular basis was used in order to

identify behavioural elements of the matrix (Q1). Hence, one could identify consumers who
visited few stores and those who visited several.

Figure 5.5 displays the four categoriesidentified by Denison and Knox (1995), into which the
data generatedfrom this study has been incorporated. It was found that the majority of
respondents(62.4%) could be categorised as 'loyal', with only (4.9%) being classed as
'switchers'. The reliability of these findings is questioned as the majority of respondents
(60%) were regular Tesco shoppers. This may have had a significant influence upon the
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results, since the researcheridentified that respondentswho used Tesco as their main store
tendedto be highly satisfied with the store on the whole. Of all Tesco shoppers,61% were
satisfiedwith the supermarketand a further 30% were highly satisfied.

Figure 5.5 : The Diamond of Loyalty as a tool for segmentation

Low

Few
Stores Shopped at
Many

Commitment
High

Habituals
(46) 9,3%

Switchers ><.,,
(25) 4,9%

to store

Loyal
(312) 62,4%

Variety Seekers
(117) 23,4%

5.4.2. Factors influencing store choice
Respondentswere askedto rate the importanceof 13 factors regarding store choice, on a scale
of one to seven (Q8). The mean rating scorescan be seenin Table 5.2.
The results of these ratings indicate the importance consumersrate in store selection toward
Consumers also place considerable importance on
proximity and additional customer service facilities, such as opening hours, parking facilities
product quality, range and prices.

and the attitudes and behaviour of store staff. Childcare Facilities were rated the least
important overall. However, it is important to acknowledgethat the majority of respondents
had no need for such facilities, either becausethey had no children or becausetheir children
were old enough not need such facilities. Customer loyalty cards rated twelfth out of the
thirteen factors consideredin store choice. Hence, it can be assumedthat loyalty cards do not
entice consumersto stores, as consumersconsider other factors far more important. Many
consumersmay just view them as additional 'bonuses'and nothing more .
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The implication for retailers attempting to use loyalty schemesas a mechanism for creating
loyalty among consumerscould be that they should not neglect enhancing additional services
offered in their retail strategy, such as products and customer service facilities, in order to
encourageconsumersto remain loyal.
Table 5.2 Factors influencing store choice

Influences upon store choice

Mean score ratings*

Product quality

1.492

Product range

1.655

Prices

1.724

Nearness

1.735

Convenience to work

home

1.806

Opening hours

1.832

Customer service

2.122

Staff friendliness / responsiveness

2.136

I Store layout

2.260

Parking facilities

2.448

Special ofVcrs

2.760

Store loyalty cards

3.884

Childcare facilities

5.439

Where 1= Very important and 7= Not at all important

5.4.3. Number of loyalty cards held
Most of the consumerssurveyeddid not just have one loyalty card, but possessedeither two
or three cards. 19% of respondentshad no cards (Table 5.3). Of those who did have either
one or more cards, 44.1% had only a Tesco Clubcard and 25.3% had both a Tesco Clubcard

and a Sainsbury'sReward Card. A further 3% possesseda Tesco Clubcard, in addition to a
Sainsbury's Reward Card and a Safeway ABC card. Hence, just under half of the
respondentsheld loyalty cards from competing retail stores.
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Table 5.3 : Total number of loyalty cards held

cards held

Number

Percentage

SafewayABC

2

0.6%

Sainsbury'sReward

26

7.8%

SomerfieldPremier Points

14

4.2%

TescoClubcard

146

44.1%

TescoClubcardplus

4

1.2%

Tesco/ Sainsbury's

84

25.3%

Tesco / Safeway

8

2.4%

Tesco/ Somerfield

18

5.4%

Tesco/ Sainsbury's/ Safeway

10

3.0%

Sainsbury's/ Safeway

10

3.0%

Sainsbury's/ Somerfield

4

1.2%

Tesco/ Safeway/ Sainsbury's / Somerfield

2

0.6%

Tesco/ Sainsbury's/ Somerfield

2

0.6%

Tesco/ TescoClubcard plus / Sainsbury's

2

0.6%

5.4.4. What do consumers think of loyalty schemes?

It has already been identified in section 5.4.2 that consumersdo not rate customer loyalty
schemesas highly in relation to other factors influencing store selection. However, much of
the remainder of the questionnairewas designedto explore consumer attitudes specifically
towardsloyalty schemes.
The statement, "Store loyalty cards are not worth having, they are just a con from the
identify
(Q30),
feel
to
them"
to
attempted
supermarkets who want us
more positive about

what respondentsthought was the true worth of loyalty cards. 36% of respondentsdisagreed
with the statementand hencefelt that loyalty cardswere worth having, where a further 8%
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strongly disagreed. 29% of respondentshad negative feelings towards loyalty cards and
hence,agreedwith this statement. The results indicate the variation in opinions as to the true
worth of such schemes there are therefore a proportion of consumers who value such
schemes.whilst others fail to seethem as being worthwhile .
A cross-tabanalysis was conducted (Table 5.4) to identify whether promiscuous shoppers
differed from loyal shoppers in their opinions towards loyalty cards (for categorisationof
loyal and promiscuous shopperssee section 5.4. Of those consumerswho visited only one,
two or three stores regularly, the majority disagreed with the statement to some extent
(43.2%). and felt loyalty cards were worth having. 20.5% agreed with the statementand a
further 9.6% strongly agreed. In contrast,when looking at only promiscuous shoppers,45.6%
of respondentsdisagreed to some extent with the statement. A greater proportion of
promiscuousrespondentsstrongly disagreedin comparisonto loyal respondents,additionally,
fewer promiscuousrespondents(3.5%) strongly agreedwith the statementcomparedto loyal
respondents(9.6%).

Table 5.4 : Attitudes towards loyalty cards and promiscuous behaviour
Loyalty cards are not worth having

Few 1-3

Many

Strongly disagree

16 (5.5 %)

18 (15.8%)

Disagree

105(37.7%)

34(29.8%)

Neither Agree nor disagree

78(26.7%)

30(26.3%)

Agree

30(20.5%)

28(24.6%)

Strongly Agree

28(9.6 %

4(3.5%)

4-6

Promiscuity is therefore disclosed through this statement, where these shoppers are more
likely to feel loyalty cards are worth having, with fewer feeling they are 'just a con'.
However, a one-way ANOVA statistical test was conducted to identify whether these
differences in attitudes are significantly viable. The results disclosed ap value of 0.1794,
which, at the 95% confidence level, indicate that there is no significant difference betweenthe
two samples(seeTable 5.5).

its

Table 5.5 : Statistical test : promiscuous and loyal shoppers and loyalty cards.

variable

Test statistic

Significance
value

`loyalty cards a con'

1.5860

conclusion

=

0.1794

Accept null
hypothesis

5.4.5. Changes in behaviour since the introduction

of loyalty cards

Respondentswere asked whether their behaviour had changed since loyalty cards were
introduced. The majority felt there had been no change in their shopping habits as a direct
been
Of
had
felt
the
40%
these,
loyalty
However,
there
that
the
a
change.
scheme.
of
result
most notable one was that respondentssaid they visited the supermarketwith the store card
in
felt
frequently
the
(33%).
22%
they
that
more
money
spent
more
of respondents
loyalty
17%
issued
loyalty
the
cards encouragedthem to
said
and
supermarket,which
card,
buy things that they usually would not buy.
5.4.6. Satisfaction results in loyalty

Consumersgenerally agreed that being satisfied with a supermarket results in them being
loyal to that supermarket(Q31). Only 13% of respondentsdisagreedwith this statementto
in
importance
This
that
the
plays
a retailer's strategy.
satisfaction
someextent.
emphasises
Respondentswere also asked whether they were encouragedto re-purchase in the store,
which issued their loyalty card, the majority (55%) agreed to an extent with the statement.
Therefore retailers attempting to use loyalty cards as short-term tactical tools to get
be
in
increase
into
to
to
the
sales,
seem
consumers
store and continuously re-purchase order
successful.
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5.4.7.Gender and promiscuous behaviour
An attempt was made to identify whether there were differences in promiscuous behaviour
betweenmales and females. The results indicated that males were more likely to visit fewer
grocery stores than females (Table 5.6). 19% of males regularly visited only one store, in
comparisonto 14% of females.
Table 5.6 : 2ender and promiscuous / loyal behaviour-cross Tab

Gender

1

Male
Female

19%
14%

2
28.5%
27.5%

3

4

5

6

27%
29%

19%
17%

5%
9%

1.5%
3.5%

Females were more likely to visit five or six stores (12.5%), in comparison to only 6.5% of
males visiting a greater number of stores. The explanation may be that males visit fewer

storeseither as a result of lack of time or interest in shopping.
An Independentsamples t-test was conducted to identify whether these differences were
statistically significant (Table 5.7). The results revealed ap value of 0.226. At the 95%
confidencelevel, it can be identified that there are no significant differences between males
and femalesin the number of grocery storesthey regularly visit.
Table 5.7 : statisticl test : Gender and promiscuous / loyal behaviour-statistical

Independent variable - gender
Total number of stores visited

Independent samples
t-test t value
-1.22

Test

Significance value
=
0.226

5.4.8. Summary of attitude statements
Consumer attitudes towards loyalty cards and supermarket retailers were measured by a series
of questions concerning shopping patterns, behaviour and the extent of relationships.
Responses to questions on each of the topical areas were measured on a five-point ordinal
scale. Typical responses to the questions on shopping behaviour and activities are shown in

Appendix 3.
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The majority of the respondentsagreedwith most of the statements,although in the caseof
disagreed.
had
the
the
majority
consumers
a
with
retailer,
whether
relationship
Overall satisfaction and intentions to re-purchasein the same store had high averageratings,
indices,
loyalty
both
having
Responses
to
two.
and
relationship
with
mean scores above
loyalty cards were fairly positive. Consumersgenerally agreedthat they would be willing to
recommendthe supermarketto others (2.103) and that they were conscious of receiving the
bestvalue from their purchases'(2.079).

5.5. Significant correlations
Correlationanalyseswere conductedon a number of variables with the purposeof identifying
the strength of the relationships between sets of variables. The following relationships
between variables were identified as having some significance.

Respondentswho rated special offers highly in store selectionwere likely to searchfor
specialdealsbeing offered by supermarketsin the local area. The high correlation
(0.4460)betweenthesetwo variables suggeststhat consumerswho display promiscuous
characteristicsplace a high emphasison bargain seeking.
Respondentsclassified as being loyal to their supermarket(section 5.4) were likely to:
highly
in
indicating
Be
(0.3410),
the
the
satisfied
question
overall with
supermarket
importanceof satisfaction in generatingloyalty (Section 3.8.1).
Trust
the
supermarketmore than respondentswho were classified as promiscuous
(section 3.6.1)
-

See themselves in a 'relationship' with the supermarket.

-

Be willing to recommend the supermarket to others.

Intend
in
from
future.
to
the
the
continue
re-purchasing
supermarket
Want
in
just
for
to
shop
one
store
all their shopping.
-
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Thesecorrelationsare summarisedin Table 5.8.

Table 5.8 : Significant correlations - loyalty

Influences on loyalty
dependent variable
Intention to recommend
Have a 'relationshi'
with the supermarket
Trust the supermarket
Would prefer to do all shopping in one store
Overall satisfaction
Re - purchase intentions

Correlation
0.4794
0.4356
0.4090
0.3833
0.3410
0.3337

These correlations indicate the increasing need for retailers to generate satisfaction and
develop trust, which will in turn influence repurchase intentions and loyal behaviour.
However,the correlations do not indicate the extent of their influence on loyal behaviour.

A relationshipindex of whether respondentsfelt retailers were concernedabout their well
being (Q24) (Table 5.9), was highly correlated with the willingness to recommendthe store
to others (0.4608). Overall satisfaction (0.3778) and trust (0.5924) were also significantly
correlatedwith a feeling of concern, as was the recognition of the supermarketsconsistency
and reliability (0.3175). Concern was identified in section 3.6.4) as being a key criterion for
organisationswishing to develop relationships with their customers.This indicates that trust
and concern,both relationship indices, are highly correlated with each other. Hence, when
both are evident, there is a greateropportunity for a relationship developing betweena retailer
and a consumer. So, for retailers wishing to develop relationships with consumers;customer
service facilities, overall satisfaction, trust in the supermarket and overall consistency and
reliability are key criteria .
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Table 5.9 : Significant correlations - `concern `(Relationshin

Influences upon a supermarket
perceived concern

Spearman's correlation
co-efficient (r)

Marketing)

Significance value

`Trust the supermarket'

0.6113

0,000

Intentionto recommend

0.4608

0,000

Supermarketsconsistencyand reliability

0.3175

0,000

Overall satisfaction

0.3778

0,000

Satisfactionwith store staff

0.3526

0,000

Supermarketwill not `trick me'

0.5059

0,000

A supermarketperceived consistencyand reliability (Q22) were also correlated with
intentions to recommend the store (0.4396) and a feeling of trust, i. e. the supermarket would

not 'trick' them (0.3784). Respondentswho felt the supermarketwould not trick them rated
concernhighly (0.5059) (Table 5.9). Satisfaction with store staff also correlated significantly
with a feeling that the supermarket would not 'trick me', i. e. trust (0.3570). In addition,
satisfaction with store staff correlated significantly with other relationship factors such as
concern(0.3526) (Table 5.9), consistencyand reliability (0.3251) (Table 5.10). These results
highlight the importanceof internal marketing, discussedpreviously in section 3.7.2.
Table 5.10: Supermarkets consistency and reliability

Significance correlation :
Consistency and reliability

Spearman's
co-efficient (r)

correlation

Significance
(p)
value

Satisfactionwith store staff

0.3251

0.000

Intention to recommend

0.4396

0.000

Supermarket will not `trick me'

0.3784

0.000

Additional
Supermarket will not`trick me'

correlation with staff satisfaction
0.3570

0.000
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5.6. Hypotheses Testing
In the previous sections the data generatedby the questionnairewere used in a descriptive
in
hypothesis
behaviour.
data
The
testing were
analysisof consumers'attitudes and
used
mainly ordinal (e.g. age, income and consumersperceptionsof retailers and loyalty schemes),
where only a few variables were classified as nominal (i. e. gender). As a result nonindependent,
The
treated
tests
since eachvariable
as
parametric
were used.
variables were all
by
Chihaving
Therefore
tests
the
not
used
were
was
affected
another variable
occurred.
squared(for nominal-nominal data) and Kruskall-Wallis One way ANOVA (for ordinal data).
factor
in
later
in
A
the
analysis
was
also
conducted
stages
order to reducethe
nominal
amountof data derived from measuringattitudesto retailers and relationships .

Primary rules for hypothesis tests
For hypothesis testing, the stated null hypothesis (Ho) always indicates no relationship exists
between the two test variables. Hence, the alternate hypothesis (H1) denotes a' significant
relationship existing.

For example, if the significance value (p) is below 0.05 (p<0.05), the

null hypothesis (Ho) is rejected and hence, the alternate hypothesis is accepted (Hi).

The

following analysis are based on the above and presented along with the relevant hypotheses
tested

.

5.6.1. No. of stores visited and loyalty.
A x2 analysis was conducted to identify whether consumers who said they were loyal to the
supermarket where they spent the most (Q27), were also likely to visit fewer stores (Q1), i. e.
were less promiscuous. The x2 analysis indicated a significant value of p=0.02503,
the 5% level of confidence indicated the null hypotheses should be rejected.

which at
Hence,

consumers said to be loyal (Section 5.4), were less likely to visit more stores .

Of thosewho agreedto some extent that they were loyal to the supermarketin question,21%
shoppedin only one store, and a further 26% shoppedregularly in only two stores.
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Only 10% shoppedin five or six storeson a regular basis. Of those who strongly disagreed
that they were loyal to their supermarket,no respondentshoppedin only one or two stores.
Theseresultsindicate the long-term benefits of generatingfeelings of loyalty.

5.6.2. Socio- demographic characteristics and consumer loyalty.

In identifying attitudes to relationships and loyalty, consumers were asked whether they
perceivedthemselvesto be loyal to the supermarket(Q27). The characteristicstested were
initially
income.
household
It
was
perceived that middle-aged
age, gender,social class and
consumers,with higher incomes and a higher social class would be more inclined to be loyal,
primarily becausethey may have less time to 'shop around' . However, according to the
results, presentedin Table 5.11., this preconception was unfounded. It was found that all
consumersegmentsshare, more or less, the same views regarding loyalty. In all casesthe
significancevalue was far greaterthan 0.05, and thus the null hypothesis is not rejected.
The results indicate that in terms of identifying themselves as loyal, consumer sociodemographiccharacteristicsdo not produce significant variations in opinions. Also, there are
differing views as to what connotesloyalty.

Table 5.11 : Socio-demographic

Variables

One way anova
test statistic

characteristics

Significance
Value (p=)

and loyalty

Conclusion

Q39 Age

1.1905

0.3162

Accept Ho

Q41 Social class

0.5154

0.7245

Accept Ho

Q42 Householdincome

0.4275

0.7336

Accept Ho

Independent samples
T-test statistic
Q40 Gender

0.59

Sgnificance
Value (p=)
0.557

Conclusion

Accept Ho
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5.6.3.Trust in the supermarket and consumer loyalty.
An attempt was made to identify whether consumerswho trusted the supermarketin which
they shopped(Q25) were likely to remain loyal (Q27) to the supermarket. It was assumed
that trust had a significant influence on the creation of loyalty. The test statistic revealedthat
the null hypothesis should be rejected, as the significance value was less than 0.05 (Table
5.12).
Table 5.12 : Trust and loyalty

Variable
Trust

One way anova
Test statistic

Significance
Value (p=)

11.1815

0.0000

Conclusion
Reject Ho

The assumption proved to be correct, and it can be concluded that there is a significant

relationship between trust and loyalty. Hence, if trust is existent between retailers and their
customers,then loyalty is more likely to be generated.
5.6.4. Percentage of total budget spent in the main store and consumer loyalty.

It has been assumedthat if consumersspent the majority of their shopping budget in their
main store (Q4), they are more inclined to be loyal to the supermarketin question (Q27). For
example,this percentageof total budget has been used as an indication of loyalty (Tate 1970,
Cunningham1961).
The results generateda significance value (p) of above 0.05 (Table 5.13), hence the null
hypothesiswas acceptedand it was concluded there was no significant relationship between
the two variables.This has implications for marketersand retailers who use the percentageof
budgetmethod as a measureof customerloyalty. Loyalty is a far more complex conceptand
needsto be treatedas such through its measurementcriteria.
Table 5.13 : The significance of % of total budget and loyalty to the main store

Variable
loyalty

One way anova
Test statistic
1.7169

Significance
Value (p=)
0.1477

Conclusion
Accept Ho
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5.6.5. Intentions to recommend and trust.

It was suggestedthat if consumersare more likely to trust the supermarketin which they
shop,they would also be more likely to recommend(Q26) the supermarketto others .
It was identified

in section 3.6.1 that trust was an important criteria in relationship

development. Hence, if trust is developed, consumers should be more likely to recommend
the store to others The results revealed the null hypothesis should be rejected, and thus it
.
was concluded that trust is significant for recommendation intentions. For retailers this
enhances the potential

importance

of developing trust with

consumers, not just for

relationship development but also for referrals.
Table 5.14 : Intention to recommend and trust in the supermarket

Variable
Q25 trust

One way anova
Test statistic
20.3394

Significance
Value (p=)
0.0000

Conclusion
Reject Ho

5.6.6. Supermarkets perceived concern and trust.

Buttle (1996) identifies concernas a key criterion for relationship development. Hence it was
felt that concern (Q24) and trust may be significantly associated,i. e., if consumersfelt the
supermarketwas concernedthen they were likely to trust the supermarketmore .
Table 5.15 : The supermarkets perceived concern and trust

Variable
Concern

Test Statistic
28.6804

Significance
Value
=
0.0000

Conclusion
Reject Ho

This assumptionwas acceptedthrough the probability value, which, at below 0.05, indicatesa
significant result (Table 5.15). Retailers therefore needto display concern for their customers
in order to generatetrust and hencedevelop a relationship

.
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5.6.7. Overall satisfaction with the supermarket and trust

Developing satisfaction was identified in Section 3.8.1 as being an essential criterion for
relationship development.

Hence, it was assumed that consumers satisfied with the

supermarketon the whole would be more likely to trust the supermarket. In addition to trust,
Buttle (1996) also identified satisfaction as being an important relationship criterion The
.
0.0004
below
A
be
Table
5.16.
the
test
of
significance
value
result of
statistical
can
seen
indicatedthat the null hypothesis should be rejected; there is a significant probability, at the
95% confidence level, that a relationship does exist between the two variables. The
importanceof generatingtrust is therefore essential,and it can be seenthat satisfactionhas a
direct influence on loyalty levels and relationship proneness
.
Table 5.16: Significant association with trust

Variable

One way anova
test statistic

Q22 Supermarkets reliability

Significance
Value (p=)

Conclusion

28.6804

0.0000

Reject Ho

Q15 Overall satisfaction

5.3100

0.0004

Reject Ho

Q26 Willingness to recommend

20.3394

0.0000

Reject Ho

and consistency

5.6.8. Supermarkets'

consistency and reliability

and trust

The consistencyand reliability of any serviceprovider are essentialconsiderationsin a service
strategy-Buttle (1996) believes that consistency and reliability are essential in building a
relationshipwith customers. Consumersin the 1990'sseemto have higher expectationsof the
level of servicethey receive. Hence, an attempt was made to identify whether consumersfelt
that their supermarketwas consistent and reliable and whether this was associatedwith trust
in the supermarket. Table 5.16 reveals the test results, where it can be seen that the
significance value is below 0.05. The null hypothesis can therefore be rejected and it can be
concludedthat the initial assumptionwas correct. Supermarketstherefore needto ensurethey
continuously strive for consistency and reliability throughout, as this has shown to have a
positive associationwith the level of trust that consumershave in the supermarkets.
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All the above hypothesestests attemptedto identify the statistical relevance of a number of
data variables on relationship indices. However, it was deemeduseful to see whether they
levels
be
would associatedwith overall respondentrelationship
.

5.7. Factor analysis on relationship variables
A factor analysis was conducted on all the scales that aimed to measure the level of
by
identified
development
Relationships
the
a
were
grocery sector.
relationship
within
factors
of
such as trust, concern, reliability, consistency, commitment and
number
involvement (see section 3.6). The factor analystswas conductedon thirteen statementseach
attemptingto elicit the level of relationship developmentin the UK grocery sector.
The process of principal component analysis was used to group these statements. Factor
loadings in excess of 0.5 are shown in Table 5.17. Factors with Eigenvalues greater than 1.00
did
factors.
five
Most
in
in
the
the
table,
of
variables
were retained
significant
above
resulting
cluster together into the perceived grouping factors, i. e. relationship variables primarily
comprised factor one .

However, since three factors only extractedtwo variables, it was decided that factor analysis
was not the most appropriate method in which to determine whether relationships existed in
the UK grocery sector.

5.8.

Identification

in
levels
grocery retailing
of relationship

In order to identify the level of relationship development in the grocery sector, individual
respondent scores were calculated on each of the variables that aimed to measure
commitment, concern, involvement and trust (C. C. I. T). Hence, mean scores were determined
as well as an identification

of the extent to which all four elements were evident (see

Appendix 4).
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Table 5.17: Responses to relationship
RESPONSE FACTORS Variables

indices - factor analysis

Mean

S.D.

Factor
loading

Factor one: TRUST

Q25

1 trust the supermarket

2.450

0.83993

Q23

The supermarketwill not 'trick me'

2.601

0.81603

Q24

The supermarketis concerned

2.534

0.81298

Q26

1 would recommend the supermarket to others

2.103

Variance: 20.9%

0.58952
Scalealpha: 0.53498

Factor two: BARGAIN HUNTERS
Q16

Interestin bargain-hunting

2.717

0.74462

Q17

Interest in shopping

2.907

0.71477

Variance: 12.6%

Scalealpha: 0.64431

Factor three: RE-PURCHASHE INTENTIONS
Q36

Repurchaseintentions

1.907

0.75655

Q29

Would prefer to shop in one store

2.239

0.71610

Variance: 10.3%

Scalealpha: 0.57722

Factor four:: OPINION ORIENTATED
Q18

2,970

0.74712

Q21

Interestin special offers in local area
Opinions are formed dependingon supermarket

3,305

0.61789

Q20

Value -consciousness

2,079

0.59195

Variance: 9.7%

Scalealpha: 0.59723

Factor five: INVOLVEMENT
Q35
Q19

Supermarketshould make more effort
Most of the supermarketsare all alik
Variance: 8.3%

2.706

0.72358

2.931
0.61160
Scalealpha: 0.52415
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The eleven variables, which were used to measurethe relationship levels of respondents,are
outlined below;

Commitment: Q27, Q29, Q36

Overall respondent score ranging from 3-15

Involvement: Q20, Q21, Q35

Overall respondent score ranging from 3-15

Trust:

Q23, Q25, Q2

Overall respondent score ranging from 3-15

Concern:

Q22, Q24

Overall respondent score ranging from 2- 10

These four relationship

indices were grouped together to identify

the overall level of

relationship development. The scores had a possibility of ranging between 11-55, hence five
relationship levels were identified. This method enabled identification of relationship levels
and provided a tool for testing the influence of additional variables on relationship levels (see
Table 4.3).

Figure 5.18 displays the number of respondentswithin each score grouping as well as the
overall percentagewithin eachcategory.
Since there were eleven statements,each measuredon a Likert scale of 1.5, the scorescould
range from 11 to 55. Five groups were devised with each being representedproportionately
(Table 5.19).
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Table 5.18 : Overall relationship

Percentage

Number of

Total scores of

Respondents
4
0
0
4
2
4
0
6
8
6
12
24
24
26
38
42
30
34
24
16
18
20
18
14
6
8
2
2
2

COT
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
Mean : 26.660

levels

1.0%
0.0%
0.0%
1.0%
0.5%
1.0%
0.0%
1.5%
2.0%
1.5%
3.0%
6.1%
6.1%
6.6%
9.6%
10.7%
7.6%
8.6%
6.1%
4.1%
4.6%
5.1%
4.6%
3.6%
1.5%
2.0%
0.5%
0.5%
0.5%
S.D : 4.980

Table 5.19 : Relationships level groupings

Overall relationship
Score

Nature of relationship

Percentage of
respondents

11-19
20 - 28

Very high relationship level
High relationship level

7.1%
59.8%

29 - 37
38 - 46

Average relationship level
Low relationship level
Very low relationship level

32.1%
1.0%

47 - 55

0.0%
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It can be seen from the above table that the majority of the sample displayed high levels of
relationship developmentwith grocery retailers. Only 1% of the total sample exhibited low
it
high
levels.
Clearly
levels
displayed
7.1%
relationship
very
relationship
and
of respondents
can be seen, that in the UK grocery sector, the majority of consumers display positive
relationshiplevels.
A separatevariable was created with each respondent'srelationship level score, which was
then tested against other data derived from the questionnaire. It was hence, perceived that
identification could be made of any associations that existed between other data and
respondentrelationship levels .

5.8.1 Relationship levels and interest in shopping

It was suggestedin Figure 4.2 that an interest in shopping would be associatedwith the four
relationship variables and hence, on the overall relationship level. A one-way ANOVA
statisticaltest was conductedwith the results displayedin Table 5.20 .

Table 5.20 : Relationship levels and interest in grocery shopping

Variable
(Shopping is... )

ANOVA test
Statistic

Significance
Value (p=)

Important

2.1643

0.0483

Reject Ho

Interesting

2.3006

0.0363

Reject Ho

Exciting

2.8691

0.0107

Reject Ho

Fun

3.1151

0.0062

Reject Ho

Conclusion (if p<0,05 ->
reject null hypothesis)

Hence,it can be seenthat all four variables (Q9), which aimed to identify consumerinterestin
grocery shopping, have a significant association with the level of relationship that respondents
display. It can be assumed that the more interested consumers are in grocery shopping, the

more likely they are to display high relationship levels.
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5.8.2. Relationship levels and overall satisfaction with the supermarket

It was assumedthat respondentshighly satisfied with their supermarketwould exhibit higher
levels of relationship development. Satisfaction has previously been identified as a key
in
criterion building customerrelationships(Section 3.8.1) .
Table 5.21 : Relationship levels and satisfaction

Variable

ANOVA test Significance
Value (p=)
statistic

Conclusion (if p<O,05 -*
reject null hypothesis)

Q15 Overall satisfaction 16.6961

0.0000

Reject Ho

Q14 Satisfactionwith

0.0000

Reject Ho

11.7949

storestaff

The results revealedthat there was a significant associationbetween overall satisfactionwith
the store and relationship levels. These results are in line with previous findings of this
research (sections 5.4.6 and 5.6.7) which show the importance of generating customer
satisfactionfor relationship development,i. e. trust and loyalty. Mean scoreswere identified
for each individual sub-group. Respondentswho said they were very satisfied with the
supermarkethad a mean rating of 23.5192, whereasrespondentswho were dissatisfied with
the supermarkethad a mean relationship level of 31. Clearly, there are differences between
groups of respondentswho were highly satisfied with the supermarketand those who were
dissatisfiedand their overall relationship levels. Hence,highly satisfied respondentsare more
likely to exhibit higher levels of relationship development
.
Satisfaction with store staff was also assumedto influence the overall relationship level of
respondents.Again the test revealedthat the null hypothesisshould be rejected and that there
was a significant relationship between the two. Again when looking at the individual subgroups, it was identified that respondentshad higher relationship levels the greater their
satisfactionwith staff at the supermarket.
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5.8.3. Re-purchase intentions and relationship levels

It was suggested,in the researchframework (Figure 4.2), that re-purchasingintentions would
be highly dependent on the relationship level of respondents. This was assumed, as
likely
be
loyal
be
higher
levels
to the
to
would
more
with
relationship
respondents
supermarketin question and hence, would be more likely to re-purchasewith the particular
supermarket.
Table 5.22 : Relationship levels and future behaviour

Variable

ANOVA test
Statistic

Significance
Value (p=)

Q35 More effort from
the supermarket
Q36 Re-purchasing

6.9339

0.0000

Reject Ho

16.6346

0.0000

Reject Ho

Conclusion (if p<0,05 --).
reject null hypothesis)

intention

The test statistic (p=) revealedthat there was a significant associationbetween respondentreintentions
identified
levels
It
(Table
5.22).
that
purchase
was also
and relationship
respondentswho had higher relationship levels would like the supermarket to make more
effort in getting to know what they like and dislike. Respondentswho strongly agreedthat
they would re-purchase had a mean relationship level of 23 (i. e. high level), whereas
respondentswho disagreedhad a mean level of 29.6571 (i. e. averagelevel).
5.8.4. Relationship levels and respondent recognition of being in a relationship

It was assumedthat respondentswith higher relationship levels were more likely to feel they
were loyal to the supermarket in addition to stating they had a relationship with their
supermarket .
Table 5.23 : Relationship levels and loyalty or relationship

recognition

Variable

ANOVA test Significance
Value
(p=)
statistic

Q27 Loyal to the
supermarket
Q28 Relationshipwith
the supermarket

34.9289

0.0000

Reject Ho

6.7390

0.0000

Reject Ho

Conclusion (if p<0,05 --+
reject null hypothesis)
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In terms of loyalty recognition, respondentsclearly had higher relationship levels the more
strongly they agreedto being loyal to the supermarket(Table 5.23). The differences between
the sub-groupswere also identified, which evidently displayedthe disparities of opinions

.

Respondentswho strongly agreed they were loyal displayed a very high relationship level,
whereas respondent who disagreed had low relationship levels. Hence, retailers need to
clearly understandthat the first step in developing relationshipswith customersis the creation
of loyalty.
Table 5.24 : Relationship levels between loyalty sub-groups

Loyal rating (likert scale 1-5)

Mean relationship level

Strongly agree

20.2500

Agree

24.9600

Neither agree nor disagree

28.8810

Disagree

30.9459

Strongly disagree

37.000

Table 5.24 also displays the results of relationship levels and respondentswho felt they had a
relationship with their supermarket. Again, there was a clear association between the two
variables. The differencesbetweenthe sub-groupscan be seenin Table 5.25.
Table 5.24 : Relationship levels between loyalty sub-groups

Loyal rating (likert scale 1-5)

Mean relationship level

Strongly agree

20.2500

Agree

24.9600

Neither agree nor disagree

28.8810

Disagree

30.9459

Strongly disagree

37.000
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Again, there are clear differences respondentswho felt they were a relationship with their
supermarketand their overall relationship level. Respondentswho strongly agreedthat they
had a relationship had very high overall relationship levels, whereasrespondentswho strongly
disagreedhadjust above averagerelationship levels. The results indicate that consumersmay
be in a relationship with the supermarket,even if they do not recognisethis as such.
The results hence, indicate that satisfaction is a key prerequisite for relationship
development. Also, the higher the relationship level that consumersexhibit the more likely
they are to re-purchasein the samesupermarket. Loyalty and interest in shoppingwere also
significantly associatedwith higher relationship levels .
5.8.5. Significance of relationship

indices (C. C. I. T)

It was also deemed interesting to identify whether there were any significant associations
betweensatisfaction, re-purchaseintentions and loyalty recognition with the four individual
relationship indices of commitment, concern, involvement and trust (C.C.I.T). Table 5.26
displays the statistical test results conductedto identify any significant associationsbetween
thesevariables
.
For commitment, concern and trust, the test results indicated that there was a significant
associationwith satisfaction, loyalty and re-purchaseintentions. In addition, trust was also
significantly associated with staff satisfaction. The results re-affirm the importance of
internal marketing in generatingtrust and henceenhancingrelationships with consumers
.

All thesevariables can be identified as being key criteria in relationship developmentin the
UK grocery sector. However, involvement was not significantly associated with these
factors, although there was a significant associationwith repurchasingintentions
.
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Table 5.26: C. C. I. T and satisfaction, loyalty and future behaviour

Variables

ANOVA test Significance
Value (p=)
Statistic

Conclusion (if p<0.05 ->
reject null hypothesis)

Commitment
Q15 Overall satisfaction

7.2156

0.0000

Reject Ho

Q32 Re-purchaseintentions

30.6578

0.0000

Reject Ho

Q27 Loyalty

81.2792

0.0000

Reject Ho

Q15 Overall satisfaction

16.1834

0.0000

Reject Ho

Q14 Staff satisfaction

13.0727

0.0000

Reject Ho

Q27 Loyalty

7.3523

0.0000

Reject Ho

Q15 Overall satisfaction

1.5512

0.2026

Accept Ho

Q14 Staff satisfaction

2.4075

0.0685

Accept Ho

Q32 Re-purchaseintentions

2.6600

0.0340

Reject Ho

Q27 Loyalty

1.6930

0.1531

Accept Ho

Q15 Overall satisfaction

14.0496

0.0000

Reject Ho

Q14 Staff satisfaction

12.5066

0.0000

Reject Ho

Q27 Loyalty

15.9438

0.0000

Reject Ho

Q32 Re-purchaseintentions

4.2660

0.0025

Reject Ho

Concern

Involvement

Trust

As a result, an additional test was conducted on respondent interest in shopping with

involvement levels. Table 5.27 displays the results where it can be seen that all variables,
which measuredrespondent interest in grocery shopping, were strongly correlated with the
involvement construct. The results certify the researchframework devised in section4.3.
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Table 5.27 : Involvement and interest in grocery shopping

(Q9) ANOVA test Significance
Variable
(Shopping is... )
Value (p=)
statistic

Conclusion (if p<0,05 -*
reject null hypothesis)

Important

2.2659

0.0390

Reject Ho

Interesting

4.3376

0.0004

Reject Ho

Exciting

5.4022

0.0000

Reject Ho

Fun

5.0430

0.0001

Reject Ho

The results of the questionnairesurvey have highlighted a number of key issuesidentified as
being important in relationship development. For example, consumerswho were loyal to
their supermarketwould be more likely to recommend it to others. Hence, loyalty and
development
have been identified as having positive effects if fully enhanced.
relationship
Once retailers have identified the benefits that can be derived from loyal and relationship
prone customers,they can ensurethat they are creating some of the elementsthat essentialin
this developmentsuch as satisfaction,trust, concern,consistencyand reliability.

5.9. Summary
This chapter attempted, to present the findings of the researchprocess in order to identify
what consumers thought about retailers and their loyalty

schemes and to see whether

relationships could be developed within the grocery sector.

The first section, which was devoted to the focus group findings, began with a description of
the sample. The topics that were covered in the two groups were then highlighted, relating
particularly

to consumer thoughts on loyalty

cards, retailers and the overall shopping

experience.

The results sectionswere presentedwith the relevant researchquestions. These included an
identification of what respondentsthought about customer loyalty schemes and how they
rated them in terms of their overall impact on store choice. Respondentswere segmented
using the Diamond of Loyalty developedby Denison and Knox (1995).
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Following on from this, correlation's were sought betweena number of variables, in order to
identify connectionsbetweenrelationship indices and consumerloyalty.
A factor analysis was also conducted in order to condensethe data that aimed to identify
however,
factors
in
Five
the
the
extracted,
significant
were
grocery
sector.
relationships
fully
it
identified
factors
in
hypothesis
they
testing
would
not
as
was
resulting
were not used
be able to meet the objective set in section4.2 (Objective d).
Hence, individual

respondent scores were calculated on the four relationship indices of

C.C.I. T. These were then grouped together to identify the overall relationship level that
respondents exhibited.

The results were used to test a number of hypotheses as well as to

identify any connections between these and other data. Consumer relationship levels in the
UK grocery sector were subsequently identified, where it was found that high relationship
levels did exist.

Both the results of the questionnairesurvey and the focus group discussionsare discussedin
greaterdetail in the next chapter,where the final conclusionsare then drawn.
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Chapter Six
CONCLUSIONS
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CONCLUSIONS
6.1.

Introduction

In recent years, retail marketers have focused attention on customer loyalty schemes as a tool
for generating loyalty amongst their mass customer base. The success of these schemes is
questionable, depending upon the benefits sought by the particular retailer.

It is arguable

whether retailers are using these schemes as short or long term marketing tools. Although,
from the literature search, it seems that they are tactical rather than strategic (e.g. Reynolds
1995). These issues are well documented in the literature (see chapter two)
This research adopts a different perspective to that outlined above, questioning the true worth
of such schemes, from the consumers' perspective. An attempt is made to identify whether

the relationship marketing concept is pertinent in a retailing context. The objectives
underlined in section 4.2 will be discussed firstly, and conclusions subsequently made.
Following this, identification will be made of the contribution that this particular researchcan
make to current marketing theory as well the implications for retail marketers and
management.

Principal findings
6.2. Consumer perceptions of customer loyalty schemes
This objective identified how important consumersfeel loyalty schemesare in satisfying their
needsin relation to the overall retail offering. Identification of what factors they place as
most important, specifically their attitudestowards loyalty schemes,were also researched.
The key findings
preliminary

relating

to the above objective

are highlighted,

from

both the

research and the main study.

" Respondents primarily viewed their participation in loyalty schemes as getting

somethingfor nothing. The majority were not highly enthusiasticabout loyalty schemes,
but felt they were just an addedincentive.
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important
being
loyalty
found
did
It
that
as
as
as
schemes
was
consumers not rate
"
in
facilities,
factors,
store
and
service
customer
other
such as product or service quality
choice.
" The results indicated that the majority of respondentswould continue to shop with their
in
loyalty
there
operation.
was
a
scheme
of
whether
main supermarket, regardless
However, it was found that such schemesdid encouragere-purchasing. Hence,from the
but
did
loyalty
commitment
not generate emotional
consumers'perspective,
schemes
behaviouralcommitment was evident.
from
loyalty
had
The
cards
competing retailers,
a
number
of
"
majority of consumersalso
again indicating that loyalty schemesdo not encourageloyalty to one particular retailer.
behaviour,
found
loyalty
It
that
was
are
changing
patterns
of
consumer
"
customer
schemes
but perhaps not attitudes. In order to develop long term relationships it is attitudes,
beliefs or'emotional commitment', which needchanging.

Clearly, the results do not opposethe literature, which suggeststhat emotional loyalty is not
being developed by points and prizes (e.g., Reynolds 1995). This is a key issue for
supermarketretailers, as the real purpose of loyalty schemes is not being achieved. In
addition, it was found that no direct dialogue was being created between retailers and
customers. Retailers can acquire vast amounts of information, generatedfrom loyalty card
application forms. However, the researcherfeels that they are not being used effectively.
Loyal consumers were identified

as having more favourable opinions towards loyalty

schemes (see section 5.4.3). Retailers should hence identify those consumers who do value
them and concentrate on enhancing the benefits of such schemes to this segment (see section
6.3). Of those that don't regard loyalty schemes as giving them anything worthwhile. the
emphasis needs to be primarily on customer service benefits, in order to develop loyalty with
these consumers.
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Therefore, loyalty cannot be generatedsolely by such schemes,but needsto be incorporated
into the overall retail strategy, alongside customer service facilities and product quality. All
of these elements work together, to create true customer loyalty.

These findings affirm

importance
in
identifying
(e.
Sopanen
1996)
the
of customer service as
previous research g.
one of the key techniquesfor generatingloyalty.

6.3. Segmentation of sample population into loyalty types
Data generatedfrom the researchwere usedto segmentconsumersinto loyalty types using the
Diamond of Loyalty (Denison and Knox 1995). The application of this theoretical framework
to a grocery retail context was deemed useful for marketers and practitioners who need to
segmenttheir customer base. Satisfaction was used as a measure for commitment and the
total number of storesvisited identified the behaviouraldimensionsof the matrix.
In identifying behavioural dimensions, (see section 5.4), consumers who visited 1-3 stores
were categorisedas loyal shoppersand consumerswho visited 4-6 storeswere categorisedas
promiscuousshoppers. However, it was identified that if different categorieshad been used
(i. e., 1-2 and 4-6) the results would have differed.
It was recognised that, for this particular sample, the majority of respondentswere 'loyal'.
The least representedgroup were "switchers" who have low commitment and visit a lot of
stores. By identifying the composition of their customer base,retailers can begin to develop
strategiesand tactics for the groups they wish to focus on. Some groups, such as 'switchers'
will neverbe profitable for retailers and henceshould not be concentratedupon.
In attempting to build loyalty, retailers should focus on loyal segments (Reichheld 1993), who
will be more receptive to loyalty generating schemes.

In addition, database marketing

techniques need to be fully utilised in order to identify loyal consumers. These techniques
will enable more precise targeting to loyal consumers, ensuring delivery of personalised
service (see information

exchange of interaction

process, section 6.4). However, the

researcher feels that the Diamond of Loyalty is only an initial tool in identifying

loyal

segments. This should be used to facilitate the development of additional segmentation
techniques.
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Segmenting customers into relatively homogeneous groups allows selecting the most
'attractive prospects. The researchidentifies that loyal and promiscuous shoppersdiffered in
their attitudestowards loyalty schemes(seesection 5.4.3). Segmentationmust recogniseand
clearly identify 'attractive' customergroupsso that grocery retailers can effectively target the
resourcesneeded to develop customer loyalty.

With regard to relationship marketing,

variables such as customer needs and preferences,loyalty and satisfaction are particularly
important in identifying attractive and profitable customergroups.
In developing a relationship marketing strategy, retailers need to be concerned about
identifying customerswho will remain loyal in the long term. The segmentationprocess
employed should reflect this goal.

The variables associated with behaviouristic

segmentationare particularly relevant to relationship marketing (benefits sought, needs,
preferences,usage rate, loyalty).

The utilisation of this form of segmentation is more

appropriate than demographic or socio-economic methods, although they are still useful.
The researchersuggeststhat satisfaction could be used as an additional method in which to
segmentconsumers. It seemsthat satisfied consumersare more receptive to both loyalty
and relationship marketing (e.g. section 5.4.6. and 5.8.2).

6.4. Relationship development in the grocery retail sector: the consumers
perspective.
Many critics have argued that it is almost impossible to develop relationships with individual
consumersin this sector (see section 3.9). Some retailers however, are realising that in the
competitive environment of the late 1990's, this is a way forward.

The introduction of

customer loyalty schemes has been seen by many as a significant step forward for retailers
wanting to 'get closer to the consumer'.

A primary aim of this research was to identify

whether customers want to develop relationships with their prime supermarket and whether
they have developed such relationships. In order to test the extent to which relationships are
being, developed, a theoretical framework was devised (Figure 4.2), which was used to
identify the nature of such relationships.
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Much of the data generated from the questionnaire addressed the issue of relationship
development in grocery retailing. Relationship indices were constructed to identify each
respondent'srelationship level with their main supermarket. The key findings are listed
below.

"

Satisfaction with the retailer, and a belief that the retailer is trustworthy, concerned,
consistentand reliable were key criteria in developing relationships with consumers. In
turn, once these basic tenets of relationship building were in place, consumerswould be
more likely to recommendthe storeto othersand continue repurchasing.

"

Thesefactors were also found to be strongly associatedwith loyalty generation. It
identified that consumerswho felt they were loyal to the supermarket in question, also
felt they trusted the supermarket,were highly satisfied with the supermarketand intended
to recommendthe supermarketto others.

"

Consumerswere also asked outright whether they felt they had a relationship with the
supermarket.The majority did not seethemselvesin a relationship. However, consumers
who were loyal were more likely to acknowledgethat they were in a relationship.

"

The majority of consumerswould prefer to shop in one store alone. Hence, relationship
developmentwould appearto be a feasible objective, in this respectat least.

"

Combining all the relationship indices measuringcommitment, concern, involvement and
trust (C.C.I.T), identified relationship levels. The majority of respondents displayed a
fairly high relationship level. In particular, trust in the supermarket was the strongest
construct. The results indicate that what consumers view as a 'relationship' with the
grocery retailer, is not in line with what retailers perceive a relationship to be. This is
becauserespondentsdid not acknowledgethey had a relationship with their supermarket,
yet the relationship measurements(indices) indicated they did have some form of a
relationship with the supermarket. Hence, consumersmay have a different term in which
to describe their 'relationship' with their supermarket, yet, this does not mean that a
relationship doesnot exist, even though they call it somethingelse.
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It can be seen that developing relationships with customers has clear benefits for retailers. In
addition to added commitment from consumers, relationship development strategies would
have an effect on increasing sales and hence, profitability.

Therefore, retailers cannot ignore

these issues. These findings support previous research (Bendapudi and Berry 1997, Peck
1993) in that when there is greater trust existent, the greater the likelihood of a relationship
developing.

The views of Christopher et al (1991), Berry and Parasuraman(1991), and Buchanan and
Gillies (1990) are supported by this researchwhich emphasisesthe importance of customer
satisfaction and customer service to loyalty and relationship generation. In particular, the
findings correspondto those of Rust and Zahorik (1993), who find that customer satisfaction
might be linked to loyalty and profits.

6.5. Application of the Interaction Approach to the grocery retail sector
The Interaction Approach could be a useful tool of analysis for the consumerbuying process
in the grocery retail sector which covers relationships and interactions. McKechnie (1992)
considersthis with respect to financial services and states that it addressesthe interactive
processwhich takes place between the buyer and the seller in an exchange situation, and
basesthis not just on a single transaction but as a series of transactions over time which
resultsin a relationship being formed betweenthe two parties (McKechnie 1992).
The Interaction Approach is built on a number of fundamentalprinciples, which include:
1

Both parties involved are active participants in the market.

2

The relationship between the buyer and the seller is frquently long-term, close and
involving a complex pattern of interaction betweenand within eachparty.

3

Closerelationships are often consideredin the context of continuous purchases.

Between the parties (buyer-seller) in a network various interactions take place, where
exchangesand adaptationsto each other occur. Flows of information as well as financial and
social exchangestake place in a network. All exchanges,and all forms of interaction have an
impact on the position of the parties in the network.
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The Interaction Approach focuses in this case on the interaction process where episodesare
identified which contribute to the nature of the relationship. The interaction processbreaks
down the formation of relationships between buyers and sellers into a set of episodes.Each
individual episodecontributes to the characterof the overall relationship which developsover
a period of time. Theseepisodesinclude:
6.5.1 Product/ Servicesexchange
6.5.2 Financial exchange

6.5.3
6.5.4

Information exchange
Social exchange

6.5.1.

Product/ service exchange

In a mass-marketenvironment, it is almost impossible to satisfy every consumer'sindividual
need. Through developing relationships with customers,retailers can understandin greater
detail their individual preferences. Hence, enabling them to meet consumer needs more
efficiently and effectively.
The researchindicatesthat product and servicequality are key factors in store choice. Hence,
retailers need to ensureconsumersare receiving these as the outcome may be higher loyalty
and relationship level
6.5.2.

Financial exchange

This form of exchange is a natural consequence of any commercial relationship.

It was

found, through the research, that most respondents spent the majority of their budget with
their main supermarket.

Retailers can easily identify these consumers through market

research and even customer loyalty cards. In addition, the amount of financial exchange,
which occurs, can be an indication of the behavioural commitment existent between the
consumer and the retailer, i. e., if more money is spent with one retailer, there will be greater
evidence of behavioural commitment.
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Paymentmethodsare also a componentof this episode. Retailers are increasingly introducing
debit
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their
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choice
now
customers.
additional methods of payment
is
Clubcard
Plus
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an example of a new payment
cards, credit cards, chequesor cash.
have
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to
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too
to
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although
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early
Couponssent through the post can also facilitate relationship development.They can work in
dialogue
build
direct
information
the
with
and
a
exchange
close alignment with elementsof
the customer. Retailers need to ensurethat the couponsmailed out to a customer needto be
relevant to his/her specific needs. These will convey to the customer that the retailer knows
their purchasinghabits and requirements.
Point redemption which are characteristic of some customer loyalty cards currently in
operation (e.g. Somerfield Premier Points), are an essential element of this exchange.They
in
frantically
'points'
the
and
shopping
regularly
are often
collecting
outcome of consumers
believes,
(1995)
in
However,
Reynolds
these
tangible
as
one supermarket,resulting
rewards.
are tactical marketing tools rather than strategic.

6.5.3.

Information

exchange

This is a very important element if the relationship marketing concept is to succeed in the
retailing context. The exchange of information has developed radically over the past decade,
and it can have a substantial effect upon the nature of relationships. Due to the large customer
base in grocery retailing, information will be a key element in building relationships, although
it may be difficult

to obtain, process, store or act upon. It enables retailers to get to know

individual customer needs and preferences and should attempt to develop a personal nature to
the relationship with the customer. The data generated from customer loyalty schemes and
the development of customer databases enable retailers to send out personalised mailings to
customers. Databases can store information on what each customer is buying, hence, if a
customer is a vegetarian. mailings could send them information on their vegetarian range, as
well as sending out coupons.
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Theseacknowledgethat the retailer knows the customers'preferencesand wants to meet their
individual needs. It is this, which will enhancerelationship development. It is essentialthat
this communicationis a two-way process,which is currently not so. The results indicatedthat
felt
from
this was a standardprocedure.
the
supermarket
respondentswho received mailings
There was no personal nature to the mailings, although personal names were often used on
letters. The averageoccurrence of these mailings was 1-3 months, which was the standard
quarterly clubcard mailing requirements.
If customersfeel that the retailer is making the effort to get to know what they like, they are
loyal.
likely
be
to
more

The research identifies that the majority of respondents felt they

dislike.
know
like
in
like
they
to
the
to
and
what
would
supermarket make more effort getting
Finally, complaint handling needs to be effectively dealt with, creating positive feelings for
the retailer. The focus group discussions revealed that consumers who had their complaints
handled well felt more positively towards the retailer.

The ones that did not had negative

feelings, which resulted in not just negative word-of-mouth, but also feelings of not wanting
to go back to the particular retailer.

6.5.4.

Social exchange

Store staff are key factors in these episodes. The research found that respondents who
were highly satisfied with staff had higher relationship levels. Trust and concern were
significantly

associated with satisfaction with staff.

also

Hence, the outcome of interactions

between the performance of staff and customers affects customer perceptions of the retailer.
Customers need to receive exceptional service from staff, each and every time an interaction
occurs between the two. These findings support previous research (e.g. Berry 1993, Rust and
Zahorik 1993), that emphasises the importance of staff and service quality.

Customer-staff

service encounters identified from this research, also support the findings of Berry and
Gresham (1986) and Beatty et al. (1996) who assert that customer perceptions of staff can
influence their satisfaction and the extent of their relationship with the firm.

In addition, the

interactions between consumers and retailers have a significant impact on the future buying
behaviour of consumers. e.g., positive referrals. It is therefore essential that the retailer fully
understands the expectations of consumers. Once these basic tenets are achieved, then long
term relationships can be fully developed.
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Staff are often the only 'human' contact with consumers,thus the messageretailers want to
convey can be delivered through store staff. In order to encouragestaff to be involved in
relationship marketing strategies,retailers may need to enhancethe benefits they receive (not
just through wages). The concept of internal marketing has been widely cited and is
supported by this research (e.g. Buttle 1996, Christopher et al. 1991, Beatty et al. 1996,
Gronroos 1991and 1995).
All theseepisodescan be adaptedto some extent to a retailing context. The IMP model states
that once these all work together and are 'routinised' they will lead to the building up of long
term relationships.

This research identifies that the majority of consumers have high relationship levels, however,
it needs to be acknowledged that consumer perceptions of what constitutes a relationship
differ significantly

from retailers' perceptions.

For example, the research revealed that

consumers did not expect retailers to get to know them on a personal basis as they felt this
was not possible.

Most consumers confuse the term loyalty and relationships.

They can

understand loyalty but not relationships. Qualitative findings indicated that the majority felt
loyalty was possible, whereas relationships were not.

It is also interesting to note that when respondentswere askedstraight out whether they had a
relationship with their supermarket,the majority disagreed. Many respondentswere put off
by the word 'relationship. Consumerssee relationships in terms of the personal interactions
they havewith people, i. e. friends and family.

6.6 Theoretical implications
This research attempts to adapt the Interaction Approach to the grocery retail sector.
McKechnie (1992) has already adapted it to financial services. It is also a kind of research
that looks at relationship development specifically in the grocery sector, whereby a number of
issues in relation to loyalty and relationship marketing were identified.
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Much of the work on relationship marketing has been completed in industrial and, more
recently, service settings. Here, the client base can be more easily segmented,making
for
development
is
highly
The
Interaction
Approach
relationship
useful
more plausible.
organisational marketing, and the researchindicates its applicability to retailing, specifically
the information exchange episode. Different environmental factors and the recency and
frequency of purchases,mean that issuessuch as the possibility of a relationship developing,
need to be comprehended.
Relationship development in retailing exists in a different context and environment, where
consumer needs and expectations differ largely from micro-marketing situations. Yet, this
does not mean that retailers cannot achieve micro-marketing techniques. It is customer
loyalty schemesand the development of relationships, which may enable the potential of
micro marketing to be achieved. Every consumerneedsto visit a grocery outlet in order to
satisfy his/her basic physiological needsand survive. Hence,there will always be demand,so
retailers need to develop an added enticementto enable consumersto remain loyal to their
store. It has already been stated that consumerand retailer perceptions differ; it seemsthat
consumersdo not accept that they can develop relationships with supermarkets. Once they
realisethat it is plausible, supermarketscan then begin to develop effective strategies.
This researchidentified the importance of relationship marketing strategiesin retailing. It is
envisagedthat relationship developmentis clearly a method by which retailers can encourage
consumersto patronise one store alone. However, there is clearly something missing, loyalty
schemeshave been found not to be a very successful method of encouraging emotional
commitment. If consumersengagein a relationship with their supermarket,they are likely to
be emotionally tied to the store. As soon as this occurs, it will be hard for competitors to
entice them away.
Loyalty schemes, although useful, are currently not a method of generating emotional
commitment to the retailer. Hence, there is a clear need for marketing theories and concepts
to be developed specifically for retailing, for example, identifying methods by which
consumers emotional commitment can be attained.
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Even though the key relationship indices were identified, the reasonthat true relationshipsare
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the sensethat signifies a relationship (section 3.6.1).
These findings support marketing academics(e.g. Buttle 1996, Evans and Laskin 1994, and
Parasuramanet al. 1994) in that there is a need for retailers to identify and understandthe
dialogue
is
At
two-way
that exists, and
there
their
the
no
moment,
expectationsof
customers.
retailers do not understandthe expectationsof consumers.

6.7.
"

Implications for retailers
Retailers need to concentrate on enhancing customer service benefits and generating
greatersatisfaction,which in true will affect loyalty and hencerelationship development.
Consumersclearly want better products and greater service quality. These are elements
that enhancerelationship development, not the current loyalty schemesin operation.
Hence, retailers need to continue devising new customer service initiatives, which
convey to customersa feeling of concernfor them (section 3.6.4).

"

Retailers who concentrate on using loyalty schemes as their only mechanism for
generatingloyalty needto be cautioned. Firstly, not all consumershave positive attitudes
towards such schemesand loyalty schemescannot reach those who either do not choose
to join or are not eligible to do so, for this reasonloyalty schemescan only form part of a
loyalty strategy. Secondly, retailers should not tie themselvesso tightly to their loyalty
schemes,so that they may be prevented from operating without them. It is evident that
since all the major supermarketsnow offer some form of loyalty scheme, consumers
expectthe' supermarketto have one. Hence, current loyalty schemesare not creating any
differentiation. This is becausethey are not using the customer data derived from loyalty
cardseffectively, to target specific customersegmentsand build a personaldialogue with
each customer. This research supports work by Reynolds (1995), stating that present
loyalty schemesare tactical rather than strategicmechanismsfor creating loyalty.
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The overall grocery shopping experience needs to be made more enjoyable, which
identified as being significantly associated with involvement levels. These findings are in

"

line with a 1996 study on grocery shopping behaviour (Smith and Carsky,1996) which
identifies that enjoyment and involvement were positively associated. However, it is not
known whether enjoyment is a prerequisite for involvement, or vice-versa. The findings
also support Carman's (1970) assertionsthat consumers who display loyalty are more
committed.

9 Databasemarketing techniquesare a way in which retailers can get to know consumersas
individuals.

Relationships, by their very nature, are on a one-to one basis. As yet, no

personal nature to the relationship is existent between the two parties- communication is
still predominantly one-way, Retailers need to convey to the customer that they want to
actively seek to learn more about them through their loyalty schemes, in order to serve
their needs more comprehensively.

For this precise reason, loyalty schemes currently lie

somewhere between mass marketing and target marketing, although nearer to mass
marketing in the researchers opinion.

"

This importance of internal marketing is also expressed. Commitment from staff and
management,at all levels, is a prerequisite for relationship development. They need to
understandthe value of retaining each customer. Staff also need to be fully trained so that
they can deal with any customer situation that arises, the outcome of which should be
positive customer feelings with every interaction. There is a clear need for marketing
departments who develop these strategies, to work closely with Personnel and I.T.
departments.
The whole organisation needs to identify with the objectives of the
organisation,to ensuresuccessfulimplementation.
Finally, customerloyalty schemesseemto be a way in which retailers are trying to go 'back to
basics' and adopt a 'corner shop approach' of personalisedservice. This however, needsto

comprise good quality products, reliable and friendly staff with the generation of trust with
the retailer.
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PART II
MODELLING
CUSTOMER
LOYALTY
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Chapter Seven
INTRODUCTION
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Introduction
Researchconductedinto the retail grocery sector in the first part of this study showed that a
clear effect of customerloyalty was not found.
The findings show that the majority of respondentswas not highly enthusiastic about loyalty
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long
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In
term
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or
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attitudes,
perhapsnot attitudes.
order
'emotional commitment', which needchanging.
Clearly, the results do not oppose the literature, which suggests that emotional loyalty is not
being developed by points and prizes (e.g., Reynolds 1995).

This is a key issue for

supermarket retailers, as the real purpose of loyalty schemes is not being achieved.

In

addition, it was found that no direct dialogue was being created between retailers and
customers.

This lack of customer loyalty led the researcherto conclude that it would not be possible to
build an effective model of customer loyalty in the grocery retailing sector and that any
model would therefore have to be developed and tested in another sector withing the wider
servicessector of the economy. However, although it would have been preferable to model
within the grocery sector, had earlier research indicated this was feasible, there were
advantagesto be gained from testing in a second sector with respect to recognising the
boundariesand limitations of attempting any generalisationsacrossthe entire servicessector.
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Several alternative service sectorswere consideratedas the "second sector" for the study of
customer loyalty modelling. Many were rejected because they failed to meet minimum
criteria with respectto the role of customerloyalty schemesand of relationship marketing.
Eventually, the telecommunications sector was selected as the most appropriate sector to
attempt to model customer loyalty. The sector is very dynamic at the micro level, and
turnover of customers and customer switching is very high. Within the sector itself, research
then focused on international phone call services, a fast growing market in the UK and that is
itself focused strongly on customer satisfaction. A further justification

of the selection was

that the telecommunications sector offered the opportunity of a much bigger sample size, a
nationwide spread, and allowed for several aggressively competing companies to be included
in the research.

The second part of this thesis comprises four chapters (chapters seven to ten inclusive).
Chapter seven develops and tests a model of customer loyalty, and to test this model, two
rival models were taken from the literature. Chapter eight discusses the antecedentsof
customer loyalty and identifies the hypothesisesto be tested in the research. Chapter nine
describesthe researchmethodology designedto test the statedhypothesises. Finally, chapter
ten gives the results and the findings of the testedhypothesises.
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7.1. Research Problem
Traditional

marketing practices have focused on attracting new customers rather than

retaining existing ones as practitioners aimed at selling rather than cultivating relationships.
More recently, however, a growing number of companies are emphasizing retention of current
customers for the following reasons. First, the cost of attracting new customers may take six
times the cost of keeping current customers satisfied (Bender 1976). Second, companies can
improve profits more than 25% by reducing customer defection by 5% (Reichheld and Sasser
1990). Finally, loyal customers outspend others by ratios that can go from 5: 1 in the hotel and
industry
to 16: 1 in retailing (Bagozzi et al. 1998).
motel

Despite this new emphasison customer retention and the acceptancethat managersneed to
understandand know how customer retention can be achieved, marketing researchershave
not advancedstudies on the antecedentsof customer retention. Some authors of marketing
textbooks have linked customer retention to. customer satisfaction (Kotler 1997, Kurtz and
Clow 1998, Rust, Zahorik, and Keiningham 1996, Zeithaml and Bitner 1996) under the
assumption that a satisfied customer may be prone to repeat purchases, whereas an
unsatisfied customer may tend to defect. Similarly, some marketing researchers have
underscored the direct relationship between customer loyalty and customer satisfaction
(Hallowel 1996,Heskett et al. 1994,Heskett, Sasser,and Schlesinger1997).
Yet, the backward linkage of customer retention to customer satisfaction does not seem to be
direct mainly because of the emerging requirement of an established relationship between the
customer and the seller for retention to actually occur (Berry 1983, Berry and Parasuraman
1991, Grant and Schlesinger 1995, Jones and Sasser 1995, Reichheld 1996, Webster 1992).
Even though the literature on customer satisfaction is normally related to customer loyalty, a
formal model explaining the steps between customer satisfaction and customer loyalty is
missing. It has been mentioned that customer satisfaction is necessary, but not a sufficient
condition (Liu 1998, Schulz 1998), that there is evidence that despite favourable customer
satisfaction, companies are losing important buyers of their products and services everyday
(Thomas 1998), and the attempts to use satisfaction, an attitude, in order to predict customer
loyalty, a behaviour, has not worked well in the past (Neal 1999).
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If there is not a straightforward relationship between customer satisfaction and customer
loyalty, then the questionsare, what is there in the middle? How can we explain that customer
satisfaction does not always lead to customer loyalty? The present research will seek to
addresstheseprimary problems.

7.2.

Purpose of the Study

The objective of this researchis to develop and test a model of customer loyalty. This model
can help explain the process that enables a company to have superior marketing
performancebasedon the developmentof customerloyalty. The whole model (seefigure 1) is
composedof two sides:the company and the consumerside.
The model starts with the company producing a consumer value package that includes a
product or service, and a strategy to deliver it into the consumer's hands. On the consumer
side, the customer may or may not be satisfied with his or her first consumption experience.
Satisfaction might be grounded on three aspects: one aspect derived from the experience with
the product or service (consumption-based satisfaction), a second aspect derived from the
experience with marketers (transaction-based satisfaction), and a third aspect derived from the
experience with other alternatives or absence of potential regret for not using other
alternatives (competition-based satisfaction). The three aspects of satisfaction have different
effects on the consumer mind. Consumption-based satisfaction has its main effect on the
cognitive responses. Transaction-based satisfaction has its main effect on the affective
response. Competition-based satisfaction directly reinforces or deteriorates loyalty.

This researchaddressesthe consumersthat are satisfied (regarding the three aspects)in a first
experience. After

the first

satisfying

experience, a customer requires some kind of

reinforcement to become loyal. Such reinforcement comes either by a cognitive process or by
an affective process. The result of those processes is the formation of consumer trust and

relationship commitment, which in turn leadsto customerloyalty.
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Figure 7.1: Antecedents of Customer Loyalty
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Consumer trust is viewed as confidence in the performance, integrity, and reliability of the
provider (Dwyer, Schurr, and Oh 1987, Morgan and Hunt 1994, Moorman, Deshpande, and
Zaltman 1993). Commitment is recognized as a customer's desire to maintain a valued
relationship with the provider (Moorman, Zaltman, and Deshpande 1992, Gundlach, Achrol,
and Mentzer 1995). Customer loyalty is viewed as cognitive (i. e., recognition of benefits),
affective (i. e., favorable attitude), and behavioural (i. e., purchase) responses expressed over
time by some customer, with respect to one provider out of a set of alternative providers
(Oliver 1999, Jacoby and Chestnut 1978, Day 1969). The next chapter will provide a detailed
description of trust, commitment, and loyalty.

The outcomesof the cognitive processthat are relevant to relationship commitment include:
product choice, product familiarity, perceived risk, cost of switching, and sunk costs. Those
that are relevant to consumertrust are: communication and product familiarity. The outcomes
of the affective process that are relevant to relationship commitment are: consumer
involvement and shared values and norms. Those that are relevant to consumer trust are:
opportunistic behaviour (understoodhere as the self-interest sought by the service provider)
and sharedvalues and norms. It must be noted that opportunistic behaviour has a negative
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opportunistic behaviour, such perceptionswill lead to decreasedtrust.
This research suggests that consumer trust and commitment have a key-mediating role in the
process of building loyalty. Consumer trust and commitment have been regarded as important
conditions necessary to increase cooperation and loyalty among partners (Morgan and Hunt
1994, Moorman, Deshpande, and Zaltman 1993). The contention of this research is that a
buying process with trust and commitment will be able to generate customer loyalty involving
repeated purchases in a long-term relationship between a company and its customer.

In the

end, again on the supply side, the consequence of customer loyalty is a company's superior
marketing performance. This superior marketing performance includes higher market share,
profitability, and competitive advantage (Moon and Kang 1999).

Even though the proposed whole model covers both sides, this research will test only the
consumer side due to the following reasons: First, at the end of the model, there are few
doubts in the literature regarding the direct linkage between customer Loyalty and superior
marketing performance(Jacoby and Chestnut 1978,Rust et al. 1996, Oliver 1997). Second,at
the beginning of the model, the linkage betweenthe consumer value packageand customer
satisfactionis an areathat requires a different methodology, and consequentlyfalls outside
the scopeof the presentresearch.
To test the model of customer loyalty suggestedin this research,two rival models are taken
from the literature and suggestedas the best competing models (see figures 2 and 3). In the
first model (figure 2), based on Pritchard, Havitz, and Howard (1999), the concept of
consumertrust is absent. Pritchard's Model (as it will be identified from now on) does not
start with customer satisfaction and suggeststhat the outcomesof the cognitive and affective
processesimpact relationship commitment, which in turn impact customer loyalty (see
figure2). The potential advantageof this model over the model of customer loyalty suggested
by the presentresearchis its parsimony. Is it important to include trust in the model? Some
authors believe that in a business-to-businesssituation it is (Morgan and Hunt 1994). The
secondrival model (see figure 3) is basedon the model suggestedby Garbarino and Johnson
(1999), using trust and commitment as outcomesin parallel to customerloyalty.
This model (from now on Garbarino's Model) does not include the cognitive and affective
variablesthat lead to trust and commitment. The appealof this model is the idea that trust and
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but
do
they
are
consequences
satisfaction,
commitment
of customer
not precedethe formation
of loyalty. In other words, according to Garbarino's Model, loyalty only requires customer
formation
The
satisfaction.
of trust and commitment might be accidental or side effects at
best.In such a casethere would be no reasonto devote effort to study them. This

research

stands along with some authors who believe that it is worth the effort (Pritchard,
Havitz, and Howard 1999, Amine 1998). The use of Garbarino's Model as a rivel model will
test the relevance of including trust and commitment as mediating variables

Figure 7.2: Pritchard's

Model
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Figure 7.3: Garbarino's

Model
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In summary, elaborating on recent marketing research outcomes, particularly those that rely
it
following:
focuses
First,
this
the
presents
on relationship marketing,
specifically on
research
an explanatory model of customer loyalty. Second, it discusses the rationale of each one of
the variables included in the model. Third, it formulates some propositions, which are the
basis for the formulation

of hypotheses for empirical testing. Fourth, it describes the

methodology to test the hypotheses derived from the propositions.

Such methodology

includes the comparison of the proposed model of customer loyalty against two rival models
taken from the literature. Finally, it discusses the results obtained after the analysis of data
collected through a mail survey.
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7.3. Importance of the Study
One of the points of this research is to determine the existence of consumer trust and
loyalty.
If
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is the product and service embedded in a marketing mix that an organization provides to
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defining a successful consumer value strategy.

Customer loyalty may constitute a clear objective to the company that really wants to retain
customers on a long -term basis. As such, it can become an important element of the
company's strategic intent. According to Hamel and Prahalad (1989), strategic intent
envisions a desired leadership position and establishes the criteria that the organization will
follow
its
knows
in order to implement
If
to
to
the
the
route
use
chart
progress.
company
customer loyalty and set criteria to accomplish it, it can include customer loyalty as a strategic
intent. To that aim, this research would like to contribute by identifying the antecedents of
customer loyalty that may serve managers as a path to follow

in achieving corporate

objectives.

As a contribution to the academic field, this research offers a formal model of customer
loyalty, explaining what might be required to build customer loyalty out of a first satisfying
experience with a product or service. Additionally, this research suggests how trust and
commitment play a key role in the processof consumption.
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A final contribution is to suggest the potential implications of the mentioned model of
it
loyalty
for
further
Specifically,
customer
seeksto suggestthe potential integration
research.
of the process into the development of a theory of positioning. The original concept of
positioning, as developed by Ries and Trout (1972), has an exclusive emphasis on
communication, pointing toward the idea that a processwithout trust and commitment is in
place. That meansthat customersonly needto remembera brand or company's name in order
to choose one among alternative products or services. In such a case, companies have to
promote their products in ways that best appealto the memory of customers.
Trust and commitment

would

be out of the picture. However,

some companies are

implementing a different approach to positioning (Vasquez and Alonso 1998), which leads to
the belief that a process with trust and commitment is in place. A sample of companies in the
Fortune 500 list stated that they are implementing a two-way communication process with
customers before the development of a product or service.
They also emphasized that they care about customer feedback, and that such feedback is part
of the positioning strategy (Vasquez and Alonso 1998). If a company understands the roles of
trust and commitment as antecedents of loyalty, such a company will be in a better position to
implement its marketing strategy.

7.4.

Managerial Implications

The present research was produced in the search for a positioning

theory. Until now,

positioning has been considered an important part of the company's efforts in delivering a
consumer value package, but has failed in trying to incorporate the consumer side dimension.
If we can understand the steps between the first satisfying experience and the formation of
customer loyalty, we will on the way to producing a sound positioning theory.

Traditionally, positioning has been seenas a supply side tool. The objective has beento find a
place in the consumer's mind and to occupy it with a desired brand (Ries and Trout 1986).
Recently, the movement toward customer orientation has been driving

a new

conceptualizationof positioning, one with an expandedunderstandingof communicationwith
the customer. This new conceptualization of positioning is rooted on the demand side and
aims to help the company with the whole marketing strategic process (Vasquez and Alonso
1997).
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Preliminary researchshows that strategicpositioning increasesthe performance of companies
that employ it thoroughly (Vasquez and Alonso 1998).An explanation of the way in which
is
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towards the company? Consideration of the previous questions undoubtedly will help the
managerin the implementation of the strategicpositioning process.
Ries and Trout (1972) proposedthe original definition of positioning:
"Positioning starts with a product. A piece of merchandise,a
service, a company, an institution, or even a person... But positioning is
not what you do to a product. Positioning is what you do to the mind of the
prospect. That is, you position the product in the mind of the prospect. "

For Ries and Trout, the company already has a product and the use of positioning is to
convince the prospect to buy it. Product development is absent in such a definition. The
objective of introducing positioning during the 1970s was assist to companies in helping
consumersselect from a growing variety of products. But the original definition implied
one-sidedcommunication. The company startedwith its product and tried to find a niche in
the consumers' minds with some kind of creative message. Later on, the idea of two-sided
communication,the placement of the consumerin the center of the marketing effort, and the
conceptof a market-driven organization,produceda shift from the original idea of positioning
to a more integratedone. However, academicresearchis lacking in this area.There is no such
thing as a theory of positioning in academic literature. But even in the absenceof such a
theory, practitioners implementedthe shift. They claimed to use positioning as a central issue
in their planning efforts (Vasquezand Alonso 1998).
This research tries to explain the process that leads to customer loyalty analyzing the
perspectiveof the consumer. In doing so, companieswill have the basis for applying a more
successful strategy in which positioning works as the guiding thread from consumer value to
favorable outcomes. The proposition of a theory of positioning is beyond the scope of the
present research, although the findings will most likely be useful in backing up its future
development.
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7.5.

Model

The literature review is organized around the main antecedents and consequencesof
consumerloyalty. Figure 1 shows the generalmodel. It has two sides: the company side and
the consumerside. The first one refers to what the company provides to the consumerand
what it gets from the consumer. The second side refers to the consumer behaviour process
given a first satisfying experiencewith a product and service. Both sides are present in the
consumptionprocess,but this researchwill focus on the consumerside only.
The rest of this chapter first reviews the company side, starting with the consequenceof
customer loyalty and then reviews consumer value, which is the package provided by the
company. The next chapter reviews the consumerside, starting with the dependentvariable
customer loyalty and then summarizing its antecedents.

7.6. The Company Side
7.6.1.

Superior Marketing

Performance

A common understandingof the marketing practitioner is that an increase of loyalty among
customersincreasesmarket share. For example, Jacoby and Chestnut (1978) suggest that,
particularly with established companies marketing inexpensive and frequently purchased
consumerproducts (i. e., non-durable ones), it is not the single sale that is of consequence;
rather it is repeatedsales. In other words, the long-term successof a particular brand is not
based on the number of consumers who purchase it only once, but on the number who
becomerepeatpurchasers.These authors also contendthat managementwill have at least the
following four objectives: 1) to changethe occasionalpurchasersinto repeat purchasers;2)to
increase the amount consumed by the repeat purchasers; 3) to attract purchasers from
competing brands; and 4) to maintain high levels of repeat purchasersby preventing repeat
purchasersfrom switching brands. These four objectives all reflect different aspectsof one
basic goal, namely, to increasemarket share.
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Rust et al. (1996) developeda hydraulic model to show a linkage between loyalty and market
figure4).
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company
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ways:
share
a
attracting new customers to the market; 2) by decreasingthe rate of those customerswho
leave the market; 3) by adopting those customerswho switched from competitors; and 4) by
increasingthe retention rate of those customerswho switch to the competition as a result of
improving customers' loyalty. However, the company's attractivenessto new customersis
assumedto be unrelatedto the customersatisfactionof existing customers.

For instance, if people do not need the company's product or service or they do not need it
anymore, the level of satisfaction of remaining customers is not relevant. Therefore, the
only control the company has is through increasing customer loyalty, which in turn increases
its retention rate.

Figure 7.4: Linking Loyalty to Market Share

Customers who leave the market

New-to-market
Customers

Customers who
switched from
competitors
0
Market share

Customers who switch
to the competition (no
loyalty)

Based on Rust et al. (1996)

Oliver (1997) suggestsa direct link:
Quality 4 Satisfaction 4 Loyalty 4 Profitability.
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According to Oliver (1997), loyalty works in four ways to increase profits: 1) loyalty
budgeting
inside
3)
base,
loyalty
2)
accurate
a
company,
allows
more
a
customer
guarantees
loyalty allows more strategic planning with the associatedadvantagesthat come along, and 4)
loyalty decreasesmarketing costs. These four ways are direct and indirect ways. As such,
Oliver (1997) recognizesthat it is not an easy task to quantify the profits due to loyalty. He
in
due
increase
increased
in
difficulties
to
the
an
profits
measurementof
addressessome
loyalty. In the first place, profit is an economic outcome of the company, while loyalty is a
behavioural construct. Second,profit is a function of revenues and costs, while loyalty is a
function of several cognitive and attitudinal factors in a complex proportion. Despite
difficulties, an empirical study (Sellers 1993) showed the payoffs of a5 percent increasein
loyalty over lifetime profits per customer for eight different industries. The averagegain was
73 percent.

7.6.2.

Consumer Value

This refers to the object of exchangeproducedby a company and delivered to a customer.It
included
normally
a marketing mix (4 P's - product, price, promotion, place) with an effort to
provide a product or service above expectations.Zeithaml and Bitner (1996) mention that a
customeralways has an idea (an expectation)of the quality, reliability, or performanceof the
product or service he or she is acquiring. According to these authors, there is always a gap
betweenwhat a customerexpectsof a product or service and what he or she actually receives.
If the gap is in favour, or above expectation,the provider is making an effort called consumer
orientation.
Consumerorientation is understoodas giving the customer's needspriority, as opposedto the
buyer's needs(selling orientation) or to the competitor's pressures(Nwankwo 1995).Bejou et
al. (1998) suggestthat consumertrust is positively influenced by the belief that a salesperson
is operating in the customer's best interest (customer orientation) and negatively influenced
by the belief that a salespersonis operating in the seller's best interest (selling orientation).
The presentresearcharguesthat consumervalue is what the company's side provides in order
to be able to obtain consumer trust. As such, consumer value would be considered the
precursorof customerloyalty.
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Oliver (1997) contends that quality should be part of consumer value. According to him,
consumer value without quality cannot yield satisfaction. Quality allows satisfaction in a
number of ways: 1) a consumer value with quality fulfils higher expectations, 2) quality
lowers failure rates, 3) quality increasesreputation, 4) quality leads to more positive word of
mouth.
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8.1. Customer Loyalty

Becausethere is not a consensuson what customerloyalty is, this research first discussesthe
conceptof customerloyalty and then concentrateson the antecedentsof customerloyalty.

A distinction that has reached consensus after several years of research is that customer
loyalty is not repeating purchasing behaviour, even though both components can be highly
related ( Jacoby and Chesnut 1978, Jacoby and Kyner1973). A consumer may repeatedly
purchase a product or prefer a store for many reasons other than loyalty. For instance, lower
price alternatives easily produce repeated purchases. Some customers may remain loyal
because there is no alternative product. Other consumers may not look for alternatives
(assuming there are plenty of them) even if sometimes the provider falls short of expectations.

Only the latter group is said to express loyal behaviour, one that is based on a positive
attitude and even on an emotional attachment.Thus, behavioural loyalty that is basedon an
attitudinal and / or emotional loyalty is what constitutes `true' customer loyalty. True loyalty
requires a mature psychological relationship to the brand, product, or company (Craft 1999,
Day 1969) or as Jacoby (1971) stated, "true loyalty implies repeat purchasing based upon
cognitive, affective, evaluative, and dispositional factors --the classic primary componentsof
an attitude."
For example,a truly loyal user would repeatedlypatronize a particular haircut store or beauty
salon and at the time possessa positive senseof attitudinal loyalty or allegiance toward that
serviceprovider.
Figure 5 offers further clarification by showing how attitudinal loyalty and behavioural
loyalty relate, and by identifying where `true' loyalty lies in the relationship. This research
usestrue loyalty as the authentic meaning of customerloyalty.
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Figure 8.5: A Typology of Customer Loyalty

Behavioural
Loyalty

High

Spurious

True

Low

Low

Latent

(Repeat
purchasing)

Weak

Strong

Attitudinal Loyalty
Adapted from Dick and Basu (1994).

Consumerloyalty is repeat buying becauseof commitment to a brand or company, whereas,
inertia (or habit or laziness) is repeatbuying without commitment (Assael 1998).
For instance, for unimportant brands, if a brand is reasonably satisfactory, a consumer may
buy again because it is not worth the time and trouble to go through a decision process.
Consumer loyalty can be approached by behavioural (repetitive purchase) and cognitive
(favourable attitude) measures (Assael 1998). Day (1969) first developed a composite
perspective for brand loyalty. His definition

argued that in order to be truly loyal, the

consumer must hold a favourable attitude toward the brand in addition to repeatedly
purchasing it. In his words "loyalty implies repeat purchasing based upon cognitive, affective,
evaluative, and dispositional factors - the classic primary components of an attitude" (Day
1969). Jacoby and Chestnut (1978) stress the importance of using both approaches
simultaneously. They also provide a conceptual definition for brand loyalty.
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Brand loyalty is the biased (i.e., non-random) behavioural response (i.e.;purchase),
by
decision-making
time
unit, with respect to one or more alternative
over
some
expressed
brands out of a set of such brands, and is a function of psychological (decision-making
Chestnut
1978).
(Jacoby
and
processes
evaluative)
Oliver (1997) presenteda definition involving three components,namely, cognition, affect,
is
follows.
intention.
definition
behavioural
His
as
and
Customer loyalty is a deeply held commitment to rebuy or repatronize a preferred product or
having
future,
despite
influences
in
the
efforts
and marketing
situational
service consistently
the potential to cause switching behaviour (Oliver 1997).

This definition views at `true' loyalty and is the definition adoptedby the present research.

8.2.

Antecedents of Customer Loyalty

Jonesand Sasser(1995) asked the question, `Why do satisfied customersdefect?' becauseit
was clear to them that many factor s rather than customer satisfaction can influence customer
defection. One factor relates to choice or the availability of an alternative product. Customers
may remain loyal becausethere is no alternative product (zone of defection), or becausethey
do not look for any alternative (zone of affection), whereas, customers may be willing to
switch if they find a better product (zone of indifference). Consequently, companiesshould
increasethe percentageof the customerswho do not look for alternatives (zone of affection)
even if one individual experienceis less than satisfactory.
But how can companies increase the zone of affection beyond satisfying the customer
repeatedlyor at least most of the time?
Other common-sense factors said to relate to the availability and easy application of
information are a sense of entitlement, greater commoditization, more insecurity, and time
scarcity (Schriverl997). Even some managerially developedfactors are mentioned as ways to
turn buyers into loyal customers by developing complicated relationships such as building
programs modelled after the `frequent flier' miles, locking customers in with value-added
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Varian1998). Nonetheless,the above factors refer almost exclusively to repeat purchasing,
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with
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various offerings and who are
An empirical test of the relationships between loyalty and each of the three antecedents
mentioned (Pritchard and Howard 1997) found that positive relationships occur only among
true loyal consumers.
Despite its merits, the Pritchard and Howard (1997) test does not provide explanation chains
defect?
'
do
`Why
To
the
customers
satisfied
question,
as needed.
Pritchard and Howard (1997) answeredby concluding that satisfied customersdo not defect,
defect.
instance,
do
Baumol
For
that
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does
influence
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Taylor
(1999)
that,
not
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quality,
service
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intentions
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customer
of
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opposite
do.
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Peppersand Rogers (1993) offer an approach to develop loyalty: build relationships one
individual
basis
is,
the
that every
time,
that
treat
on
at
a
each
customer
as
a
unique
customer
customerhas a long-term value, but one that is different by customer.
Yet, a one-on-oneapproachrequires an on-going relationship between the customer and the
seller, where the seller really knows what the customer wants, and the customer knows what
to expectfrom the seller.
But can companies develop on-going relationships? What are the requirements that both

sellersand customersalike have to fulfil in order to produce long-term positive relationships?
This research suggeststhat loyalty is produced by customer satisfaction, but not directly.
That is, there are some mediating variables at work betweenthem. Customer loyalty depends
directly on relationship commitment. Relationship commitment dependsdirectly on consumer
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trust. Both, commitment and trust are built through a cognitive or affective processout of a
first satisfying experience.
8.2.1.

Relationship Commitment

Commitment is recognized as an essential ingredient for successful long-term relationships
(Dwyer et al. 1987, Morgan and Hunt 1994). Commitment has been defined as

an
enduring
...

desire to maintain a valued relationship (Moorman, Zaltman, and Deshpande 1992).
Gundlach et al. (1995) argue that commitment has three components: an instrumental
component of some form of investment, an attitudinal component that may be describedas
affective commitment or psychological attachment,and a temporal dimension indicating that
the relationship exists over time.
In business-to-businessexchangerelationships, commitment is most often measuredin terms
of instrumental behaviours such as making specialized investments and resource
commitments to benefit the other party. In business-to business exchanges, enduring
relationships lead and at the same time, depend on relationship commitment and consumer
trust. According to Morgan and Hunt (1994, p.20), "successful relationship marketing
requiresrelationship commitment and trust."
The latter two variables are shown to be key mediating variables in the formation and
performance of networks of cooperation in channels of distribution. The existence of
commitment and trust also reduce the propensity to leave the network, reduce uncertainty,
increase acquiescence(i. e. the degree to which a partner accepts or adheres to another's
specific requestsor policies), and increasethe belief that conflict will be functional (i. e. when
disputes are resolved amicably, such conflicts can be referred to as "functional conflicts"
becausethey provide a medium through which problems can be aired and solutions arrived
at" (Morgan and Hunt 1994).
This research suggests that relationship commitment and consumer trust are similar keymediating variables in business-to-consumer exchanges. Various authors have hypothesized
or tested separately the commitment -loyalty link or the trust -loyalty link.
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For Berry and Parasuraman(1991), relationships are built on the foundation of mutual
is
brand"
loyalty
for
brand
"commitment
(1998),
Assael
to
arising
a
certain
commitment, and
from certain positive attitudes.
Jacobyand Kyner (1973) assertedthat the notion of commitment provides the essentialbasis
for distinguishing betweenbrand loyalty and other forms of repeatpurchasing behaviour, and
for assessingthe relative degreesof brand loyalty.
Concurrently, "repurchase is not sufficient evidence of brand loyalty" (Newman and Werbel
1973, p.404) and measures of purchase patterns may be a product of spurious loyalty' (Day
1970). Nonetheless, according to Samuelson and Sandvik (1997), commitment describes
bonds (or attitude strength) between the customer and a particular brand, thus extending the
brand
loyalty
(behavioural phenomenon).
the
of
a
meaning
over
simple repeat purchasing of

From a different perspective, Amine (1998) compared the downstream approach to brand
loyalty (interest in describing and counting out the consumers' repeat purchasing of a brand)
with the upstream approach (interest in different motives for consumers to remain loyal) and
concluded that commitment has a central role in the upstream approach to brand loyalty.

Finally, Pritchard, Havitz, and Howard (1999) testedthe commitment-loyalty relationship and
found that the mediating effect model (where commitment is a key mediating variable) is
superior to rival direct effect models (where commitment is only one of several mediating
variables) in explaining loyalty. Consequently, commitment is directly linked to customer
loyalty, whereas other formative processes(such as the informational, identification, and
volitional) are only indirectly related to loyalty. They describedand operationalisedcustomer
commitmentas a stablepreferencethat was bound by an attitude of resistanceto change.
The problem with this type of view is that instead of representingcommitment, resistanceto
changemight be representinglazinessor habit.
Thus, proposition 1.
P1: Relationship commitment is a necessary precursor of customer loyalty in

business-to-consumer exchanges.
Basedon this proposition, the ensuing hypothesis statesthat the higher the commitment, the
higher the loyalty.
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Hl: There is an increase in customer loyalty to the service provider

following

an increase in the commitment to the service provider.

8.2.2.

Consumer Trust

A general understanding of trust must first be established. Then, it will be specifically
(1995)
Hosmer
Zaltman
(1993)
Deshpande,
Moorman,
trust.
and
and
addressedas consumer
suggestdefinitions of trust:
Trust is a willingness to rely on an exchangepartner in whom one has confidence
(Moorman, Deshpande,and Zaltman 1993).
Trust is the reliance by one person, group, or company upon a voluntarily

accepted

duty on the part of another person, group, or company to recognize and protect the
rights and interests of all others engaged in a joint endeavour or economic exchange
(Hosmer 1995).

Trust is well documented as a mediating variable, one that is affected by some antecedent
variables, and as a consequence, one that enhances the benefits of a relationship (Morgan and
Hunt 1994, Aulakh et al. 1996, Moorman, Deshpande, and Zaltman 1993, Doney and Cannon
1997). In a partnership, trust is a mediating variable, which enhances benefits such as
increasing cooperation, acquiescence, functional conflict, decreasing propensity to leave, and
uncertainty (Morgan and Hunt 1994). In the literature, trust is associated with better
partnership performance (Aulakh et al. 1996), better utilization

of resources (Moorman,

Deshpande, and Zaltman 1993), and better predictions of future interactions (Doney and
Cannon 1997).

The above-mentioned studies consider trust as a mediating variable in the relationshipmarketing domain, generally in a business-to-businesssituation where the formation of
partnershipsis highly recommended.So, it has to be clear by now that trust is viewed as an
essentialingredient for successfulrelationships.However, the focus of the presentresearch is
on trust as the consumers' confidence in the quality and reliability of the provider company.
The concept of trust in the transactional marketing domain is not directly addressedin the
literature (Bagozzi 1995, Sheth and Parvatiyar 1995). There is even skepticism as to whether
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For example, business-to-business relationship focuses on the importance of norms of
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Previousresearchhas emphasizedtrust as confidencein the honesty and integrity of the other
1990).
But
1999,
Crosby
(e.
Swan
et
al.
a consumercan
et
al.
party, such as a salesperson g.,
trust a company, brand, product, service, etc. Instead of focusing on trust of individuals, this
researchapproachesconsumertrust at the most generallevel.
Based on the previous definitions of trust and on the consideration that a consumer is a
decision-making unit who plays the role of buyer in an exchangerelationship, this research
suggeststhe following formalization of the consumertrust concept:
Consumertrust is an attitude of confidencedevelopedover time by some
decision-makingunit with respectto the quality and reliability of the
by
an organization.
product and serviceprovided
From this definition, it can be concluded that consumer trust is not restricted to brands. Also,
that consumer trust can arise through identification, where a consumer believes the object of
trust reflects and reinforces some aspect of the consumer's self-concept. Additionally,

that

level
that the consumer
the
trust
through
above
consumer
may also arise
performance well
expects. This may sound similar to the Total Quality Management Philosophy (TQM), but
there is a difference. Such a difference is that normally TQM focuses only on the seller
perspective (i. e., the efforts of the seller in providing quality), whereas the inclusion of
consumer trust in the present model focuses on both sellers'

efforts and consumer

cognitive/affective aspects.
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In summary, because commitment entails risk, parties in an exchange would seek only
trustworthy partners (McDonald 1981, Morgan and Hunt1994). Therefore, trust is a major
determinant of relationship commitment (Achrol 1991, Moorman, Zaltman, and Deshpande
1992,Morgan and Hunt 1994). Thus, the secondproposition.
P2: Trust leads to relationship

commitment in business-to-consumer

exchanges.

The secondhypothesisis derived from proposition 2.
112:There is an increase in relationship commitment to the service provider
following an increase in trust to the service provider.

8.2.3

Antecedents of Relationship Commitment

and Consumer Trust

In business-to-consumerexchanges,both cognitive and affective sources seem to inform,
identify, and move the levels of commitment and trust that will impact customerloyalty to the
brand, product, or company (Dick and Basu 1994, Petty, Cacioppo, and Schumann 1983).
Amine (1998) hypothesizedthat commitment has two main causes:cognitive motives such as
perceived risk or perceived variations in performance among the competitive brands and
affective reasonssuch as attachmentor emotional feelings towards the brands.
The cognitive processallows consumersto maintain their consistentpurchasingbehaviour as
long as the benefits attachedto the brand exceedthe cost of switching to another brand. Raj
(1985) refers to this factor as the perceived extent of choice: brand loyalty in a product class
varies with the number of significant competing brands within the category. This process
considersthat customersremain loyal for practical reasons.The consequenceof the process
involves several variables, some of them influencing commitment and some of them
influencing trust.
The variables influencing

commitment are product choice (the number of alternatives a

customer has), product familiarity (the level of knowledge about the product), perceived risk
(the probability of getting a low quality product), cost of switching (the cost of modifying an
existing infrastructure), and sunk costs (the costs of losing an actual investment) (Amine
1994, Morgan and Hunt 1994). The variables influencing trust are product familiarity
communication (the level of information

and

exchange between parties) (Bejou, Ennew, and

Palmer 1998, Milne and Boza 1998).
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Conversely, the affective process allows consumers to maintain their relationship with a
brand, product, or company on the basis of their affective attachment to and identification
with it. There is a holistic evaluation of the brand in terms of liking it or attachmentto it.
The affective objective of the relationship is to reduce the customers' propensity to substitute
another brand for the habitual one. The consequence of the process also involves several
variables, some of them influencing commitment and some of them influencing trust. The
ones influencing are consumer involvement (the amount of interest a consumer shows) and
shared values and norms (the level of identification with the provider) (Dick and Basu 1994,
Mittal and Lee 1989, Morgan and Hunt 1994, Petty, Cacioppo, and Schumann 1983, Richards
1998). The ones influencing trust are opportunistic behaviour (the self-interest seeking of the
provider perceived by the customer) and shared values and norms (Morgan and Hunt 1994).

Thus, the following propositions:
P3: Cognitive and affective processes precede the formation

and performance

of commitment and trust both geared toward customer loyalty in
business-to-consumer exchanges.
P3a: The outcomes of the cognitive process that have an impact on commitment
are product choice, product familiarity,

perceived risk, cost of switching, and

sunk costs [ Generates hypotheses H3a1,H34, and H30].
P3b: The outcomes of the cognitive process that have an impact on trust are
Product familiarity

and communication

[ Generates hypotheses H3b1and H3b2].

Pic: The outcomes of the affective process that have an impact on commitment
are consumer involvement and shared values and norms [ Generates
hypotheses H3,,1and H3c2].
Pad: The outcomes of the affective process that have an impact on trust are
opportunistic

behaviour and shared values and norms [ Generates hypotheses

H3d1and H3d2]"
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8.2.4 Product Choice

There is a debateabout this variable. Some scholarsargue (among them Sheth & Parvatiyar
1995) that consumersprefer a reduction of choices and that they are always ready to find a
do
feel
(e.
Others
long
brand
loyal
they
to
g.,
cheated.
argue
as
not
as
preferred
and remain
Bagozzi 1995)that reduction of choicescould be a consequence(of finding a trustablebrand),
but not a motive to produce commitment. What is true is that the greater the number of
choices,the higher the complexity in brand selection.
For instance,Ursic and Helgeson (1990) consider that the number of choice has the greatest
impact on how the consumer makes his or her decision. They contend that brand choice
proceedsin two phases:brand comparison and attribute comparison. In the first phase,the
consumerscreensout a number of options basedsolely on brand name recognition.
In the secondphase, consumerscompare the attributes among brands in order to arrive at a
final choice. For the authors, brand comparisonelicits more complex processesin the minds
of the consumer. The contention of the present research is that the higher the number of
choices,the less likely consumerswill be committed to a single brand. The reason is that a
consumermay be tempted to try new options at any moment.
The following hypothesis will test whether commitment decreasesas the consumer searches
for more choices.
H381:There is a decrease in commitment to a single service provider following
an increase in the number of choices the consumer seeks.
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8.2.5.

Product Familiarity

Product familiarity

refers to the degree of knowledge regarding a product or service. Even

though product familiarity has not been associated directly to consumer trust and commitment
in the literature, there is reason to believe that a relationship exists among them. For instance,
Blair and Innis (1996) found out that warranty length is not so important when the customers
are highly knowledgeable regarding a product. Furthermore, Hellier (1995) found out that
service familiarity

influences repurchase intentions because it decreases the level of the

perceived risk of maintaining the actual service, while it is assumed that commitment is
positively related to the perceived risk of switching providers (see below). Andaleeb and
Anwar (1996) found out that customers' product knowledge did not influence their trust in
salespeople.

Another associationthat might imply a relationship betweenproduct familiarity and consumer
trust and commitment is the one indicating that product familiarity makes the customer less
price sensitive. Rao and Sieben (1992) suggestedthat an increase in prior knowledge of a
product is associatedwith an increase in both the upper limit and the lower limit of the
acceptable price range. Rao and Monroe (1988) related product familiarity with quality
evaluation.For them, if a product doesnot have significant quality variations, the use of price
as an indicator of quality decreaseswith familiarity.
Another element at work in the linkage between consumer trust and product familiarity is
exposure. Berger and Mitchell
exposure could provide

(1989) noted that consistent information

greater brand-relevant

cognitive

elaboration

from repeated
and enhance a

consumer'strust in a resulting attitude.
Some researchershave suggested a direct relationship between product familiarity and
commitment (Pritchard et al. 1999). But for them, the concept of product familiarity includes
the element of confidence (i. e., trust). The present researchconsiders that trust is a separate
concept,although it is closely related.
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The following hypotheseswill test whether commitment and trust increasesas the knowledge
of the serviceprovider also increases.
H3a2:There is an increase in commitment to the service provider following an
increase in familiarity

with the service provider.

H3b1:There is an increase in trust in the service provider following an increase
in familiarity

with the service provider.

Regarding the antecedents of product familiarity,

Wright and Lynch (1995) indicated that

direct product experience is superior to advertising in gathering information about products.
Additionally, product familiarity could be achieved by exposure to information and receiving
consistent information (Berger and Mitchell 1989).

8.2.6. Perceived Risk, Cost of Switching, and Sunk Cost
Consumers are often imperfectly informed about product or service attributes. This
uncertainty may persist even after an experience with a product or service becausesome
attributes might not be revealed fully to a consumer right after the first experience. This
uncertainty can create perceived risk for product or services (Erdem 1998). Formally
speaking,perceived risk is the probability that a consumerfaces getting either a low quality
product or a product that doesnot match his or her tastes.
Consumerresearchershave studied perceived risk mainly to uncover the rational aspectsof
the constructsuch as consumer'sprior knowledge of the quality and price differencesbetween
alternative offerings in a product category (Dowling and Staelin 1994). Suggesting that
perceivedrisk also has an emotional component, Chaudhuri (1997) found a linkage between
perceivedrisk and brand loyalty.
Part of the perceived risk is the cost of switching and sunk costs. Consumersare likely to
patronize the same brand or service in order to avoid perceived costs, such as those of an
already paid membership (sunk costs) or the costs of modifying an existing infrastructure
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(cost of switching). Some practitioners understandthis and suggest ways to increasethese
coststo retain consumers(Shapiro and Varian 1998).
According to these authors, the QWERTY keyboard is a clear example of how switching
costs work. A better keyboard would savemoney in training and productivity, but QWERTY
because
be
costs
would
enormous.
will prevail
switching
Researchers found that those who had incurred a sunk cost inflated their estimate of how
likely a project was to succeed compared to the estimates of the same project by those who
had not incurred a sunk cost (Arkes and Blumer 1985). A logical extension of this is that
customers incurring a sunk cost tend to perceive better qualities in their actual choice and
become more committed to it. Staw and Ross (1987) suggest that commitment to losing
projects arises in several areas of life, from maintaining losing stock to pursuing a romantic
is
dissatisfying. As such, the consumer has a bias toward the alternative of
that
relationship
the sunk cost regardless of the economic logic of the situation. A sunk cost is something that
matters to the average customer. The economic concept that sunk costs are irrelevant to the
final decision has been rejected by several psychological researchers (Arkes and Blumer
1985, Shanteau 1986, Thaler 1979, Harrison and Shanteau 1987).

Additionally, there is some evidence regarding the temporality of sunk costs. According to
Gourville and Soman (1998), sunk costs depreciatewith time. In other words, the longer in
the past the investment, the lower the impact of the sunk cost perception on the customer.
Consequentlya sunk costs effect would be most likely in place right after the first experience
with a product or service.
The following hypothesis will test whether commitment increasesas the risk perception of
switching the service provider also increases.The perception of risk includes the perception
of higher switching costs and/or the perceptionof sunk costs.
H3a3:There is an increase in commitment to the service provider following an
increase in the perceived risk (including

perception

of switching

costs and

sunk costs) of switching the service provider.
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8.2.7. Communication

Consumer communication is the mechanism by which a company lets its customersknow
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of
company
the
characteristicsof a product or service.
about
is
classified under promotion activities and part of the consumervalue package.
In a short-term type of relationship, the communication could be restricted in its scope.
Communication only needs to get the attention of potential customers to find a niche in the
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(1991) suggest, within a communication framework, that adaptation level theory could help
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turn eventually result in purchase intentions. Adaptation level theory provides a framework to
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In contrast, communication intended to develop a long-term relationship has to first build
in
is
This
trust.
type
complex
process,
a
process
which
a
more
consumer
of communication
the company listens to the consumer, interprets such information, does something about it,
and then delivers a messageaccording to what was done. It is important to emphasizethat
customersatisfactionstartsby providing a product or servicetailored to fulfil specific needs.
A communicationprocessderived in such circumstanceshas to make a special impressionon
the customer. Morgan and Hunt (1994) insist that relevant, timely, and reliable
communicationwill result in greatertrust.
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The following hypothesis will

test the relationship between trust and the level of

communication.
H3b2: There is an increase in trust in the service provider following an increase
in the level of communication

with the service provider.

8.2.8. Consumer Involvement

This refers to the amount of interest and effort that a consumer is willing to devote to the
is
decision
involvement
Consumer
with a product or a purchasing
consumption process.
importance
function
be
the
to
or
of that product or
personal relevance
of
usually considered
a
decision (Petty and Cacciopo 1983).

A relationship between customer involvement and consumer commitment can be deduced
from the literature. Thomas (1998) explains why customer involvement is essential to enhance
and leverage long-term

relationships.

customer-supplier

Richards (1998) sustains that

in
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of
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brand
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also
suggests
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higher
have
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Some
Lee
1989).
that
consumer
researchers
and

involvement in the decision increases relative attitudes of attachment and the likelihood of
loyalty toward a specific service provider (Assael 1998, Pritchard and Howard 1997). The
literature also shows that uninvolved message recipients, compared to those who are highly
involved, are characterized by less attention to information on attributes and more reliance on
superficial cues (such as an attractive endorser) available in the message (Celsi and Olson
1988, Petty and Cacciopo 1983). Bolfing

(1988) indicated that involvement

does affect

consumer selective perception processes.

The next hypothesis suggeststhat commitment will increase as customer involvement with
the serviceprovider also increases.
H3c1:There is an increase in commitment to the service provider following an
increase in customer involvement.
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Some authors mention customer satisfaction and the fulfilment

of consumer goals as the

variables that lead to consumer involvement (Shaffer and Sherrell 1997, Mittal and Lee 1989).
Shaffer and sherrell (1997) examined the association between involvement and satisfaction.
They found that higher levels of customer involvement

were associated with greater

expectations and performance ratings for a service. They conducted research on the health
care industry

analyzing

separately the tangible

(installations)

and intangible

aspects

(physicians' attention) of the service. Their results are valid for the intangible or ambiguous
dimension (physicians' attention). Mittal and Lee (1989) proposed a model to conceptualize
involvement. In such a model, three sets of consumer goals are construed as sources of
involvement,

namely utilitarian,

sign, and hedonic values. The implication

is that the

fulfilment of certain consumer goals is required to generate involvement.

8.2.9. Shared Values and Norms

Some companiesseek a feeling of identity either through advertisement or through special
attention delivered by employees(Cebrzynski 1998). The idea is to create an emotional bond
betweencustomersand the company basedon sharedvalues. Harley Davidson is an example
of a companythat relies on a senseof community (Kiely 1997). According to the director of a
marketing company (Michael Kiely, director of boomerang Integrated Marketing &
Advertising in Sydney, Australia), the best way in which to acquire customer loyalty is by
building a community around the product or service (Kiely 1997).
Morgan and Hunt (1994) define shared values as the extent to which partners have beliefs in
common about what behaviours, goals, and policies

are important

or unimportant,

appropriate or inappropriate, and right or wrong (Morgan and Hunt 1994). They use shared
values as the only concept that is a precursor of both trust and commitment. Dwyer et al.
(1987) also suggest that shared values contribute to the development of commitment and trust.

The following hypotheseswill test both whether commitment and trust increasesas the values
and norms of the consumerare more similar to those of the service provider.
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H3c2: There is an increase in commitment to the service provider following an
increase in shared values and norms of the consumer with the service
provider.
H3d1: There is an increase in trust in the service provider following an increase
in shared values and norms of the consumer with the service provider.

8.2.10. Opportunistic

Behaviour

According to Morgan and Hunt (1994), opportunistic behaviour is a factor able to decrease
in
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other
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when,
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The following hypotheses will test the relationship between trust and opportunistic behaviour.
H3d2: There is a decrease in trust in the service provider following an increase

in opportunistic behaviour.

8.2.11. Customer Satisfaction (First Experience)

Customer satisfaction is an overall evaluation based on the total purchase and consumption
experiencewith a good or service over time (Anderson et al. 1994). This type of satisfaction
can be distinguished from first experiencesatisfaction, which is an immediate post-purchase
evaluative judgment or an affective reaction to most recent (first) experience with the
company (Oliver 1993). First experience satisfaction is the variable where the model
it
is
first
by
Without
the
unlikely
experience
suggested
a
satisfying
present research starts.
that a customercan build trust. A first satisfying experiencemight be the cornerstonefor trust.
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Oliver

(1997) contends that satisfaction encompasses more than one dimension. He

involves
is
that
satisfaction with events
as
satisfaction
understood
what
specifically mentions
that happen during consumption, satisfaction with final outcomes, and satisfaction with the
level of satisfaction received. Based on Oliver's ideas, the present research separates the
concept of satisfaction into three dimensions. First, satisfaction obtained with the product or
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Second,
the
(consumption-based
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satisfaction
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third,
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conceptualization of
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understanding of the process will improve.

The entire process starts when a first satisfied experience in the relationship between a
consumer and a seller takes place. Thus, a satisfactory first experience must precede the
processtoward customer loyalty (Anderson at al. 1994). According to Oliver (1983, p. 418),
"a satisfactorypurchaseexperiencewould appearto be requirement for the type of continued
interest in a product that may lead to repeatpurchase." Thus,
P4: The first positive experience in customer satisfaction precedes the entire
process leading to customer loyalty.
This researchsuggeststhat a first positive experiencein customer satisfaction is a requirement
for the formation of customer loyalty. The way to verify this proposition is by testing the
loyalty
between
to
customer
given a positive
relationship
commitment a service provider and
first experienceof the customer.
114:There is a positive relationship between commitment

to a service provider

and customer loyalty following a positive first experience of customer
satisfaction.
Figure 7.1 shows all the variables and proposed relationships. Overall, customer loyalty
requires relationship commitment.

Trust leads to commitment. After a first satisfactory

experience in the relationship between a consumer and a seller, cognitive and affective
impact
have
(several
The
take
an
variables)
processes
on
place.
outcomes of such processes
either commitment or trust.
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RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

According to Brinberg and Hirshman (1986) there are three different domains in research:
conceptual, methodological, and substantive. The path, i. e., moving from one to another,
depends on the type of research. In the present case, the conceptual domain has priority
because the aim of this research is to suggest a theoretical model. Consequently, the
propositions were developed first in a deductive way. The next step is the selection of the
substantive domain (i. e., the industry sector where the hypotheses are to be tested). For the
purposes of the present research, the service sector is attractive as the substantive domain for
two reasons. First, this sector is growing in importance in the United kingdom. The second
is
the service sector strongly emphasizes consumer satisfaction, which is one of the
reason
variables of the model. Specifically, the international phone call service was selected. Thus,
the hypotheses were suggested to cover this domain. Finally, the methodological domain is
selected at the end to test the hypotheses. The present chapter is going to describe a research
design able to test the hypotheses.

9.1.

Research Design

To test the model of customer loyalty, a survey design was chosen. A survey is to question
people and record their responses for analysis. This type of design is adequate when the
purpose of the study is to generalize from a sample to a population so that inferences can be
made about some behaviour of this population (Creswell 1994). The use of latent variables
will be implemented to find out how the proposed model of customer loyalty fits reality.
A survey design helps in developing constructs for such latent variables through the use of
factor analysis. Additional reasons for the adoption of a survey design are its economy and its
advantage to collect data more easily (Creswell 1994. Cook and Campbell 1976). Even
though the survey is cross-sectional (the survey information is collected at one point in time),
the nature of the questions will allow the collection of consumer's past experiences.

Additionally, the survey design allows the use of structural equation modelling, which is a
technique that tests the hypothesized model of customer loyalty against one or more rival
models derived from the literature. For the purposesof testing the model of customer loyalty
hypothesizedby this research,two rival models are suggestedas the best competing models
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(see figure 2 and 3). In one of them (figure 2), Pritchard's model, the concept of consumer
trust is absent.Pritchard's model will be challengingthe parsimony of the model suggestedby
the presentresearch.The secondrival model (see figure 3), Garbarino's model, suggeststrust
and commitment as outcomes in parallel to customer loyalty. Garbarino's model will be
challenging the relevanceof including trust and commitment as mediating variables.

9.2.

Measurement

This section addressesthe measurementof severalconstructs:customer loyalty, commitment,
trust, satisfaction, choice, risk, familiarity, communication, involvement, sharedvalues, and
opportunistic behaviour. The approachwas to profit from valid researchby using previously
developedscales.However, adaptationhad to be used either becauseof the specificity of the
empirical domain and/or because no appropriate scales were available.To validate the
instrument as a whole, considering the adaptations performed and the grouping of the
particular set of scalesadopted,a pre-testwas implementedusing residentsof Manchesteras a
samplepopulation. The procedurein the developmentof the instrument was as follows.

9.2.1.

Customer Loyalty

Raju (1980) developed a seven-item, seven point Likert-type

summated ratings scale to

measure the degree to which a person reports being loyal to what he or she has been using
rather than trying something new and/or different. The reliability

reported was 70% with a

sample of 105 students. Later, Lichtenstein et al. (1990) suggested a modification of Raju's
scale with only five items. They tried to assessa consumer's general tendency to buy the same
brands over time rather than switching around to try other brands. The reliability reported was
%88. the following three questions were adapted (to reflect the international phone call phone
service) from Lichtenstein et al. (1990):

1

Even though international phone call services are available in a number of options, I
always use the sameone.

If I like a service, I rarely switch from it just to try somethingdifferent.
3 OnceI get usedto a service, I hate to switch.

2
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Two questions were omitted becausethey do not fit the international phone call service
domain (i. e., "I generally buy the samebrands..." "I am likely to continue to buy... ").
Lichtenstein et al. scale was aiming at measuring the behavioural component of loyalty. In
order to incorporate the attitudinal component, two items were adapted from Sirgy et al.
(1991)

Sirgy et al. (1991) developed a three-item, summatedrating scale purported to measurethe
constancy and devotion that a consumer expressesin describing his/her shopping at a
specified store. Their study was composedof 110 adults who had just shoppedin one of two
upscaleclothing stores.The reliability of the scalewas %85 The questionsadaptedfrom Sirgy
et al. (1991) were:
41

am very loyal to my international phone call service.

51

considermy international phone call serviceto be the ideal service.

The third question from the Sirgy et al. scale was not consideredappropriate becauseit looks
for frequencyof purchasein terms of time (i. e., weeks).

9.2.2.

Consumer Trust and Commitment

Most of the existing measuresof trust and commitment focus on specific business- tobusiness situation, and hence, are not directly generalizable to the consumer context
(Moorman, Deshpande,and Zaltman 1993, Gundlach et al. 1995). Exceptions are the work of
Kelley and Davis (1994), who examine consumercommitment to health clubs, and the work
of Garbarinoand Johnson(1999), who examinetrust and commitment to a theatre.
In the case of commitment, the following

questions were adapted from Garbarino and

Johnson (1999).

1I

am proud to a customerof this international phone call service.

2I

feel a senseof belonging to this international phone call service.

41

care about the long-term successof this international phone call service.
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The adaptation of this scale consisted of three aspects. First, the type of service was changed:
from a theatre to international phone call phone service. Second, one question that included
the concept of loyalty ("I am a loyal patron of this theatre") was eliminated. Third, two new
questions were included to reinforce the concept of pride and to add the concept of
Identification. The two new questions were:

feel proud to know that my international phone call service is doing better than the

41

competition.
5I

feel identified with my international phone call service company.

In the caseof trust, the following questionswere adaptedfrom Garbarino and Johnson(1999):
1 This international phone call service can be countedon to produce a good service.
2I

can always trust this serviceto be good.

3

This international phone call service is a reliable one.

4

The quality of the service of this international phone call service is consistently high.

51

am always sure that the outcome of the servicerepresentsa valuable one.

The original scale consisted of seven items. This scale was adapted with the reduction of two
questions and the change of the service domain from a theatre to international phone call
phone service. Regarding the reduction of questions, one question was eliminated because it
was considered to measure customer satisfaction instead of trust ("The performances at this
theatre always meet my expectations"). The second question was eliminated because the
authors (Garbarino and Johnson 1999) recognized that it was not loading strongly on any
construct.

9.2.3.

Product Choice

A scale developed for consideration of alternatives in industrial buying behaviour could be
adaptedto determinewhether the consumerlooks for additional choices. It is not important to
determinewhether there are actually more choices,but whether the consumeris aware of the
number of choicesavailable to him or her. Anderson, Chu, and Weitz (1987) generateda fiveitem, seven-point Likert- like scale measuring the percentageof situations a sales manager
estimates his or her salespeople face in which customers are considering new product
alternatives.The alpha reported was 57%.
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The only adaptation suggested to this scale was the change from industrial buying to
The
international
services.
questionswere:
call
phone
selection
of
consumer
1I
2
3I

know that there are severalpossible alternativesto my presentprovider.
Before I selectedmy actual provider, I knew of severalalternatives.
often know about new possible alternativesto my presentprovider.

4

The international phone call service is a very competitive one.

5

More and more companiesare starting businessin international phone call service.

9.2.4. Product Familiarity

Bloch et at. (1989) developed a two-item, five-point Likert-type summated scale ranging from
little or no knowledge to a great deal of knowledge. The scale measures a consumer's
knowledge of a product in comparison with that of others. The reliability reported was %86
for a test on PCs. Both questions were taken as part of final instrument. However, these
questions only addressed relative knowledge. To complement that scale, other questions
included
from
familiarity
knowledge
were
other sources. The
regarding
and a more specific
questions taken from Bloch et al. (1989) were:

1

Relative to other people, I have a great deal of knowledge of international phone call
services.

2

Relative to most of my friends, I have a great deal of knowledge of international phone
call services.

A five-item, seven-point, Likert-type scale was developed by Murray and Schlacter (1990) to
measure the degree of familiarity a consumer has with shopping for some specified product. A
mean alpha of %82 was reported for the scale, averaging over 15 different products. From this
scale, only one item was taken:

31

am familiar with many options of this service.
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The rest of the questions were excluded because of their reference to repeated buyer
behaviour (i. e., "I have a great deal of experiencein buying a product like... " "I frequently
shop..." etc.) a conceptinappropriatein selectinga international phone call serviceprovider.
Lichtenstein et al. (1990) developed a scale (four-item, seven-point Likert-type) to assessa
consumer's perceived knowledge of brands in a specified product category as well as the
evaluativecriteria. They reported a reliability coefficient of %77 The questionsadaptedto the
international phone call phone service were:
41

have a lot of knowledge about how to select the best option within international phone
call service services.

5I

have a clear idea about which servicecharacteristicsare really important in providing me
with maximum satisfaction.

Two questions were omitted from the original scale. One of the questions was omitted
becauseit was the reversed score of item number five ("I do not have a clear idea about
which service characteristics are really important ones in providing me with maximum
satisfaction"). The second one was omitted because of its reference to repeated buying
behaviour("Pleaserate your level of knowledge of the products you buy").

9.2.5. Perceived Risk

Eroglu and Machleit (1990) developed a four-item, Likert-type scale purported to measurea
consumer's level of perceived risk associatedwith the purchase of some specified product.
They reportedan alpha of 86% for the scale.Only one question was taken from this scale:
1 The decisionto contract this service involves high risk.
Two original questions were not included because of their reference to the complexity of a
product ("This is a technologically complex product" and "The product I was shopping for is
an expensive product"). Another question was not included because of its reference to

experiencepurchasinga product, a concept already consideredin product familiarity ("I don't
have much experiencein purchasingthis product").
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No other scalesthat are able to capturethe nature of the construct were found. Four questions
were developedto complementthe scale.Those questionswere:

21

am concerned about making a mistake in contracting a international phone call service.

3

If I have to switch my international phone call service, I might lose some already earned
benefits.

41
5

think that there is a hidden cost if I switch my international phone call service.
Switching among international phone call servicesinvolves an additional cost in terms of
time and effort.

9.2.6.

Communication

Anderson, Lodish, and Weitz (1987) generated a ten-item, semantic differential scale to
measure communication in a channel relationship. Morgan and Hunt (1994) used a
modification of such a scalewith 4 items. None of them reported reliability of the scales.The
five questionsjust adaptedto fit the international phone call service were:
1 My international phone call provider keepsme informed of new services.
2

My international phone call provider explains to me the characteristicsof the service.

3

The personnelthat work at my international phone call provider company always listen to
my suggestions.

4

If I want to, I can have detailed conversationswith personnelfrom my international phone
call provider regarding my account.

5 As far as I know, my international phone call provider cares about receiving feedback from
its customers.

The other five questionsof the Anderson, Lodish, and Weitz scale were omitted becausethey
were somewhat specific to a business-to business relationship (i. e., "Special incentives
offered to salespeople","Quality of principal's recognition programs", "Evaluation of training
programs...", "Expectations communicatedformally versus informally", and "Involvement in
principal's planning").
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9.2.7.

Customer Involvement

Srinivasan and Ratchford (1991) developed a scale (six-item, seven-point, Likert-type) to
The
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regarding
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measure
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The
the
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cars as
product.
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reflect the international phone call service were:

1I
2

have great interest in international phone call services.
Internationalphone call service is fascinating.

3I

have a compulsive needto know more about international phone call services.

4I

like to make comparisonsabout international phone call services.

51

like to engagein conversationwith friends about international phone call services.

One question was omitted because it was assumed inappropriate for the international phone

call phone service ("I'm crazy about... ").

9.2.8. Shared Values and Norms
Hunt, Wood, and Chonko (1989) used questions regarding corporate ethics. They asked
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five
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suggested
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The five questions were adapted to reflect the ethical behaviour of a company inside the
internationalphone call service industry.
1

In order to succeedin this business,it is not necessaryto compromise one's ethics.

2

In this business,unethical behaviour shouldn't be tolerated.

3
4

In this business,it is not justifiable to engagein unethical advertisement.
It is unethical the way international phone call servicestry to get new customers.

5

It is unethical to call customers from competitors and try to convince them to switch
internationalphone call providers.
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9.2.9. Opportunistic Behaviour

John (1984) developed a five-item, Likert-type scale to measure, among other things, the
degree to which a partner engages in opportunistic behaviour in its relationship. Morgan and
Hunt (1994) used a three-item version of the scale. The three questions adapted to reflect the
international phone call service were:

1

To accomplish its own objectives, my international phone call provider sometimesalters
the consumedminutes in its favour.

2

To accomplish its own objectives, my international phone call provider sometimes
later.
do
doing
them
to
things
promises
without actually

3

My international phone call provider sometimes makes an appearance of service as if it
is
for
but
looking for its own advantage.
the
profitable
were
me,
actually
provider

Two additional questionsdevelopedexclusively for this study were included. Thesequestions
aimed to incorporate the perception that a customer has regarding how much the provider
caresfor him or her. The questionsare:
41

think that my international phone call provider doesnot care about me.

5 My international phone call provider only caresabout my money.

9.2.10. Customer Satisfaction

(consumption based)

Westbrook and Oliver (1981) developed a general (6-item, Likert-type, summatedratings)
scale to measurea consumer's degree of satisfaction with a class he/she recently took. The
authorsreportedan alpha of 92%. The questionsadaptedto reflect the international phone call
servicewere:
1

This is one of the best services I have ever received.

2

This service is exactly what I need.

3 This servicehas developedout as well as I thought it would.
4 This servicehas fulfilled adequatelymy expectations.
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One question was omitted because it did not seem to apply in the context of international
have
A
("I
this
truly
course").
call
enjoyed
second question was moved
phone
service
phone
to the scale of competing satisfaction below ("I am satisfied with my decision to choose this
option").

9.2.11.

Customer Satisfaction (Transaction-Based)

Carman (1990) developed a (5-item, Likert-type) scale to measure the degree to which a
person thinks a service company's employees give attention to customers. The author reported
an alpha of 82% when applied in a placement center. One item was omitted because
international phone call services are covering basically a single need ("Employees of

do

not know what your needs are"). The questions adapted to reflect the international phone call
service were:

1 Employeesfrom my international phone call company give me personal attention.
2

Employeesfrom my international phone call companyknow what they are doing.

3

Employeesfrom my international phone call company never are too busy to respondto
customerrequestspromptly.

4

Employeesfrom my international phone call company are polite.

9.2.12.

Customer Satisfaction (Competing)

A scale measuring satisfaction in reference to competing alternatives was not found in the
literature. The following questionswere developedfor this study:
1 Comparedto the other providers, my international phone call company provides the best
service.

2

Compared to the other providers, my international phone call company has the best
reputation.

3 Comparedto the other providers, my international phone call company provides customers
with the best satisfaction overall.
The following question was adaptedfrom Westbrook and Oliver (1981).
41

am satisfiedwith my decision to choosethis option over all other providers.
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9.3.

Instrument

The instrument is a questionnaire developed from the scales mentioned in the previous
in
data,
To
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collect
section.
all statementsare phrased
positive
the survey were developed. One version phrased all the statementspositively. The second
version phrased about half of the statementspositively, while the other half were reversecoded.Each of the versions was applied randomly to the sample.

9.4.

Sample

9.4.1. Population
Householdsof the United Kingdom are the subjectsof this study. Every householdis a user or
a potential user, of international phone call services.The person inside the household who
makesthe selection of the international service provider representsa consumerwith buying
decision power. It is assumedthat only one person inside each household selectsthe service
provider, even though all the members of the household are potential users of the service.
Becausethe interest of the present researchdeals with a service provided toward a single
household,only one opinion per householdwas taken into consideration.

9.4.2 Sample Size
To ensure test power, a sample size of 260 was the set goal. That number representsan
adequateratio of 20 to 1, with respect to the variables in the survey (Hair et al. 1995).
Consideringa responserate of 10%, a total of 2,600 questionnairesneededto be sent. To be
cautious, 1,400 extra questionnaires were sent. With a total of 4,000, a response rate of only
6.5% was required to reach the goal of 260.

9.4.3. Response Rate

Table 3.1 shows the number of surveys sent city by city and the responserate also by city.
Overall, a responserate of 10.6%, or a total of 418 questionnaires was obtained. Eleven
questionnaireswere eliminated due to either incomplete answers or becausethe respondent
confessednot having experiencewith international service providers. The usable samplewas
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396. This usable sample of 396 was above target, the ratio of 15.2 to 1 with respect to the
for
inside
in
is
the
the
range
statistical analysis (Hair et al.
acceptable
survey still
variables
1995).

A reminder postcard was sent to the whole sampleof 4,000 after three weeks of the original
mailing. Approximately 67% of the responseswere obtained from the original mailing and
33% with the help of the reminder postcard.A test on the dependentvariable customerloyalty
found no significant differencesbetweenthe meanof the early and late respondents.

Regarding the versions, 77.5% of the returned surveys were version a (all statements phrased
in a positive way), while 22.5% were version B (about half of the statements reversed). A test
on the dependent variable, customer loyalty found no statistical difference between the means
of both groups.

The four locations with highest response rates were Feltham (26.2%), Woking (22.6%),
Northwich (22.2%), and Dover (19%).Wilmslow was in this group (22.2%). The five cities
with the highest number of responseswere Birmingham (30), London (26), Manchester(24),
Liverpool (24), and Edinburgh (22). The cities that did not send back any surveys at all were
Gillingham, Halifax, High Wycombe, Ipswich, Watford, Kent, Newcastle, Preston,and Stoke
on Trent, Middlesex, and Brighton
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Table 9.1
ResponseRate
Cities
London
Manchester
Birmingham
Liverpool
Glasgow
Edinburgh
Leeds
Bath
Belfast
Cardiff
Bournemouth
Portsmouth
Plymouth
Aberdeen
Bradford
Bristol
Sheffield
Oxford
Reading
York
Leicester
Woking
Dover
Dartford
Blackpool
Chester
Cheltenham
Cornwall
Epsom
Feltham
Buxton
Gillingham
Gloucester
Lancaster
Guildford
Halifax
High wycombe
Ipswich
Watford
Kent
Macclesfield
Newcastle
Preston
Stoke on trent
Swansea
Wilmslow
Northwich
Middlesex
Brighton
TOTAL

Sent
264
263
261
232
206
202
164
163
158
131
129
116
107
100
99
95
88
83
77
74
73
71
63
60
60
59
58
57
56
45
40
37
31
29
22
22
21
19
18
15
14
14
14
12
11
9
9
7
3
3961

Sent (%)
6.7%
6.6%
6.6%
5.9%
5.2%
5.1%
4.1%
4.1%
4.0%
3.3%
3.3%
2.9%
2.7%
2.5%
2.5%
2.4%
2.2%
2.1%
1.9%
1.9%
1.8%
1.8%
1.6%
1.5%
1.5%
1.5%
1.5%
1.4%
1.4%
1.1%
1.0%
0.9%
0.8%
0.7%
0.6%
0.6%
0.5%
0.5%
0.5%
0.4%
0.4%
0.4%
0.4%
0.3%
0.3%
0.2%
0.2%
0.2%
0.1%

Responses
26
24
30
24
12
22
18
18
8
6
20
14
12
4
14
12
14
16
6
4
6
16
12
8
8
8
4
6
10
12
2
0
4
2
4
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
2
2
2
0
0
418

Responses(%)
6.2%
5.7%
7.2%
5.7%
2.9%
5.3%
4.3%
4.3%
1.9%
1.4%
4.8%
3.3%
2.9%
1.0%
3.3%
2.9%
3.3%
3.8%
1.4%
1.9%
1.4%
3.8%
2.9%
1.9%
1.9%
1.9%
1.0%
1.4%
2.4%
2.9%
0.5%
0.0%
1.0%
0.5%
1.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.5%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.5%
0.5%
0.5%
0.0%
0.0%

ResponseRate
9.8%
9.2%
11.4%
10.4%
5.8%
10.8%
11%
11%
5%
4.6%
15.6%
12%
11.2%
4%
14.2%
12.6%
16%
19.2%
7.8%
10.8%
8.2%
22.6%
19%
13.4%
13.4%
13.6%
6.8%
10.6%
17.8%
26.6%
5%
0.0%
13%
6.8%
18.2%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
14.2%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
18.2%
22.2%
22.2%
0.0%
0.0%
10.6%
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9.4.4. Sample Characteristics

Table 9.2 shows the demographic aspectsof the respondents.The sample was representative
of the United Kingdom population, except for a certain bias toward the existenceof retired
people (probably the ones with more sparetime to answerthe survey). The demographicsof
the sample were as follows. The gender was 52.3% male and 47.7% female. Regarding
marital states, 60.7% were married, 23.0% single, 8.2% widowed, and 8.1% divorced or
separated.The median number of members in the household was 2. The median number of
relatives outside the city was 6. Regarding age, 38.1% of the sample were over 50 years of
age,23.9% in the agerange of 21-30,22.8% in the agerangeof 31-40,14.2% in the agerange
of 41-50, and the remaining 1.0% were lessthan 20 yearsold.
The ethnic background was predominantly white (75.5% of the sample). The highest minority
was Caribbean (13.3%), Asian origin was represented with 7.1% of the sample, Black African
was 2.6%, and other ethnic origin was 1.5%. Most of the sample was born in the U. K
(89.7%). Other nationalities were represented only by 10.3% of the sample, with no other
country having more than 2%. Regarding occupation, the predominant percentage of the
sample was that of retired people (25.0%). Probably the length of the survey discouraged
some employed people to answer it. Among the employed respondents, managers/owners
were

represented

with

financial/accounting/banking

7.8%

of

the

sample,

education

related

7.2%,

7.2%, engineering/technician 6.1, health related 5.6%, students

5.6%, and several others (under 5% each) 35.5%. Because of the high participation of retired
people, a mean analysis on the dependent variable, customer loyalty was conducted. The test
found no significant no differences between the mean of retired people and all other
occupations.

The annual household income with highest representativity in the sample was the range
£30,000 to £40,000 (17.9%). Other ranges were as follows. The low-income range (under
£10,000) represented13.6% of the sample, The income range of £10,000 to £20,000 was
10.3%. The income range of £20,000-£30,000 came in at 12.5%. The income range of
£40,000-£50,000represented 11.4% of the sample. The income range of £50,000-£60,000
was 7.1%. The income range of £60,000-£70,000 represented 4.9% of the sample. The
income range of £70,000-£80,000 came in at 9.8%. Finally, 12.5% of the sample reported an
income above £80,000.
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Table 9.2
Sample Characteristics (N=418
Variable and Category
Gender
Marital status

Membersin house

Membersoutside city

Age Range

Ethnic background

Country of birth
Occupation

Income

Male
Female
Married
Single
Widow
Divorced
Separated
1

Percent
52.3%
47.7%
60.7%
23.0%
8.2%
7.7%
0.5%
20.3%

2

31.3%

3
4
5
6
7
None
1-5
6-10
11-15
16-20
Over 20
Under 20
21-30
31-40
41-50
Over 50
white
Black African
Asian
Caribbean
Other
U.k.
Others(under 2% each)
Retired
Owner/managerial
Education related
Financial/Accounting/Banking
Engineering/Technician
Health related
Student
Others (under 5% each)
Under £10,000
£10,000420,000
£20,001-00,000
£30,001440,000
£40,001450,000
£50,001-£60,000
£60,001-£70,000
£70,001-£80,000
£80,001-£90,000
over £90,000

20.8%
16.7%
6.3%
3.6%
1.0%
15.1%
34.3%
22.9%
7.2%
6.0%
14.5%
1.0%
23.9%
22.8%
14.2%
38.1%
75.5%
2.6%
7.1%
13.3%
1.5%
89.7%
10.3%
25.0%
7.8%
7.2%
7.2%
6.1%
5.6%
5.6%
35.5%
13.6%
10.3%
12.5%
17.9%
11.4%
7.1%
4.9%
9.8%
2.2%
10.3%
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9.4.5 Service

The most popular international

service provider in the sample was BT. It was reported as the

current provider by 50.8% of the sample. Second place corresponded to NTL(19.0% of the
sample). One Tel had 9.2%, Cable and Wireless 3.1%, and other providers shared the
remaining 17.9%. regarding the amount of time with the current provider, 21.5% of the
sample has stayed one year or less, 12.4% of the sample has stayed between one and two
years, 7.7% has stayed between two and three years, 3.8% has stayed between three and four
years, 6.2% has stayed between 4 and 5 years, 8.6% has stayed between 5 and 10 years, and
39.7% has stayed more than 10 years with the current provider.

The average number of international minutes in the previous month was 213, with 90
minutes being the median value, and 200 the mode. Regarding the usage of additional
services,3.1% of the sample reported the usageof favorite numbers, 7.3% reported the usage
of internet discounts,3.6% reported the usageof Vouchers, 2.1%reportedthe usageof special
rates at special times, and 3.0% reported the usageof several other services (under 1% each)
such as 800 service, free credit card membership,and a points reward system.
About half of the sample (50.7%) had never switched providers. Some, 39.0% had switched
only once, and 10.3% had switched more than once. Among the reasonsto switch, price/cost
was the most common (49.1% of the time), but other important reasons were: looking for
better service/bad previous service (12.1%), change of address (8.3%), bonus to sign
in/promotion (6.5%), salesperson'sskills (5.6%), disagreementwith a certain policy (4.6%),
and other reasons(13.8%).
The use of pre-paid international call cards was reported by 15.3% of the sample.Among the
card users,44.4% of the sample did not care which card was used. They normally used the
least expensivecard, 33.3% used BT cards, 11.1% used NTL1 cards, and 11.2% used other
cards.
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9.5. Methods of Analysis

Two methods of analysis are considered: regression analysis and structural equation
modelling. Both are required to test the validity of the model suggested.Regressionanalysis
is a statistical technique that can be used to analyse the relationship between a single
dependentvariable and one or more predictor variables. In this particular case, regression
is
loyalty)
dependent
(customer
helps
determine
the
the
variable
of
variance
analysis
whether
being explainedby the predictors suggestedin the model. A high coefficient of determination
implies a good explanation. There are some limitations in regression analysis that avoid its
employment as the only tool of analysis. One is the problem of multicolinearity. Whenever
independent
impact
the
the
of
correlated,
separated
of each one over the
some
variables are
dependentvariable is affected. A second problem is that regression analysis considers all
predictor variables as independent.But in the case of the model proposed, some predictor
variables depend on others. For instance, Commitment is hypothesised to be dependent
on Trust, and Trust to be dependenton Consumption Satisfaction. Although some indirect
effects can be analyzed,regressionanalysiscannot handle a complex model. For that reasonit
is important to complementthe analysiswith a secondmethod: structural equationmodelling.
Structural equation modelling using EQS provides help in determining path relationships.
EQS also helps in deciding whether the model of customerloyalty suggestedby this research
fits the reality better than rival models derived from literature. The different measuresof
goodnessof fit provided by EQS indicate the likelihood that the variables relate in the
suggestedmanner. In other words, it will provide evidencethat the structure approximatesto
the correct structure. In summary, regression analysis will provide indication about the
strength that the model possessesin predicting loyalty, while structural equation modelling
will provide indication whether the variablesare placed in the correct sequence.
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Results and
Discussion
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Four analyseswere conducted with the data. First, factor analysis served to verify that every
question representedpart of its hypothesized scale. After conducting a confirmatory factor
analysis, the scales were validated. Then, following the factor loadings, thirteen constructs
were formed adding the correspondingitems. Second,a correlation analysis servedto observe
the existence of relations between pairs of constructs hypothesized to be related. Resulted
showed strong correlation coefficients (significant at the .01 level) in all predicted pairs with
the exception of two: risk-commitment (significant only at the 05 level) and choice.
commitment (not significant at all).

This regressionanalysis served to show the ability of the predictor variables to explain the
variance of the dependentvariable (customer loyalty). The R2 of .300 calculated using only
commitment, reinforces the idea that commitment is a good predictor of loyalty. However, it
would not be valid to reach conclusions based on a single statistic, which is why a fourth
analysis was conducted. Structural equation modeling, using EQS for windows servedto test
the hypotheses.Sevenof the hypotheseswere supported.A tested model was then developed
through the elimination of the non-supportedpaths. Structural equation modeling also served
to comparethe testedmodel againsttwo rival models. The combined results of goodnessof fit
and tests of statistical significance showed a superiority of the tested model over the rival
models.

10.1.

Factor Analysis

A confirmatory factor analysis was conductedusing the data. The analysis was performed in
two groups. The first group consisted of the proposed items of the core variables: loyalty,
commitment, trust, consumption-based satisfaction, transaction-based satisfaction, and
competition-based satisfaction. The second grouped the proposed items of the secondary
variables: familiarity, choice, risk, involvement, shared values, communication, and
opportunistic behaviour. The maximum likelihood method for both construct groups was
applied to conduct the confirmatory factor analysis. This type of method is appropriate when
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the objective is to identify the constructshidden in the original variables (Hair et al., 1995).
It was hypothesizedthat the 62 items should load in 13 different factors.
Previous to the factor analysis, some tests were conducted to verify the adequacy of the
factor
(Hair
1995).
All
to
that
them
use
a
sample
was
ready
suggested
et al.,
of
sample
analysis. - The Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin

for
adequacy
groups one and two
of
sampling
measure

by
Hair
0.5
937
776,
target
the
et al.,
of
suggested
minimum
was, respectively, .
above
and .
(1995). Bartlett's Test of Sphericity provided a Chi-Square of 4515.67 and 3054.006 for
level.
The
is
001
the
two,
significant
at
one
and
which
statistically
respectively,
groups
.
Goodness-of-Fit Test provided a Chi-Square of 612.78 and 512.69 for groups one and two
respectively, which were also statistically significant at the .001 level.

Factor analysis with SPSSfor Windows (version 10) using the maximum likelihood method
for the first group produced four factors with Eigenvalues above the threshold value of one
(see table 10.1). The twelve satisfaction items composedone of the factors. This result was
somewhatexpected,becausethose twelve items are supposedto reflect different dimensions
of satisfaction.To be more specific, (the model assumesthat the three satisfaction constructs
further
has
together
trust
their
treatment
no effect on
or separated
are an antecedentof
and
justification
in
factors.
The
factor
instructed
to
to
split
six
analysis)
separatesix
analysis was
factors when the Eigenvaluessuggestonly four is basedon the confirmatory nature of the test.
Satisfaction was conceived as formed by three separatedentities, although the existenceof a
high correlation among them is not surprising (see chapter eight). Only results with the six
factors will be shown (seetable 10.3).
Table 10.1

Factor Analysis - Six Highest Eigenvaluesof the Core Variables
Factor

Eigenvalues

1
2
3
4
5
6

13.560
2.502
1.592
1.304
986
.
859
.

% of Variance

50.224
9.268
5.895
4.830
3.654
3.181

Cumulative %

50.224
59.492
65.386
70.216
73.870
77.051
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Table 10.2 shows the eight highest Eigenvaluesfor the secondgroup of variables. In this case
the maximum likelihood method produced seven factors with Eigenvalues over one, exactly
the seventhat were hypothesized.The sevenfactors are shown in table 10.4.

Table 10.2
.

Factor Analysis - Eight Highest Eigenvaluesof the Moderating Variables
Factor
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Eigenvalues
6.883
3.730
3.618
2.218
1.871
1.501
1.358
997
.

% of Variance
19.665
10.658
10.338
6.338
5.346
4.290
3.880
2.792

Cumulative %
19.665
30.324
40.662
47.000
52.345
56.635
60.515
63.307

Table 10.3 and 10.4 show the factor loadings and reliabilities for both groups after a Varimax
rotation. Varimax rotation was selectedbecauseit is referred to as a very successfultool in
facilitating the interpretation of the factor matrix (Hair et al. 1995). In table 10.3 all items
correspondedto their hypothesizedconstructswith one exception: loyalty5. This item loaded
strongly within the commitment construct. After reviewing the text (I consider my
international Phone call to be the ideal carrier), it was decidedto move the item from loyalty
to commitment, basically to avoid bias during the regression analysis. For organizational
purposes,the item loyalty5 was renamedas commitment6. In table 10.3, all Cronbachalphas
are over .8 above the threshold score of .7 recommendedby Nunnally (1978) as a minimum
score for testing purposes.Furthermore,all loadings are over .48. Results in table 10.3 clearly
validate the scalesand allow the formation of constructsby adding the correspondingitems.
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Table 10.3
Factor Analysis - Core Variables
Construct
Loyalty

Commitment

Item
Loyalty l
Loyalty2
Loyalty3
Loyalty4
Commitmentl
Commitment2
Commitment3
Commitment4
Commitment5

Trust

Consumption Satisfaction

Transaction Satisfaction

Competition Satisfaction

Commitment6
Trustl
Trust2
Trust3
Trust4
Trusts
Cons. Satisl
Cons. Satis2
Cons. Satis3
Cons. Satis4
Tran. Satisl
Tran. Satis2
Tran. Satis3
Tran. Satis4
Comp. Satisl
Comp. Satis2
Comp. Satis3
Comp. Satis4

Factor Loading
694
.
728
.
772
.
481
.
772
.
760
.
662
.838

Alpha
8135
.

9387
.

.
819
.

558
.
732
.
778
.
689
.
708
.
491
.
498
.
675
.
506
.
643
.
578
.
612
.
666
.
533
.
713
.
679
.
692
.
706
.

9296
.

9188
.

8299
.

9179
.

The only problem observed in table 10.4 is with the construct choice. The rest of the
is
The
6227
higher.
the
choice
one
of
reliability
of
and
are
reliabilities
approximately .7 or
.
items, choice5, has a loading of 148. It was decided to retain this item for three reasons. First,
.
the concept of the item clearly belongs to the construct (More and more companies are
business
in international
starting

during
Second,
a pre-test of the survey, this
service).

particular item loaded correctly in the construct. Third, it is preferable to maintain the validity
of the construct even though the reliability is somewhat deteriorated. Results in table 10.4
validate the seven scales hypothesized in chapter III.
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Table 10.4
Factor Analysis - Moderating Variables
Construct
Familiarity

Item
Familiarity!
Familiarity2

Choice

Familiarity3
Familiarity4
Familiarity5
Choicel
Choice2
Choice3
Choice4
Choice5

Risk

Involvement

Riskl
Risk2
Risk3
Risk4
Risk5
Involvement!

Sharedvalues

Involvement2
Involvement3
Involvement4
Involvements
Shared!
Shared2
Shared3
Shared4
Shared5

Communication

Communication!

Communication2
Communication3
Communication4
Communication5
Opportunistic Behaviour

Opportunisticl
Opportunistic2
Opportunistic3
Opportunistic4
Opportunistic5

Factor Loading
893
.
.

877

712
.
691
.
636
.
606
.
508
.
434
.
314
.
.

Alpha
8860
.

6277
.

148

469
.
431
.
532
.
661
.
559
.
595
.

747
.
847
.
630
.
724
.
692
.
830
.
820
.
635
.
467
.

6998
.

8441
.

8601
.

407
.

8168
.

651
.
476
.
777
.
528
.
613
.

8059
.

476
.
659
.
767
.
591
.
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Although tables 10.3 and 10.4 show a clear separationof the factors according to the scales
previously hypothesized,an additional test was performed to verify that all of them belong to
separateconstructs.The test consistedof two regressionanalyseshaving the construct Loyalty
as the dependentvariable and all the rest of the constructs as independent variables (the
constructs were formed by adding the items of each factor according to tables 10.3 and 10.4).
one of the regression analyses was executed using the stepwise method as a basis of
comparison and the secondusing the enter method. The basic idea of the test is to observethe
existence of a significant increase in R2 from one method to the other. If such an increase
exists, it will show the presence of multicolinearity and it will create the suspicion that
perhaps the variables are not separateconstructs.Table 10.5 shows the results of this test.
Table 10.5
Regression Analysis - Multicolinearity Test
Dependent
Predictor
Variable
Variable
B

Loyaltya

Loyalty

(Constant)
Commitment
Involvement
Trust

12.099
291
.
245
-.
192
.

(Constant)
Commitment
Trust
Opportunistic
Choice
Familiarity
Risk
Communication
Involvement
SharedValues
Consumption Sat.
TransactionSat.
Competition Sat.

14.615
282
.
214
.
069
-.
027
.
094
-.
103
.
044
-.
220
-.
047
-.
127
.
068
-.
087
-.

a Method: Forward Stepwise
b Method: Enter

Std. Bt

462
.
280
.
212
.
447
.
238
.
081
-.
021
.
105
-.
104
.
046
-.
251
-.
058
-.
121
.
054
-.
076
-.

Sig.

7.865
5.680
-4.688
2.644
3.934
4.687
2.552
972
-.
313
.
-1.528
1.635
490
-.
-3.676
764
-.
1.078
546
-.
733
-.

000***
.
000***
.
000***
.
009***
.
000***
.
000***
.
012*
.
333
.
755
.
129
.
104
.
605
.
000*
.
446
.
283
.
586
.
464
.

RZ(Model)

.3

431
.

*** significant at the 001 level
.
** significant at the 01 level
.
* significant at the 05 level
.
Observing table 10.5 it can be noticed that the increasein R2 from one method (stepwise)to
the other (enter) is 031. The small amount guaranteesthat the constructs are not representing
.
the samephenomena.In other words, table 10.5 reinforcesthe validity of the selectedscales.
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10.2.

Correlation Analysis

Summated scales were created with the results provided by the factor analysis (following
tables 10.3 and 10.4). The scales were then used to run a correlation analysis. Table 10.6
high
A
the
correlation
coefficients.
number of statistically significant correlationswere
shows
found. The objective of the correlation analysis was to observe the existence of relations
between pairs of constructs hypothesizedto be related. According to the model proposed,a
between
the pairs of constructs marked with
correlation
significant
coefficient was expected
bolded fonts in table 10.6. results show strong correlation coefficients (significant at the 01
.
level) in all predicted pairs with the exception of two: risk-commitment (significant only at
the .05 level) and choice-commitment (non significant at all). The results indicate the general
feasibility of the model proposedand generatethe suspicion that perhaps risk and choice are
in
the developmentof customerloyalty.
working
not
Additionally,

it was expected that some of the highest values were those correlation

coefficients that are core to the model. Results supported this expectation. The correlation
coefficients that are core to the model are loyalty-commitment .548, commitment-trust .493,
trust-consumption-basedsatisfaction 674, trust-transaction-basedsatisfaction .614, and trust.
competition-basedsatisfaction .653.
Table 10.6
Correlation Coefficients
Loyalty
Commit. Trust
Loyalty
1.000
Commit. 548***
1.000
.
Trust 493***
683***
1.000
.
.
Opportun. -.371*** -. 555***
525***
-.
Choice
103
133
262***
.
.
.
Familiar.
016
247***
218**
-.
.
.
Risk
154*
143*
018
.
.
.
Commun. 273***
577***
541***
.
.
.
Involv.
150*
237**
163*
-.
.
.
Sharedv.
128 425***
387***
.
.
.
Cons. sat. 394***
668***
674***
.
.
.
Trans. sat. 285***
547***
614***
.
.
.
Comp. sat. 360***
653***
593***
.
.
.
Hypothesized relationshipsare bolded

Opport.

Choice

Famil.

1.000
068
-.
105
-.
156*
.
513***
-.
017
-.
480***
-.
541***
-.
450***
-.
509***
-.

1.000
299***
.
156*
-.
153*
.
130
-.
034
.
227**
.
185**
.
280***
.

1.000
174*
-.
247***
.
209**
.
136
.
315***
.
179*
.
277***
.

Risk

1.000
009
-.
083
.
001
.
033
-.
037
-.
026
-.

* Correlation is significant at the 001 level.
.
** Correlation is significant at the 001 level.
.
* Correlation is significant at the 005 level.
.
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Table 10.6 continued

Correlation Coefficients
Commun. Involv.
Loyalty
Commit.
Trust
"
Opportun.
Choice
Familiar.
Risk
Commun.
1.000
Involv.
182*
1.000
.
Sharedv. 545***
307***
.
.
Cons. sat. 656***
211**
.
.
Trans. sat. 688***
227***
.
.
Comp. sat. 568***
077
.
.

Sharedv.

Cons. sat. Trans. sat. Comp. sat.

1.000
444***
.
366***
.
361***
.

1.000
702***
.
775***
.

Hypothesized relationships are bolded
*** Correlation is significant at the 001 level.
.
* *. Correlation is significant at the 001 level.
.
* Correlation is significant at the 005 level.
.

10.3.

1.000
679***
.

1.000

Regression Analysis

separate
Three
analyses were performed using customer loyalty, relationship commitment,
and consumertrust as dependentvariables. Table 10.7 shows the analyses that include the
hypothesized
by the model. The method used was Enter. The justification for the
predictors
use of this method is that all constructsare supposedto impact their correspondingdependent
variable and the use of the Enter method (inclusion of all the variables as predictors) allows
the observationof what is happeningwith eachone of them.
The first analysis,having loyalty as the dependentvariable has an adjusted R2 of 297 with the
.
predictor commitment. The high statistical significance of this relationship (at the .001 level)
justifies the idea that commitment is directly related to loyalty as was expressedpreviously by
several authors (Morgan and Hunt 1994, Jacoby and Kyner 1973, Pritchard, Havitz, and
Howard 1999). Morgan and Hunt (1994) suggested the linkage commitment-loyalty in
business-to-businessexchanges. It seems, after observing table 10.7 that it also holds in
consumer-provider exchanges. Jacoby and Kyner (1973) suggested that the existence of
commitment differentiates repurchase behaviour from loyalty. The significance of the
regression commitment-loyalty (it is important to remember that in the formation of the
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loyalty,
"
loyalty,
in
"true
to
some attitudinal elementswere
attempting
represent
constructs
included) seemsto confirm the researchof Jacoby and Kyner (1973). Pritchard, Havitz, and
Howard (1999) have been the main defenders of the commitment-loyalty linkage, and the
different
in
justify
10.7
though
they
table
to
their
used
a
even
presented
efforts,
seem
results
is
link
Table
10.7
that
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commitment-loyalty
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shows
conceptualization of commitment.
loyalty.
both
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commitment
and
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constructs:
enhancedconceptualizationof
valid
The second analysis, having commitment as the dependentvariable, finds four significant
is
familiarity,
523.
The
R2
trust,
this
adjusted
of
model
risk, and sharedvalues.
predictors:
.
Even though it was expectedthat all predictors were significant, two of them fail to contribute
in a significant way to explain the dependentvariable commitment. They are: choice and
involvement. Their small contribution might suggest that the formation of commitment is
independent of the number of alternativesthe consumershave or the level of involvement the
in
ideas
10.7
Regarding
to
table
the
the
seem
confirm
engage.
of
choice,
results
consumers
Bagozzi (1995). This author, in a debate with Sheth and Parvatiyar (1995) claimed that
brand,
but
finding
be
trustable
a
not a motive to
reduction of choices could
a consequenceof
high
level
in
Another
test
the
this
existence
of
a
of
was
expectedresult
produce commitment.
10.7
Table
trust
corroborates this expectation.
significance of
as a predictor of commitment.
Trust is the predictor with the highest level of significance, standardized coefficient, and
(Achrol
1991,
R2.
by
idea,
this
toward
the
several
authors
shared
result points
partial
Moorman, Zaltman, and Deshpande 1992, Morgan and Hunt 1994), that trust is a major
determinant of relationship commitment.
The third analysis,having trust as the dependentvariable, finds four significant predictors: the
three satisfaction constructs, plus opportunistic behaviour. The adjusted RZ of this model is
516. The hypothesizedpredictors that fail to be significant are sharedvalues, familiarity, and
.
depends
level
This
implies
formation
trust
the
that
the
only
on
of
of
communication.
satisfaction and the feeling that the provider is not taking advantageof the consumers.
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Consumers might not need to have common values with the providers, or know a lot about
them, or even interact very often with the providers to trust them. The fact that the three types
idea
(Anderson
builds
the
trust
on
of
some
scholars
of satisfaction are significant predictors of
leading
1994,
Oliver
1983)
'
to customer
the
that
entire
process
satisfaction precedes
et al.
loyalty.

Morgan and Hunt (1994) proposed opportunistic behaviour as a factor that works

in
in
business-to-business
The
the
trust
and
negative
sign
significance
a
exchange.
against
table 10.7 of opportunistic behaviour confirm that this also holds true in consumer-provider
exchanges.

The high amount of the R2 in all three of the models, and the fact that the core predictors
hypothesized, namely commitment to loyalty, trust to commitment, and satisfaction (the three
is
believe
to
the
theoretical
trust,
that
them)
to
proposed
model
are
significant,
gives reason
of
hypotheses
because
is
Still,
to
test
the
reality.
not
conclusive
regressionanalysis
resembling
the method is unable to test the whole model. The observationof R2 levels helps to understand
which are the significant predictors of selecteddependentvariables, but regression analysis
does this in isolation, meaning that the method is not considering the impact of all the
four
instance,
For
tell
that
there
significant
are
simultaneously.
regression can
variables
but
it
does
familiarity,
(trust,
to
not consider
values),
commitment
risk and shared
predictors
the predictors of trust that could potentially modify the relationships. That is the reasonwhy
hypotheses.
Structural
is
test
the
to
equation
structural
modeling required as a complement
equation modeling teststhe feasibility of all the relationshipsto exist simultaneously.
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Table 10.7
Regression Analysis - Proposed Model

Predictor
Dependent
Variable
B
Variable
(Constant)
12.185
Loyalty
Commitment
345
.
Commitment (Constant)
-8.619
Trust
872
.
Choice
106
-.
Familiarity
184
.
Risk
217
.
Involvement
034
.
SharedValues
227
.
(Constant)
13.445
Trust
Cons Satisfac.
309
.
Tran. Satisfac.
259
.
Comp. satisfac.
272
.
Opportunistic
179
-.
SharedValues
032
-.
Familiarity
024
.
Communication
031
.
Method: Enter
*** significant at the .001 level
significant at the .01 level
* significant at the 05 level
.
a Adjusted R2=. 297, F= 83.206,p =. 000
b Adjusted R2=. 523, F= 33.646, p =. 000
c Adjusted R2=. 516, F= 28.305, p =. 000

Std. B
548
.
610
.
052
-.
131
.
139
.
025
.
178
.
266
.
185
.
212
.
186
-.
036
-.
025
.
029
.

t
11.575
9.122
-2.056
10.649
881
-.
2.223
2.624
440
.
3.163
4.453
2.772
2.177
2.428
-2.783
588
-.
446
.
353
.

Sig.
000***
.
000***
.
041*
.
000***
.
380
.
027*
.
009**
.
661
.
002**
.
000***
.
006**
.
031*
.
016*
.
006* *
.
578
.
656
.
724
.

w
(Partial)
300
.
471
.
002
.
021
.
015
.
003
.
027
.
451
.
039
.
022
.
021
.
001
.
001
.
000
.

R
(Model)
3008
.
539b
.

535°
.

A final regressiontest was conductedto comparethe strength of the relationship betweenthe
is
One
loyalty.
the
the
satisfaction
claims of
present research the
constructs and
of
three
it
is
find
lower
is
form
loyalty.
Thus,
R2
that
to
to
satisfaction
expected
a
not
enough
concept
found
loyalty
R2
to
than
the
regressing
satisfaction
when regression commitment to
when
loyalty (according to table 10.7, the R2 between commitment and loyalty is .300). Table 10.8
dependent
loyalty
having
the
results
of
a regressionanalysis
as
variable and the three
shows
in
is
independent
The
R2
162
this
constructs
case
as
and
only
one
of
variables.
satisfaction
.
is
is
R2
by
level.
The
05
constructs
the
produced
almost
significant at
commitment
three
.
twice the R2 produced by satisfaction. This result corroborates the expectation of the
importance of having mediating variables.
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Table 10.8
Regression Analysis - Basic Model Satisfaction to Loyalty

Dependent
Variable
Loyalty

Predictor
Variable
(Constant)
Cons Satisfac.
Tran. Satisfac.
COMMsatisfac.

Method: Enter
*** significant at the 001 level
.
** significant at the 01 level
.

B
12.358
306
.
019
-.
166
.

Std. B
292
.
015
-.
144
.

t
7.147
2.581
155
-.
1.300

Sig.
000***
.
011*
.
877
.
195
.

wR
(Partial)
154
.
000
.
008
.

(Model)
162a
.

* significant at the 05 level
.

8Adjusted RZ= 149, F= 12.168,p= 000
.
.

10.4.

Structural Equation Modeling

Structural equationmodeling is conductedto test the severalpaths hypothesizedin the model.
It also compares the model against two rival models. Structural equation modeling was
hypotheses
because
it
is
to
flexible
test
the
as
a
more
comprehensive
recognized
and
selected
design
to
research
and data analysis than any other single statistical model in
approach .
by
use
social and behavioural researchers(Hoyle 1995). The superiority of structural
standard
is
its
include
based
to
techniques
modelling
over
other statistical
on
ability
several
equation
latent
in
and
variables
simultaneously
predicted paths. Although the method cannot
observed
test causality, structural equation modelling can provide necessary(not sufficient) evidencein
that direction.
Table '10.9 showsthe significance of the paths and the goodnessof fit of the proposedmodel.
EQS for Windows Version 5.7 was employed in the construction of all tables in this section.
Figure 6 showsthe proposedmodel (derived from figure 1).
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Table 10.9
Proposed Model
ProposedModel
Standard
t-value
estimates
632
7.38***
.
9.09***
673
.

Parameter

H

Commitment to Loyalty
Trust to Commitment

H1
H2

Choice to Commitment
Familiarity to Commitment

H3a1
058
H3a2 -.
126
.

Risk to Commitment

Familiarity to Trust
Communication to Trust
Involvement to Commitment
Shared Values to Commitment

Shared Values to Trust
Opportunistic B. to Trust

Hab1

Goodnessof fit
Chi-Square
Degrees Of Freedom
H. Chi-Square/df
IndependenceChi-Square
Gentler-Bonett Index (NFI)
Non-Normal Index
Comparative Fit Index (CFI)
LISREL GFI
LISREL AGFI
RMSEA

3.00***

015
H3b
.
b
029
Ha -.
042
H3 i .
d
150

283
.
560
-.
783
.

046
H3d2 .
191

880
.

.

H4

Consumption Sat. to Trust
Transaction Sat. to Trust
Competition Sat. to Trust

.

162

-1.10
2.34*

H4
H4

-.

304
.
240
.
232
.
967.59
300
3.225
3674.872
0.737
0.768
0.793
0.685
0.619
0.115

2.77**
-3.6*

3.36***
3.09***
2.63**
p-value
<.001

Tests of statistical significance
R2 for Loyalty
R2 for Commitment

R2 for Trust
* significant at the 05 level
.
** significant at the 01 level
.

399
.

535
.
533
.

*** significant at the 001 level
.
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I

Figure

6: Proposed Path Model
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10.5. ' Overall Fit Measures
In general, the goodnessof fit of the proposedmodel falls short of the standardsindicating a
GFI=.
685,
fit.
CFI=.
793,
737,
The
is
NFI=.
Chi-Square
967.59,
model
and
good
RSMEA=. 115. It is normally agreed that a good model should have a Chi-Square close
to zero, NFI, CFI, and GFI above 9, and RMSEA below . 10 (Hoyle 1995). Additionally,
.
familiarity
found
be
to trust,
the
to
to
of
paths
are
some
non-significant: choice commitment,
communication to trust, involvement to commitment, and sharedvalues to trust. These nonsignificant paths work againstthe goodnessof fit indexes.
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With the purpose of identifying an improved model a-posteriori, the non-significant paths
Figure
fit
improves
7
"Tested
Model".
The
taken
this
away.
shows
goodness
of
were
in
between
10.10
Table
the
tested
the proposed
shows
a
comparison
model.
considerably
has
level
05
The
the
tested
tested
the
and
all
paths
significant
at
and
model.
model
model
.
Chi-Square is 635.17, NFI=. 810, CFI=.861, GFI=.759, and RMSEA=. 104. All of them are
is
by
(1995).
The
is
Hoyle
to
the
tested
the
that
close
standards
model
one
suggested
very
be
to
comparedagainstthe rival models.
going
Figure 7: Tested Path Model

Consumption
Satisfaction

Familiarity

Risk

309
.
.

Transaction
Satisfaction

221
.

Consumer
Trust

237
.
Competition
Satisfaction

-. 186
Opportunistic
Behaviour

660
.

122

.

177

Relationship
Commitment

.

626
.

Customer
Loyalty

173

Shared
Values

Chi-S uare=635.47, NFI=. 810, CFI=. 861, GFI=. 759, RMSEA=. 104
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Table 10.10
Proposed Versus Tested Model
Parameter

H

Proposed Model
Standard
t-value

Tested Model
Standard
t-value

estimates

estimates

632
.
673
.

Commitmentto Loyalty
Trust to Commitment

H1
H2

Choiceto Commitment
Familiarity to Commitment
Risk to Commitment

H3a1
058
H 3,,2 -.
126
.
162
.
Hab
015

Familiarity to Trust

Communicationto Trust
Involvement to Commitment

H3b2
b

Ha

.

029
-.
042
.

150
SharedValues to Commitment H3a
.
046
SharedValues to Trust
H3d2 .
191
OpportunisticB. to Trust
-.
H4
304
H4
ConsumptionSat. to Trust
.
240
H4
TransactionSat. to Trust
.
232
Competition Sat. to Trust
.

7.38***
9.09***
-1.10
2.34*
3.00***
283
.

626
.
660
.

7.27***
8.82***

122
.
177
.

2.22*
3.18***

173

3.11***

186
-.

***
-3.5

309
.
221
.
237
.

3.36***
2.80**
2.66**

560
-.
783
.

2.77**
880
.
-3.6***
3.36***
3.09***
2.63**

.

Other
Communic.to Commitment
Opportunistic to Commit.
Consumption Sat. to Loy.

ConsumptionSat. to Comm.
ConsumptionSat, to Trust
Goodnessof fit
Chi-Square
Degreesof Freedom
H. Chi-Square/df
IndependenceChi-Square
Bentler-BonettIndex (NFI)
Non-Normal Index
ComparativeFit Index (CFI)
LISREL GFI
LISREL AGFI
RMSEA

967.59
300
3.225
3674.872
0.737
0.768
0.793
0.685
0.619
0.115

Tests of statistical significance
R2 for Loyalty
R2 for Commitment

R2 for Trust

* significant at 05
.
** significant at 01
. 001

399
.
535
.
533
.

p-value
<.001

635.17
231
2.74
3341.04
0.810
0.843
0.861
0.759
0.701
0.104

p-value
<.001

392
.

512
.
517
.

* significant at
.
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10.6.Test of the Hypotheses

The first hypothesisindicates a path that goes from commitment to loyalty. The standardized
for
for
level
is
(see
10.10
632,
001
the proposed
this
the
table
path .
coefficient
significant at
.
The
for
R2
loyalty
direct
These
is
399
results
strong
as
a
predictor.
model).
with
commitment
.
key
is
hypothesis
be
is
It
that
that
predictor
commitment a
suggest
one supported. can claimed
loyalty.
of customer
The secondhypothesisindicates a path that goesfrom trust to commitment. The standardized
for
this path is 673, significant at the 001 level. The R2 for commitment is .535
coefficient
.
.
for
is
Even
trust
the
trust
though
as
one
of
other
predictors
commitment
predictors.
exist,
with
the main predictor according to table 10.7 where trust was the most significant of the
(highest
beta,
R2).
The
t-value,
combined results suggestthat
standard
partial
and
predictors
hypothesis two is supported.It can be concludedthat consumertrust is a key antecedentin the
formation of commitment.

Hypothesis three refers to the secondaryvariables linked to either commitment and/or trust
is*
separatedinto nine parts. There are two significant paths at the .001 level: risk to
and
commitment and opportunistic behaviour to trust, and one path significant at the .01 level:
shared values to commitment. The implication is that hypotheses 3a3,3c2, and 3d2 are
There
is one path significant at the 05 level, namely, familiarity to commitment.
supported.
.
This hypothesis(3a2) is only partially supported.There are five non-significant paths: choice
to commitment, familiarity to trust, communication to trust, involvement to commitment, and
shared values to trust. The conclusion is that hypotheses3a1,3b1,3b2,3c1, and 3dlare not
supported.
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Hypothesis four refers to satisfaction as a precursor of trust. All three paths of satisfaction
(consumption-based,transaction-based,and competition-based)to trust are significant either
level.
for
having
01
Furthermore,
R2
001
trust,
the
the
the three aspectsof
the
at
or
at
.
.
satisfactionas the main predictor variables (table 10.7) is high:. 535. theseresults suggestthat
hypothesis4 is supported. Table 10.11 shows a summary of the hypothesesand the results
derived from regressionand structural equationmodeling analyses.
An attempt to understand those hypotheses not supported follows. First, choice is not a
significant predictor of commitment. This meansthat for the satisfied customer who already
trusts a provider, the existence of several other providers has no effect on the formation of
commitment. Considered from the perspectiveof the provider, if this provider works in the
developmentof trust and commitment, the presenceof more or less providers in the industry
has small impact. Second, familiarity and communication are not significant precursorsof
trust. Knowing more or less the service or having more or less contact with the provider
makes no difference in the formation of trust. Actually, the two cognitive elementshave no
influence in the formation of trust. This meansthat trust is basically an affective outcome.
Third, involvement is not a significant precursor of commitment. Customers may feel
committed to a provider even though they are not really interested in the industry. Fourth,
sharedvalues are not a significant precursor of trust. Customers may trust a provider even
though they do not sharethe way the provider conductsits business.

i-
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Table 10.11
Summary of Results
Hypotheses

Results

H1: There is an increase in customer loyalty to the service
increase
in
following
the commitment to the
an
provider
serviceprovider.

Supported

P<.001

H2: There is an increase in relationship commitment to the

Supported

P<.001

following
increase
in
trust to the
service provider
an
serviceprovider.
H3a1:There is a decrease in commitment to a single service

Not Supported

provider following an increasein the number of choicesthe
consumerseeks.
H3a2:There is an increase in commitment to the service
provider following an increase in familiarity with the

Partially
Supported

service provider.
H3b1: There is an increase in trust in the service provider

Not Supported

following an increase in familiarity with the service
provider.
H3a3:There is an increase in commitment to the service
provider following an increase in the perceived risk
(including perception of switching costs and sunk costs) of
switching the service provider.
H3b2:There is an increase in trust in the service provider
following an increase in the level of communication with
the serviceprovider.
Hkl: There is an increase in commitment to the service
provider following an increasein customerinvolvement.

Supported

P<.001

Not Supported

Not Supported

H3c2: There is an increase in commitment to the service

Supported

provider following an increase in sharedvalues and norms
of the consumerwith the service provider.
H3d1:There is an increase in trust in the service provider
following an increase in shared values and norms of the
consumerwith the service provider.

Not Supported

H3d2: There is a decrease in trust in the service provider
following an increase in opportunistic behaviour.
H4: There is a positive relationship between commitment to
a service provider and customer loyalty following a
positive first experience of customer satisfaction.

P=.03

P<.001

Supported

P<.001

Supported

P<. 001
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10.7. The Tested Model Compared to Rival Models

In general, the tested model works better than the rival models. In chapter seven it was
from
literature
the
that
two
to challenge the model
models
were
selected
mentioned
rival
in
Pritchard's
Model
Garbarino's
Those
this
named
and
rival
models
were
proposed
research.
Model. In the first model (see figure2), the authors Pritchard, Havitz, and Howard (1999) do
not include the concept of consumer trust. Pritchard's Model does not start with customer
satisfaction and suggeststhat the outcomes of the cognitive and affective processesimpact
relationship commitment, which in turn impact customerloyalty. The importance of including
trust is at stakein the comparison againstthis rival model. The secondrival model (seefigure
3) is based on the model suggested by Garbarino and Johnson (1999), using trust and
commitment as outcomes in parallel to customer loyalty. Furthermore, this model does not
include the cognitive and affective variables that lead to trust and commitment. The challenge
imposed by this model is the idea that trust and commitment are consequencesof customer
satisfaction,but they do not precedethe formation of loyalty. In a way, Garbarino's Model is
suggestingthe basic model where the formation of loyalty only requires customersatisfaction.
The use of Garbarino's Model as a rival model will test the relevance of including trust and
commitment as mediating variables.
It is important to mention that the original authors (Garbarino and Johnson 1999, Pritchard,
Havitz, and Howard 1999) developed their research in different industries. For instance,
Garbarino and Johnson(1999) were looking at two types of customersin the theater industry
and Pritchard, Havitz, and Howard (1999) testedtheir model in the tourism sector.As long as
they used customer loyalty as a dependentvariable, their models can be adapted (using the
operationalizationdeveloped for the presentresearch)as rival models. The presentresearchis
not criticizing the researchof thesescholars,but building upon their work.
Pritchard's model has low goodness of fit indexes (see table 10.12). The Chi-Square is
363.32,NFI=. 568, CFI=. 601, GFI=.727, and RMSEA=. 171. Furthermore,the R2 for loyalty is
343, lower than the R2 of the tested model. In Pritchard's model, the absenceof satisfaction
.
and trust is working against the model fit. The lack of inclusion of these two elementslimits
the backward linkage with the provider.
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According to figure 7.1, satisfaction is where the process to form loyalty starts, when a
Zeithaml
fulfill)
fulfills
fails
(or
the
to
as
expectations,
needs of a customer above
provider
implied
bonds
is
And
the
Bitner
(1996)
to
trust
one
as
create
stronger
required
suggested.
and
by the formation of relationship commitment (Morgan and Hunt 1994). It can be then
is
formation
both
to
the
that
the
of customer
relevant
constructs
presence of
concluded
loyalty.

Garbarino's model has better goodnessof fit indexes (see table 10.12). The Chi-Square is
405.41, NFI=. 848, CFI=. 881, GFI=. 812, and RMSEA=. 123. However the R2 for loyalty is
179, which is very low when compared to the R2=.399 of the proposed model. The role of
.
trust and commitment as mediating variables is then very important in the explanation of
customer loyalty, even though it works against the goodness of fit. In general, the higher
the order of a model (when a model includes a link series like satisfaction 4 trust 4
it
is
high
fit
indexes.
harder
Failure to
4
loyalty)
to
the
reach
goodness
of
commitment
include trust and commitment as mediating variables is basically a failure to recognize the
loyalty.
develop
follow
to
that
process
customers
Table 10.12 shows a comparison among models. Even though, Garbarino's model possesses
better goodnessof fit indexes,they are not big enoughto validate its small values in R2.Thus,
it can be concluded that the tested model explains the reality better than any of the two rival
models.
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Table 10.12
Model Comparison
Parameter

H

Commitment to Loyalty
Trust to Commitment

HI

Choice to Commitment

I-13al

Familiarity to Commitment
Risk to Commitment
Familiarity to Trust
Communication
to Trust
Involvement to Commitment
Shared Values to Commitment
Shared Values to Trust
Opportunistic B. to Trust
Consumption Sat. to Trust
Transaction Sat. to Trust
Competition Sat. to Trust

H3a2
H3a3

.

122
177

Pritchard's Model
Standard t-value
estimates
586
7.94***
.

2.22*
3.18***

085
.
126
.
251
.

1.568
2.32*
4.63***

3.11 ***

156
,
003
-.

2.88**
058
-.

325
.
455
-.

5.99***

Garbarino'sModel
Standard t-value
Estimates

H3b
I
H3b
2
H3cl
H3c2
H3d

.

173

186
-.

-3.5***

309
*
221
.
237
.

3.36***
2.80**
2.66**

1
H3d

Other
Communic. to Commitment
Opportunistic to Commit.
Consumption Sat. to Loy.
Consumption Sat. to Comm.
Consumption Sat. to Trust
Goodness

of fit

2

Independence Chi-Square
Bentler-Bonett Index (NFI)
Non-Normal Index
Comparative Fit Index (CFI)
LISREL
GFI
AGFI

-8.4***
423
.
686
.
675
.

H4
H4
H4
635.17
231
2.74
3341.04

Chi-Square
Degrees of Freedom
H. Chi-Square/df

LISREL

H2

TestedModel
Standard t-value
estimates
626
7.27***
.
660
8.82***

0.810
0.843
0.861
0.759
0.701
0.104

p-value
<. 001

363.32
66
5.50

p-value
<. 00 1

405.41
120
3.37

841.652

2674.18

0.568

0.848

0.513
0.601
0.727
0.606

0.860

0.171

5.62***
9.99***
ll.. 2***
p-value
<. 001

0.881
0.812
0.749
0.123

RMSEA

Tests

of

si p nificance
R for Loyalty

statistical

392
.
512
.
517
.

343
.
422
.

179
.
470
.
456
.

Rý for Commitment
Rý for Trust

" significant at ui
** significant at 01
.
* significant at 001
.
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The present research represents an attempt to understand the process in the formation of
loyalty. After conducting an empirical study in the international phone service industry,
between
idea
trust
that
toward
the
satisfaction and
mediate
and
commitment
results point
loyalty. Morgan and Hunt (1994) expressed before the existence of these two mediating
have
favoured
Other
in
business-to-business
scholars
one of the
exchanges.
variables
focused
Other
(1999)
Howard
that
like
Havitz,
Pritchard,
on
commitment.
and
variables
in
but
trust
consequence
of
satisfaction,
not
a
and commitment as a
scholars researched
mediating role (Garbarino and Johnson 1999).
This research demonstrates that the process leading to loyalty requires trust and commitment.
Furthermore, results of this research show that in the formation of commitment, familiarity
and shared values are important and that the presence of opportunistic behaviour deteriorates
the formation of trust. Regarding familiarity,

the contention of this research was deducted

from research developed by Rao and Sieben (1992). They suggested that price is less
important when familiarity

increases. Because committed customers do not care about price

in
familiarity
increase
it
hypothesized
that
an
changes,
was

leads to an increase in

deduction.
Results
a
commitment.
confirmed such

Some authors suggestedthe linkage between shared values and norms and commitment
(Cebrzynski 1998, Kiely 1997). Customerssharing something in common with the firm more
easily become committed to the products or services of the firm. Morgan and Hunt (1994)
linkage
between
behaviour
far
the
the
negative
opportunistic
were
exploring
only authors so
and trust. The presentresearchdemonstratesthat their points are valid.

10.8 Summary and Conclusions

The major question in this research is whether customer satisfaction is enough to build
customer loyalty or mediating factors are needed to build on satisfaction and finally reach
customer loyalty. A major assertion in this study is that satisfaction is a necessarystep, but
not sufficient in the formation of loyalty. Consequently a theoretical model that shows the
path from satisfaction to loyalty has been developed and tested. The results show that
consumertrust and relationship commitment play a key-mediating role between satisfaction
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formation
loyalty,
(cognitive
the
that
two
of trust
and affective) reinforce
and
and
processes
and commitment. The cognitive process is composed of the following factors: number of
is
The
familiarity,
affective process composedof
choice,
perceived risk, and communication.
the following factors: involvement, sharedvalues and norms, and opportunistic behaviour.
After rigorous sample data collection

and several statistical analyses (factor analysis,

it
is
analysis),
correlation analysis, regression analysis, and structural equation modeling
concluded that the existence of trust and commitment as mediating variables is important
to increase the explanation

of customer loyalty.

Although

not all of the moderating

variables were found significant, some of them were, namely, familiarity, risk, shared values,
and opportunistic behaviour. A post-hoc model is developed including only the significant
variables (see figure 7). This tested model explains about 40% of the variance of the
dependent variable customer loyalty and has goodness of fit indexes that are very close to the
typical standards of a good model fit (Hoyle 1995).

It is believed that the present researchgeneratesan improvement over the current knowledge
in the field of consumer behaviour by explaining that satisfaction does require some
reinforcementto form loyalty.
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Part Three:

Conclusions, Contributions,
Limitations and Further
Research
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CHAPTER ELEVEN
Thesis Results, Summary and
Conclusions
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11.1. Introduction:

In recent years, marketers have focused attention on customer loyalty schemes as a tool for
is,
base.
The
loyalty
these
their
schemes
success of
amongst
mass customer
generating
however questionable and is till being evaluated. It is also unclear whether retailers are, in
from
long
the
tools,
term
these
although,
marketing
schemes as short or
reality, using
literature search, it seems that they are tactical rather than strategic (e.g. Reynolds 1995).
These issues are well documented in the literature.

The objective of the present research was to add to the existing body of knowledge relating to
customer loyalty and customer loyalty schemes. First, it set out to investigate the true worth of
such schemes when seen from an exclusively consumer perspective. Second, an attempt was
subsequently made to identify the effectiveness of such schemes when they form part of a
wider programme of relationship marketing. A model of customer loyalty was subsequently
developed and tested based on data obtained from an appropriate sector of the service
economy.

11.2 Overall Results

The present research comprised two parts. The first sought to identify the impact of the
customerrelationship factor on customer loyalty within the grocery sector in the UK. This
objective identified how important consumers feel loyalty schemes are in satisfying their
needsin relation to the overall retail offering. Identification of what factors they place as most
important, specifically their attitudes towards loyalty schemes,were also researched.The key
findings relating to the above objective can be summarisedas follows : respondentsprimarily
viewed their participation in loyalty schemesas getting something for nothing; the majority
were not highly enthusiasticabout loyalty schemes,but felt they were just an addedincentive;
finally, it was found that consumersdid not rate loyalty schemesas being as important as
other factors, such as product or service quality, customer service facilities and in store
choice. The results indicated that the majority of respondentswould continue to shop with
their main supermarket, regardless of whether there was a loyalty scheme in operation.
However, it was found that such schemesdid encourage re-purchasing. Hence, from the
consumers' perspective, loyalty schemes did not generate emotional commitment but
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behavioural commitment was evident. The majority of consumers also had a number of
loyalty cardsfrom competing retailers, again indicating that loyalty schemesdo not encourage
loyalty to one particular retailer.
It was found that customer loyalty schemes are changing patterns of consumer behaviour, but
beliefs
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literature, which suggests that emotional loyalty is not being developed by points and prizes
(e.g., Reynolds 1995). This is a key issue for supermarket retailers, as the real purpose of
loyalty schemes is not being achieved. In addition, it was found that no direct dialogue was
being created between retailers and customers.

The results suggestedthat consumerswho define themselvesas loyal had more favourable
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The overall conclusion is that customer loyalty schemesdo not directly generateloyalty but
that, nevertheless,they have role to play in overall retail strategy, alongside an emphasison
customerservice facilities and product quality. All of theseelementsseemto work togetherto
key
importance
loyalty:
in
the
the
true
create
customer
particular,
of customer service as
elementin sustainingcustomer loyalty (Sopanen1996) is reaffirmed.
The principal objective of the second part of the research programme was to develop and test
a model of customer loyalty. Such a model can help explain the process that enables a
company to achieve high levels of marketing performance based on the development of
customer loyalty. However, the findings of the first part of the present research showed that a
clear effect of loyalty on customer satisfaction was not found in the sector under study
(grocery retailing). It was therefore considered neither feasible nor sensible to attempt to build
a model of customer loyalty based on data obtained in the grocery retailing sector. As a result,
other sectors of the service economy were investigated and evaluated in order to identify
those in which customer loyalty and customer loyalty schemes were seen to play a major role.
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Subsequently,a sub-sector of the telecommunications market - specifically international
phonecall services- was selectedfor further study and as a base for developing and testing a
model of customerloyalty in the service sector.
The model which was subsequently developed and tested assumed a company value
package that included a product or service, and a strategy to deliver it into the consumer's
hands.On the consumer side, basedon earlier literature review findings, it was also assumed
that consumersatisfaction results from one or more of three aspectsof the total consumption
experience:one aspectderived from the experiencewith the product or service (consumptionbasedsatisfaction), a secondaspectderived from the experiencewith marketers (transactionbasedsatisfaction), and a third aspect derived from the experiencewith other alternativesor
absenceof potential regret for not using other alternatives (competition-based satisfaction).
These three aspects of satisfaction can have different effects on the consumer mind.
Consumption-basedsatisfaction has its main effect on the cognitive responses.Transactionbasedsatisfactionhas its main effect on the affective response.Competition-basedsatisfaction
directly reinforces or deterioratesloyalty.
This research focused on consumers who were satisfied with their first consumption
experience.It was then argued that, subsequentto such an experience,the customer requires
somekind of reinforcement to becomeloyal. Such reinforcement can then be achievedeither
through a cognitive processor through an affective process:the result of those processesis the
formation of consumertrust and a relationship commitment, which in turn leads to customer
loyalty.

In deciding on the design and structure of the customer loyalty model, four principal
hypotheseswere proposed and tested. First, the hypothesis that customer loyalty to a service
provider follows an increasein commitment to that provider was supported,and the strongly
positive results demonstratedthat commitment can be taken as a key predictor of customer
loyalty. Second, the hypothesis that there is a demonstrable increase in relationship
commitment to a service provider following an increase in trust in that provider was
supported. Even though other predictors for commitment were seen to exist, trust was
neverthelessshown to be the main predictor. From this it was concludedthat consumertrust is
a key antecedentin the formation of commitment.
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A third set of related hypotheses - collectively hypothesis three - looked for secondary
variables linked to either commitment and/or trust. Results showed that risk, sharedvalues
and familiarity are linked to commitment, while opportunistic behaviour is linked to trust.
However, choice and involvement show no statistically significant relationship to
commitment, while familiarity, shared values and communication show no relationship to
trust. Finally, hypothesis four tested the claim that satisfaction (whether consumption-based,
transaction-basedor competition-based)is a precursor of trust; again, the strong results show
this to be true in eachcase.
After rigorous data collection and the subsequent testing of the four principal hypotheses
described above, a post-hoc model of customer loyalty was developed which included only
those variables found to be significant. The tested model was found to explain approximately
40% of the variance of the dependent variable "customer loyalty", and produced goodness of
fit indexes that are very close to the typical standards of a good model fit. The tested model

also performedbetter than tests on two rival models reported in the literature.
11.3 Contribution to Knowledge

The following sections detail the overall contributions to knowledge of the research with
respectto conceptual,methodological and managerialissues.
11.3.1Conceptual Contribution

The first part of the study adds to understandingof the influence of customer loyalty schemes
on customer satisfaction and retention. However, it differs from most earlier studies by
focusing on the effectivenessof such schemesseenfrom a purely consumerperspective.
The key finding of research into a sample of retail grocery (Tesco) shoppers indicated that,
contrary to expectation, customer loyalty

schemes were not, in fact, generating any

measurable degree of customer loyalty. This result, however, raises further questions relating
to the adoption and use of customer loyalty schemes.

The relevant data was collected and analysedbetween2000 and 2002, and related to a
period
when Tesco was aggressivelypromoting its customer loyalty schemes.Assuming that Tesco
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Given these trading advantages,Tesco and other suppliers will continue to use and invest in
customerloyalty schemesbut, paradoxically, not in any expectation of developing customer
loyalty directly. First, and most importantly, such schemesprovide managementwith valuable
information on which to basetheir marketing decisions; secondly,the schemesserve a useful
secondary role as a short-term promotional tool. Given these benefits, the concept and
in
be
loyalty
to
revisited and redefined
underlying rationale of customer
schemesmay need
order to more accuratelyreflect their role and value.
The principal conceptual contribution of the secondpart of the presentresearchrelates not to
the relative effectivenessand use of customerloyalty schemes,but to the revealedantecedents
of the formation of customer satisfaction, loyalty and retention. The progressionfrom trust to
commitment and subsequently to loyalty was clearly established and confirmed earlier
researchfindings. However, the present study demonstratedthat customer "satisfaction" is a
necessary,but not a sufficient, condition in generating customer loyalty, and that satisfied
customerscan neverthelesstake their businesselsewhere.
The model which was developedand testedoffered a theoretical explanation of the path from
satisfaction to loyalty, showing that trust and commitment play key mediating roles in this
process.However, of equal interest, was the identification of relationships which are often
assumedto exist in the literature, but for which there appearsto be no statistically significant
evidence.
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First, choice is not a significant predictor of commitment. This means that, for the satisfied
has
trusts
the
customerwho already
existenceof several other providers
no effect
a provider,
on the formation of commitment. Considered from the perspective of a provider who
continues to work on the development of trust and commitment, the presenceof more or
fewer providers in the industry has small impact. Second,familiarity and communication are
not significant precursors of trust. Being more or less familiar with the service, or having
more or less contact with the provider, makes no difference to the formation of trust.
Importantly, it was also shown that the two cognitive elements which were tested had no
influence in the formation of trust. This means that trust is basically an affective outcome.
Thirdly, involvement does not appear to be a significant precursor of commitment customersmay feel committed to a provider even though they are not really interestedin the
supplier or the wider industry. And finally, sharedvalues are not a significant precursor of
trust - customersmay trust a provider even though they do not approve of the way in which
the provider conducts its business. All of these "negative" findings will need to be tested
further but, if confirmed, must impact on the way future models are developedand tested.

11.3.2Methodological Contribution

The main methodological contributions of the first part, of the research can be drawn as
follows: First, the researchattempted to adapt the Interaction Approach to the grocery retail
sector. (McKechnie (1992) has already adapted it to financial services). The researchalso
examinedrelationship development specifically in the grocery sector, whereby a number of
issuesin relation to loyalty and relationship marketing were identified.
Much of the work on relationship marketing has been completed in industrial and, more
recently, service settings. Here, the client base can be more easily segmented, making
relationship development more plausible. The Interaction Approach is highly useful for
organisationalmarketing, and the researchindicates its applicability to retailing, specifically
the information exchange episode. Different environmental factors and the recency and
frequencyof purchases,mean that issuessuch as the possibility of a relationship developing,
needto be comprehended.
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Relationship development in retailing exists in a different context and environment, where
consumerneeds and expectations differ largely from micro-marketing situations. Yet, this
doesnot meanthat retailers cannot achieve micro-marketing techniques.It is customerloyalty
schemesand the development of relationships, which may enable the potential of micro
marketing to be achieved. Every consumer needsto visit a grocery outlet in order to satisfy
his/her basic physiological needs and survive. Hence, there will always be demand, so
retailers need to develop an added enticement to enable consumersto remain loyal to their
store. It has already been stated that consumer and retailer perceptions differ; it seemsthat
consumersdo not accept that they can develop relationships with supermarkets.Once they
realisethat it is plausible, supermarketscan then begin to develop effective strategies.
This researchidentified the importance of relationship marketing strategiesin retailing. It is
envisagedthat relationship developmentis clearly a method by which retailers can encourage
consumersto patronise one store alone. However, there is clearly something missing, as
loyalty schemes have been found not to be a very successful method of encouraging
emotional commitment. If consumersengagein a relationship with their supermarket,they are
likely to be emotionally tied to the store. As soon as this occurs, it will be hard for
competitorsto entice them away.
The main methodological contribution for the second part of the study relates to whether
customersatisfaction is enough to build customer loyalty or mediating factors are neededto
build on satisfaction and finally reach customerloyalty. A major assertionin this study is that
satisfactionis a necessarystep, but not sufficient in the formation of loyalty. Consequentlya
theoretical model that shows the path from satisfaction to loyalty has been developed and
tested. The results show that consumer trust and relationship commitment play a keymediating role between satisfaction and loyalty, and that two processes (cognitive and
affective) reinforce the formation of trust and commitment. The cognitive process is
composed of the following factors: number of choice, familiarity, perceived risk, and
communication. The affective process is composed of the following factors: involvement,
sharedvalues and norms, and opportunistic behaviour.
After rigorous sample data collection

and several statistical analyses (factor analysis,

correlation analysis, regression analysis, and structural equation modelling analysis), it was
concluded that the existence of trust and commitment as mediating variables is important to
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increasethe explanation of customer loyalty. Although not all of the moderating variables
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The model was shown to explain approximately 40% of the variance of the dependent
indexes
fit
loyalty"
"customer
that were very close to the
of
variable
and produced goodness
typical standardsof a good model fit (Hoyle 1995). Secondly, the model outperformed two
rival models chosen from the literature (Pritchard, Havitz and Howard, 1999; Gabarino and
Johnson, 1999). The first rival model (Pritchard et al.) does not include the concept of
consumertrust. It does not start with customer satisfaction and suggeststhat the outcomesof
the cognitive and affective processesimpact relationship commitment, which in turn impact
customerloyalty.. The secondrival model, Gabarino's Model, uses trust and commitment as
outcomesin parallel to customer loyalty. However, this model does not include the cognitive
and affective variables that lead to trust and commitment. The model argues that trust and
commitment are consequencesof customer satisfaction, but that they do not precede the
formation of loyalty. In essence it suggests that the formation of loyalty only requires
customer satisfaction. In contrast to both these models, the model proposed in this thesis
placesrejects any generic concept of satisfaction and places a far greater emphasison trust
and commitment as key antecedentsof customerloyalty and retention.
It is important to mention that the original authors (Garbarino and Johnson 1999, Pritchard,
Havitz, and Howard 1999) developed their researchin different industries. Garbarino and
Johnson (1999) built their model on data obtained in the theatre industry, whilePritchard,
Havitz, and Howard (1999) tested their model in the tourism sector. However, both tested in
the services sector and used customer loyalty as a dependentvariable. On this basis, it was
consideredlegitimate to test their results againstthose obtained in the presentstudy.
11.3.3 Managerial

Contributions:

The main contributions of the first part of this researchwith respectto retail managementcan
be defined as follows : Retailers need to concentrateon enhancing customer service benefits
and generatinggreater satisfaction, which in return will affect loyalty and hence relationship
development.Consumersclearly want better products and greater service quality. These are
elementsthat enhancerelationship development,not the current loyalty schemesin operation.
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Hence,retailers need to continue devising new customer service initiatives, which convey to
customersa feeling of concern for them.
Moreover retailers who concentrate on using loyalty schemesas their only mechanism for
generatingloyalty need to be cautioned. Firstly, not all consumers have positive attitudes
towards such schemesand loyalty schemescannot reach those who either do not chooseto
join or are not eligible to do so, for this reasonloyalty schemescan only form part of a loyalty
strategy.Secondly, retailers should not tie themselvesso tightly to their loyalty schemesthat
they would be prevented from operating without them. It is evident that since most of the
major supermarkets now offer some form of loyalty scheme, consumers expect the'
supermarketto have one. Hence, current loyalty schemesare not creating any differentiation.
This is becausethey are not using the customerdata derived from loyalty cards effectively, to
target specific customer segmentsand build a personal dialogue with each customer. This
researchsupports work by Reynolds (1995), stating that present loyalty schemesare tactical
ratherthan strategicmechanismsfor creating loyalty.
The overall grocery shopping experience needs to be made more enjoyable, which was
identified as being significantly associatedwith involvement levels.
Databasemarketing techniques are a way in which retailers can get to know consumersas
individuals. Relationships,by their very nature, are on a one-to one basis. As yet,
no personal
nature to the relationship is existent between the two parties- communication is still
predominantly one-way. Retailers need to convey to the customer that they want to actively
seek to learn more about them through their loyalty schemes,in order to serve their needs
more comprehensively. For this precise reason, loyalty schemes currently lie somewhere
between mass marketing and target marketing, although nearer to
mass marketing in the
researchersopinion.
This importance of internal marketing is also
expressed. Commitment from staff and
management,at all levels, is a prerequisite for relationship development. They need to
understandthe value of retaining each customer.Staff also needto be fully trained so that they
can deal with any customer situation that arises, the outcome of which should be positive
customerfeelings with every interaction. There is a clear need for marketing departmentswho
develop these strategies, to work closely with Personnel
and I.T. departments.The whole
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organisation needs to identify with the objectives of the organisation, to ensure successful
implementation.

The major managerial contribution in the second part of this research related to the search for
a positioning theory. Until now, positioning has been considered an important part of the
company's efforts in delivering
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has
failed
trying to
a consumer value package,

incorporate the consumer side dimension. If we can understand the steps between the first
satisfying experience and the formation of customer loyalty, we will on the way to producing
a sound positioning theory.

Traditionally, positioning has been seenas a supply side tool. The objective has beento find a
place in the consumer's mind and to occupy it with a desired brand (Ries and Trout 1986).
Recently, the movement toward customer orientation has been driving a new
conceptualizationof positioning, one with an expandedunderstandingof communicationwith
the customer. This new conceptualization of positioning is rooted on the demand side and
aims to help the company with the whole marketing strategic process (Vasquez and Alonso
1997).

Preliminary researchshows that strategic positioning increasesthe performanceof companies
that employ it thoroughly (Vasquez and Alonso 1998).An explanation of the way in which
such a process influences the consumer is pending. How does the consumer perceive the
messagesent by the company? More importantly, how can such a messageincrease trust
towards the company? Consideration of the previous questions undoubtedly will help the
managerin the implementation of the strategicpositioning process.
Ries and Trout (1972) proposed the original definition of positioning:

"Positioning starts with a product. A piece of merchandise, a
service, a company, an institution, or even a person... But positioning

is not what you do to a

product. Positioning is what you do to the mind of the prospect. That is, you position the
product in the mind of the prospect. "

For Ries and Trout, the company already has a product and the use of positioning is to
convince the prospect to buy it. Product development is absent in such a definition. The
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original
conceptof a market-driven organization,produceda shift
to a more integratedone. However, academicresearchis lacking in this area.There is no such
thing as a theory of positioning in academic literature. But even in the absenceof such a
theory, practitioners implemented the shift. They claimed to use positioning as a central issue
in their planning efforts (Vasquezand Alonso 1998).
This research tries to explain the process that leads to customer loyalty analyzing the
perspective of the consumer. In doing so, companies will have the basis for applying a more
successful strategy in which positioning works as the guiding thread from consumer value to
favourable outcomes. The proposition of a theory of positioning is beyond the scope of the
present research, although the findings will most likely be useful in backing up its future
development.

11.4

Limitations of the Study

Although a conscious effort was made to identify and eliminate sources of bias in both the
qualitative and quantitative researchtechniques, certain methodological limitations must be
recognised.
The main limitation of the study generatedfrom the first part of the researchis that the survey
was conducted in July 2001 and since then market data has changed significantly. Also the
survey was conducted during a weekday when, with hindsight, it would have been more
appropriateto sampleweekendcustomers.
The samplewas not designedas a probability sample.The population from which the sample
was drawn comprised only Tesco shoppersin the Greater Manchester area. However, as a
sampling frame of Tesco shopperswas not available, probability-sampling methodswere not
feasible.Quota sampling was the method of non-probability sampling which was selectedand
perceivedto be the most appropriatefor this study. However, the researcherwas left to use his
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perception. If another were conducted it would be important to sample a different service
sectorwhere prices are a little less important, for example fashion services.
11.5

Directions for Future Research

With regard to possible directions for future research,the narrow baseof the sampleof retail
be
has
been
It
in
first
therefore
the
the
customers
research
acknowledged. would
part of
informative to sample retail grocery customers who do not shop at Tesco-e.g Sainsbury's,
ASDA or Morrison customers.It would also be instructive to conduct further researchin or
after 2005, as the economic and environmental data have changed and could lead to
significantly different outcomes,reflecting changesin market conditions.
With respect to the second part of the research,this tested a model with the characteristics
necessaryto theory development. It is able to explain and to predict real phenomenaunder
limits of accuracy.Furthermore, it was derived in a deductive way from recent marketing and
psychological literature and tested with empirical data obtained randomly from a national
frame. As such, it fulfils the requirements to potentially be called a theory (Hunt 1991).
Future researchcould be oriented to this purpose. First, a new researchstudy should collect
additional data in order to increasethe samplesize and repeatthe statistical analyses.Second,
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it could be conducted in a different service sector and be comparedwith the results obtained
in the international phone call services sector. If the results obtained from these two actions
confirm findings obtained in the present thesis, then the potential for theory developmentis
increased.

A further future contribution lies with broadening the present study to take account of the
beliefs and attitudes of people from different ethnic backgrounds.The sample analyzedin the
presentresearchwas predominantly of Anglo-Saxon origin. It might be possible that different
ethnic backgroundsapproach the concept of customerloyalty differently from thoseof AngloSaxon origin. The replication of the present research in other countries/cultures might
beneficially increase the knowledge of firms looking to develop loyalty among their
customers,-in international markets.
Finally, there is clear potential for further exploring the concept of mutual trust, commitment,
and loyalty between the provider and the buyer. The present research worked only in the
direction customer to provider. The exploration of a bi-directional concept will add to the
better understanding of the process that leads to loyalty and the achievement of firm
performance.
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Appendix 1

Questionnaire to identify supermarket shopping behaviour and
attitudes
1. which of the following chains do you use for grocery shopping?(pleasetick all that apply)
Aldi
Asda/Dales
Budgen
Co-op
Food Giant
Gateway
Iceland
Kwik Save
Mace/ Spar
M&S

2.

[01]
[02]
[03]
[04]
[05]
[06]
[071
[08]
[09]
[10]

[11]
[12]
[13]
[14]
[151
[16]
[171
[18]
[19]

Morrisons
Netto
Presto
Safeway
Saacenter/Saiinsbury
Sornerfield
Tesco
Waitrose
Comer shop/other

In which one of the above chain storesdo you spendthe most?

3.
How long has this been you main grocery shoppingchain?
Up to one year
[]
5-9
1.-2 years
[]
10+ years
3-4 years
[]

1
[]
[]

4. what proportion of your total grocery shoppingbudget is spentat this store?
0-25%
51-75%
26-50%
76-100%
5. Do you use any of the following supermarketstore cardson a regular basis?
SafewayABC
Tesco Clubcard
SainsburyReward
Tesco Clubcard Plus
Somerfield Premier Points
Other(s) (pleasespecify)
None
6. How many grocery/ supermarketstore card schemesdo actively participate in ?
0
3-4
1
5+
2
7. About how much do you spendon grocerieseachweek (UK Pound)?
Under 15
45-59
15-29
60-74
30-44
75+

8. Please indicate the importance of eachof the following factors when deciding upon
which chain to shop?(pleasetick)
Not at all imnortant--7

I --verv imnnrtant

3

2

Child -care facilities
Convenienceto home/work
Customer services
Friendliness/ Responsiveness
of store
staff
Nearness
opening Hours
Parking Facilities
Prices
Product Range
Quality of Prod2cts
Store Loyalty Cards
Special Offers
_Store Layout (knowing where everything
is )

7

6

5

4

I
I

II

9. For me grocery shopping is :
,

1234567

Important
Interesting
Exciting
Fun

a.
b.
c.
d.

[]
[]
[l
11

[]
[J
[]
[l
[]
[l
000

[]
[]
[l

[]
[l
[]
[1

[J
[l
[]
[1

[J
[]
[]
U

Unimportant
Boring
Unexciting
Notfun

Pleaseanswer all the following questions in relation to the supermarket where you
spend the most

Do you receive any form of direct communication from the supermarket?
11
NO

10.

IF YES.how often:

Yes

7-12 months
don't know

At leastoncea month
1-3 months
4-6 months

11. Haveyou complainedabouta product/serviceto your supermarket
within thepasttwo years?
Yes

11

No

11

Dissatisfied

Very
satisfied

If yes, how satisfied were you with the outcome?

Very satisfied Satisfied Neither satisfied nor
dissatisfied

Please answer all the following questions in relation to the supermarket
where you spend the most
Very
satisfied

Satisfied

Neither
satisfied nor
dissatisfied

Dissatisfied Very
satisfied

12. How? satisfied are you with
the way the supermarket keeps you
informed about their products
services
13. How satisfied are you with
customer service facilities at this
supermarket ?
14. How satisfied are you with the
responsiveness of store staff ?
15. Overall, how satisfied are you
I with supermarket

Please indicate your agreement or disagreement with each of the following
statements?
Strongly
agree
16.1 have littleor no in grocery shopping
17.1 am not interestin Bargain seeking
18. It is important to me to keep up with special
deals being offered by the grocery storesin my area
19. most of the supermarketsare all alike
- When purchasing product
--fo-.
try
to
a
always
,I
maximise the quality I get for the money I spend
2 1. when Other people seeme purchasing from this
form
they
an opinion of me
store,
- The supermarketis
f2-.
consistentand reliable in the
delivery of productsand services
ý3. the supermarketin which I shop will not trick
me
- iscon-cemed
T41- Ifeel - thesup-ermarkct
now itsbeing
well
customers
-y5-. I trust the supermarket
j6.1 am preparedto recommendthe supermarketto
others
-ýF7-1am loyal to the supermarket
28.1 have a relationship with the supermarket
j-9. i would prefer to go to one supermarketfor my

Agree

Neither
agree nor
disagree

Disagree

Strongly
disagree

Strongly
agree

Agree

Neither
agree nor
disagree

Disagree

Strongly
disagree

30. Store loyalty cardsare not worth having, they
are just a con from the supermarketwho want us to
more positive aboutthem
3 1. Being satisfiedwith supermarketin which I
loyal
being
in
to that supermarket
me
results
shop
32.the loyalty card of the supermarketencourages
me to repurchasein the samesupermarket
_33. the loyalty card of the supermarketin which I
shop encouragesme to try a new product and
services
34. if I forget my loyalty card I keep my receipt to
claim points upon my nest visit
35.1 would like the supermarketto make more
dislike
like
I
in
know
to
and
what
efforts getting
36.1 intend to continueto shop at this supermarket
in the foreseeablefuture
r-37. I think more highly of the supermarketsince
I they introducedthe store card

38

How if at all, has your shoppingbehaviour changedsince the introduction of the store
and card scheme?( pleasetick all that apply)

I spendmore money
I am encouragedto buy things which i usually would not
I visit the supermarketwith the store card more frequently
No change
Other ? (pleasespecify)

39.

Pleasecould you indicate your age ?

16-24
35 - 44
55- 64
40.

Sex ?
Male

[]
[]
[]

25-34
45 -54
65+

[]
[]
[]

[]

Female

[]

41. Occupation ?

41.
Annual householdincome (before Tax In UK Pound)?
[]
5,000-9,999
0-4,999
[]
15,000-19,999
10,000-14,999
[]
25,000- 29,999
20,000- 24,999
[]
40,000 +[]
30,000- 39,999

I.J
[]
[]

Thank You for your assistancein completing this questionnaire and you are again assured that the information
will remain entirely confidential

Appendix 2
KEY ATTITUDE

MEASUREMENTS

VARIABLES

MODE

MEAN

2.307
2.000
SATISFACTION WITH THE WAY THE SUPERMARKET KEEPS ME
INFORMED ABOUT THEIR PRODUCTS AND SERVICES
2.044
2.000
SATISFACTION WITH CUSTOMER SERVICE FACILITIES AT THE
SUPERMARKET
2.073
2.000
SATISFACTION WITH THE RESPONSIVENESSOF STORE STAFF.
1.917
2.000
OVERALL SATISFACTION WITH THE SUPERMARKET.
2.907
2.000
LITTLE OR NO INTEREST IN GROCERY SHOPPING.*
2.717
2.000
NOT INTERESTED IN BARGAIN SEEKING. *
2.970
2.000
IMPORTANT TO KEEP UP WITH SPECIAL DEALS BEING OFFERED BY THE
GROCERY STORESIN MY AREA.
2.931
2.000
MOST OF THE SUPERMARKETS ARE ALL ALIKE.
2.079
2.000
VALUE - CONSCIOUSNESS.
3.305
3.000
WHEN OTHER PEOPLE SEE ME PURCHASING FROM THIS STORE, THEY
FORM AN OPINION OF ME.
2.234
2.000
THE SUPERMARKET IS CONSISTENT AND RELIABLE IN THE DELIVERY
OF PRODUCTS AND SERVICES.
2.601
2.000
THE SUPERMARKET IN WHICH I SHOP WILL NOT TRICK ME.
2.534
2.000
THE SUPERMARKET IS CONCERNED ABOUT ITS CUSTOMER'S WELL
BEING.
2.450
2.000
I TRUST THE SUPERMARKET.
2.103
2.000
PREPAREDTO RECOMMEND THE SUPERMARKET.
2.546
2.000
AM LOYAL TO THE SUPERMARKET.
3.343
4.000
HAVE A RELATIONSHIP WITH THE SUPERMARKET.
2.239
2.000
WOULD PREFER TO GO TO ONE SUPERMARKET FOR ALL MY SHOPPING.
2.848
2.000
STORE LOYALTY CARDS ARE NOT WORTH HAVING, THEY ARE JUST A
CON FROM THE SUPERMARKETS WHO WANT US TO FEEL MORE
POSITIVE ABOUT THEM. *
2.265
2.000
BEING SATISFIED WITH THE SUPERMARKET RESULTS IN ME BEING
LOYAL TO THAT SUPERMARKET.
2.906
2.000
IF I FORGET MY LOYALTY CARD I KEEP MY RECEIPT TO CLAIM POINTS
UPON MY NEXT VISIT.
2.706
2.000
I WOULD LIKE THE SUPERMARKET TO MAKE MORE EFFORT IN
GETTING TO KNOW WHAT I LIKE AND DISLIKE.
1.907
2.000
I INTEND TO CONTINUE TO RE-PURCHASE AT THIS SUPERMARKET IN
THE FORESEEABLE FUTURE.
3.094
3.000
I THINK MORE HIGHLY OF THE SUPERMARKET SINCE THEY
INTRODUCED THE STORE CARD.
NOTES: FIVE POINT SCALE WHERE I=STRONGLY AGREE, 2=AGREE, 3=NEITHER AGREE NOR
DISAGREE, 4=DISAGREE, 5=STRONGLY DISAGREE.
REVERSE SCORING

Appendix three : C.C.I. T
Individual

relationship variable scores
Involvement

Commitment
RESPONDENT
STORE

NUMBER OF
RESPONDENT
S

PERCENTAGE
OFTOTAL
RESPONDENT
S
4.9%

RESPONDENT
SCORE

NUMBER OF
RESPONDENT
S

PERCENTAGE OF
TOTAL
RESPONDENTS

3

4

2.0%

7.8%

4

1

0.5%

28

13.7%

5

8

4.0%

6

58

28.4%

6

25

12.5%

7

19

9.3%

7

31

15.5%

8

39

19.1%

8

47

23.5%

9

13

6.4%

9

49

24.5%

10

16

7.8%

10

19

9.5%

11

3

1.5%

11

9

4.5%

12

1

0.5%

12

5

2.5%

13

11

0.5%

14

2

1.0%

3

10

4

16

5

MEAN: 6.676 S.D.: 1.981 (SCORE RANGE 3-15)

MEAN: 8.085 S.D.: 1.842 (SCORE RANGE 3- 15)

Trust

CONCERN

3

10

5.0%

2

12

5.9%

4

9

4.5%

3

15

7.4%

5

13

6.4%

4

77

37.7%

6

48

23.8%

5

38

18.6%

7

40

19.8%

6

37

18.1%

8

36

17.8%

7

18

8.8%

9

20

9.9%

8

7

3.4%

10

16

7.9%

11

4

2.0%

12

4

2.0%

13

1

0.5%

14

1

0.5%

MEAN: 7.158 S.D.: 2.050

(SCORE RANGE: 3- MEAN: 4.760

S.D.: 1.413 (SCORE RANGE: 2-10)

15)
N. B. FOR COMMITMENT,
TRUST AND INVOLVEMENT:
1-5 =HIGH LEVEL. 6-10= AVERAGE LEVEL. 11-15
LOW LEVEL
FOR CONCERN: 1-3 = HIGH LEVEL, 4-7 = AVERAGE LEVEL, 8-10 = LOW LEVEL

E.g. Commitment has the highest proportion of respondentswho display high levels of this construct.In contrast,
the lowest levels are displayed by the involvement construct.

Appendix 4
Survey on Consumer's

Perspectives

on International

Phone Calls

Services

This questionnaireconsists of severalsections.Pleaseanswerthem all. Results of this survey will only
be shown in tableformats. All the information you provide will be strictly confidential.

Section I. Opinions about your International

Phone Calls service

Pleasecircle the scale number (from I to 7) that best fits your answer for each statement below. Consider
the scale:
Strongly
Mostly
Somewhat
Strongly
Neutral
Somewhat
Mostly
Disagree
Disagree
Disagree
Agree
Agree
Agree
1
2
34
7
56

Even though International PhoneCalls servicesare available in a number of
1234567
options, I always use the someone.......................................................
If I like a service,I rarely switch from itjust to try somethingdifferent
1234567
.............
Once I get usedto a service, I hate to switch
1234567
.............................................
I
loyal
International
Phone
Calls 1234567
to
am
very
my
service...................................................................................
I consider my International Phone Calls
service to be the ideal 1234567
service.........................................................................................
I am proud to be a customer of this International Phone Calls 1234567
service..................................................................................
I feel a sense of belonging to this International Phone Calls 1234567
service..................................................................................
I care about the long-term success of this International Phone Calls 1234567
service......................................................................................
I feel proud to know that my International Phone Calls service is doing better
than the competition
1234567
.......................................................................
I
feel identified with
International Phone Calls service 1234567
my
company...............................
This International Phone Calls service can be counted on to produce a good 1234567
service.........................................................................................
I can always trust this service to be good
1234567
................................................
This International PhoneCalls service is a reliable one
1234567
...........................
The quality of the service of this International PhoneCalls service is consistently 1234567
high
............................................................................................
I am always sure that the outcomeof the servicerepresentsa valuable one
1234567
.........
To accomplish its own objectives, my International Phone Calls provider
1234567
sometimesalters the consumedminutes in its favour
............................
To accomplish its own objectives, my international Phone Calls provide
sometimes promises to do things without actually doing them 1234567
later
..........................................................................................
My International PhoneCalls provider sometimesmakesan appearanceof servicc
if it was profitable for me, but actually the provider is looking for its own
1234567
advantage...........................................................................
.........
1 think that my International Phone Call s provider does not care about 12 34567
me............................................................................................
My International Phone Calls
provider only cares about my 1234567

*
Sect io n'*II*.Historv of your International Phone Calls services
Dates are approximate. Pleasewrite your answer to the question: no is your
Company:
to (year)_
Currentprovider? From (year)_
Reasonfor the switch from previous provider:
to (year)_
Previousprovider? From (year)_
Reasonfor the switch from previous provider:

Previousprovider?

From (year)

to (year)

Company:

Company:

Section 111.Opinions about your current International

Phone Calls

P ease circle the scale number (from I to 7) that best fits your answer for each statement pelow
Strongly
Mostly
Somewhat
Neutral
Somewhat
Mostly
Strongly
Agree
Agree
Agree
Disagree
Disagree
Disagree
1234567

I know that there are severalpossible alternativesto my presentprovider..........
Before I selectedmy actual provider, I knew of severalalternatives.................
I often know about new possible alternativesto my presentprovider................
The International PhoneCalls service is a very competitive one
.....................
More and more companies are starting business in International Phone Calls
service..................................................................................
Relative to other people, I have a great deal of knowledgeof International Phone
services........................................................................................
Relative to most of my friends, I have a great deal of knowledge of International
Phoneservices
................................................................................
I am familiar with many options of this service
.........................................
I have a lot of knowledge about how to selectthe best option within International
PhoneCalls service
........................................................................
I have a clear idea about what service characteristicsare really important in
providing me with maximum satisfaction...............................................

Section IV. Characteristics
service provider

about your current

I
I
1
I
I

3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5

6
6
6
6
6

7
7
7
7
7

I 2 3 4 5 6 7
I 2 3 4 5 6 7
I 2 3 4 5 6 7
I 2 3 4 5 6 7
I 2 3 4 5 6 7

International

Answer the following questions regarding your current International

2
2
2
2
2

Phone Call

Phone Calls

service

provider:

1) Adding the minutes of your last monthly bill, approximately how many minutes did you have last
month in International PhoneCalls?
Approximately
2) What type of services are you receiving from your current International Phone Calls service
provider? (Circleall thatapply).

I Basic package

2 Favourite numbers

3 Internet discount

4 Vouchers

5 Others(speci )

3) Do you use pre-paid International Phonecards(pleasecircle):
No

Yes

If yes, which one(s);

Section V. Your opinions about your current International
service

Phone Calls

P easecircle the scale number (from 1 to 7) that best fits your answer for each statement belom
Strongly
Mostly
Somewhat Neutral
Somewhat
Strongly
Mostly
Disagree
Disagree
Disagree
Agree
Agree
Agree
1234567
I am concerned about making a mistake in contracting a International Phone 1234567
Calls service
................................................................................
The decision to contract this service involves high risk
1234567
................................
If I have to switch my International Phone Calls service, I might lose some
1234567
already earnedbenefits.....................................................................
I think that there is a hidden cost if I switch my International Phone Calls 1234567
service................................................................................
Switching among International Phone Calls servicesinvolves a cost in terms of
1234567

time and effort
My

.....................................................................
International Phone Calls provider keeps me informed of

new 1234567

services.......................................................................................
My International Phone Calls provider explains to me the characteristicsof the 1234567

service
The personnelthat works at my International PhoneCalls provider always listens
to my suggestions
.........................................................
If I want to, I can have detailed conversations
with personnel from my
International PhoneCalls provider regardingmy account
........................
As far as I know, my International Phone Calls provider cares about receiving
feedback from its customers
.... ..........................................................
1 have great interest in International PhoneCalls services
........................
International PhoneCalls service is fascinating
...........................
1 have a compulsive need to know more about International Phone Calls
services.................................................................................
I like to make comparisonsabout International PhoneCalls services
.............

1234567
1234567

1234567
1234567
1234567
1234567

1234567

I like to engage in conversation with friends about International Phone Calls 1234567
services..................................................................................

I Section VI. Your beliefs
about the behaviour of your current service p ovideý
For the following statements, please answer twice. In the first column, please indicate your own level of
agreement (using the scale from I to 7) with the following statements. In the second column, please
indicate, based on your best guess, the level of agreement that your service provider may have with the
same statements.

Your personal
opinion
_/'

In order to succeed in this business, it is not
necessarycompromiseone's ethics......................
In this business,unethical behavioursshouldn't be
tolerated
.......................................................
In this business,it is notjustifiable to engagein
unethical advertisement.....................................
It is unethical the way International Phone Calls
servicestry to get new customers..................
It is unethical to call customersfrom competitorsand
try to convince them to switch International Phonecall
providers ......................................................

I

Your best guess
about the opinion
that your service
provider may have

1234567

1234567

1234567

1234567

1234567

1234567

1234567

1234567

1234567

1234567

Section VII. Opinions about your International Phone Calls
Pleasecircle the scale number (from I to 7) that best fits your answer for each statement below.
L trongly
Mostly
Somewhat
Mostly
Strongly
Somewhat Neutral
Disagree
Disagree
Agree
Agree
Disagree
Agree
1234567
This is one of the best servicesI have ever received
....................................
This service is exactly what I need
........................................................
This servicehas developedout as well as I thought it would
..........................
This servicehas fulfilled adequatelymy expectations
..................................
Employees from my International Phone Calls company give me personal

1234567
1234567
1234567
1234567
1234567

attention........................................................................................
Employees from my International Phone Calls company know what they are 1234567
doing
...........................................................................................
Employees from my International Phone Calls company are never too busy to
1234567
respond customerrequestspromptly
...................................................
Employees from
International Phone Calls
my
company are 1234567

polite ..........................................................................................
Compared to the other providers, my International Phone Calls company
provides the best service ..................................................................
Compared to the other providers, my International Phone Calls company has the

1234567

1234567

best reputation

...........................................................................
Compared to the other providers, my International Phone Calls company
provides customers with the best satisfaction in overall ...........................
1 am satisfied with my decision to choose this option over all other providers......

1234567
1234567

Section VIII. Personal Profile
Answer the following questions about yourself (pleasecircle or write):
1) Gender

IM2F

2) Marital status

I Married

2 single

3 Divorced

3) How many membersare in your household?
4) How many family memberslive in anothercity / country ?
5) Your age
I under 20
2 21-30
6) Ethnic background

I White

2 Black African

4 Other(specify)

3 31-40
3 Asian

4 41-50
4 Caribbean

5 Over 50
5 Other (specify)

7) Country of birth
8) If born abroad,when did you begin to live permanentlyin the UK ?(year)
9) Occupation(description )
10) Income

I under f 10,000
6 00,0001460,000

2 L10,0001-20,000 3 L20,001-00,000
7 L60,001470,000

8 00,001480,000

4 00,001440,000
9

L80,001490,000

5 L40,001450,000
10 Over E90,000

Thank you for your cooperation. You may add your observations below or on a separate sheet of paper.

